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Abstract 

 “Domesticating Detroit” is an ethnographic investigation into the intersecting worlds of art, 

creative industries, real estate, philanthropy and urban revitalization through the material lens of the 

single-family home. In March of 2015, Detroit faced a foreclosure crisis that threatened to add almost 

70,000 homes to the annual tax foreclosure auction and evict nearly 100,000 people . While the city’s 1

population continues to drop, the private sector is investing millions in Detroit’s artists and creative 

industries, valorizing creativity, innovation, and design as the hopeful saviors of the city and thus imbuing 

artists and creative entrepreneurs with the social responsibilities of ameliorating Detroit’s many ills. 

Throughout Detroit's history, single-family homes have been fought for and neglected, the object of real 

estate speculation and artistic appropriation, symbols of belonging, and means of racial discrimination. 

Today, the sheer quantity of vacant single-family homes, estimated at almost 30,000, makes them one of 

Detroit's most easily exploitable and malleable resources.  Amid public discourse of Detroit’s long-2

awaited renaissance, they have become a renewed site of control and subversion, an ostensible indicator 

of the city’s health, and the philosophical, material, and political site in which urban transformations are 

envisioned, enacted, and engaged. This dissertation concludes that creative interventions on single-family 

homes help to establish normative concepts of “community" and urban citizenship, redefine public and 

private spaces, and make visible the rhetoric of top-down efforts that seek to define the 'right way' to 

revitalize Detroit's neighborhoods. 

 The Wayne County Tax Foreclosure Auction is the largest of its kind in the world. According to Loveland Technologies, 24,950 1

properties were up for bid on the 2015 auction. At the end of the first round of bidding, only 1,648 sold.

 A 2010 Detroit Residential Parcel Survey found that Detroit had 229,634 standing single family homes; 27,439 of which were 2

deemed vacant with an additional 2,525 “possibly vacant.”
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Introduction: the object of study 

House, patch of meadow, oh evening light 
Suddenly you acquire an almost human face 

You are very near us, embracing and embraced. 

Rainer Maria Rilke 

The sun doesn't shine much in Detroit. The sky is oppressive rather than expansive. The clouds 

hang low most of the year over the flat land, and the houses are built heavy to ward off the winter 

cold. With 40 square miles of vacant land spattered across the city, at times, it feels profoundly 

pastoral. When the summer breeze gently caresses the tall grasses that hide the debris of decay 

and abandonment, it is easy to forget that two million people once lived here.  

 When I first moved to Detroit in the summer of 2011, the swelling chirping of crickets at 

night was a stark contrast to the sounds of busy city streets I had become accustomed to on the 

East Coast of the United States. The serenity was that of a rural setting, not what one would 

expect in a large city. But the relative quiet was not always reassuring or tranquil. Sometimes it 

was unsettling and eerie--an indicator of the plug being pulled, a city slowly, almost 

imperceptibly, being drained of many of its occupants. 



 The story of how Detroit went from a population of 1.8 million in 1955 to less than 

700,000 in 2012 is as long as the forces that affected it. The boom of the automobile industry 

was relatively quick and began declining as early as the 1920s. Migrants, nonetheless, poured in 

from the southern United States and Europe looking for work in the factories. But decades of 

disinvestment, racially discriminating housing policies (i.e. redlining, restrictive covenants, and 

the discriminatory local application of federal housing agency programs), the closing down of 

factories, and a crumbling infrastructure built to cater to vehicular travel left the city drastically 

poorer, isolated, racially homogenous, and struggling to maintain itself. Historian Thomas 

Sugrue tells this story well, outlining the myriad ways in which Detroit’s “urban crisis” was not 

the result of inevitable forces, but the effect of many decisions that proved to ultimately be racist, 

greedy, and myopic (1996). 

 Although today, Detroit seems at first glance to be a ghost town marked by emptiness, 

vacancy, and ruins, it is actually crowded with material. Roofs, shingles, clothes, furniture, 

window dormers, doors, fences, and other debris spill from the vacant single-family homes that 

remain—vestiges of mid-century middle-class sprawl. This dissertation takes the single-family 

home as a starting point and a lens onto the political economy of urban renewal, the “social turn” 

in the art world, and the aesthetics and politics of care and urban stewardship. Single-family 

homes in Detroit are a contested site in which various politics, ideologies, and economies collide. 

They contain and radiate deep emotional attachments, experiences, and memories, but they are 

also agents in the ever-evolving urban landscape affording various positionalities and inter-

relationships. Indeed, they are not just reclaimed, repurposed, or appropriated; they also enable 

reclamation, repurposing, and appropriation. 
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THEORETICAL ORIENTATION  

In this dissertation I attempt to bring an art historical perspective to the study of what I am 

calling “art houses” in Detroit. “Art houses" are single-family homes in which the material of the 

house—the structure, floor boards, siding, foundation, and/or other material elements of a former 

or current home—provide the primary substrate of an artistic intervention. It is my aim to merge 

art theory and criticism with social science approaches to the study of urban spaces, drawing 

from literature in urban studies, geography, science and technology studies, urban anthropology 

and sociology. In doing so, I aim to highlight the complex placement of the house as object and 

agent that opens up onto larger issues of creative production, place-based identity, and the 

political economy of urban renewal. 

Art, Creativity, and the “Creative Class” (or What to do about “Objects,” Part I) 

Anthropological writing about art has been dominated by discussions of non-Western art, the 

collection of artifacts, and the international trade of artifacts and art objects; traditionally 

defining itself against art historical perspectives by denying the autonomy of the art object and 

insisting on the primacy of ethnographic context (Morphy and Perkins 2006; see Levi-Strauss 

1963, Firth 1973, Bateson 1973). Anthropologists (Marcus and Myers 1995, and Schneider and 

Wright 2006, 2010), nonetheless, have called for increased attention to Western art noting that 

anthropology offers much possibility for “critical ethnographic studies of contemporary art 

worlds” (Marcus and Meyers 1995:27). Though many have echoed this sentiment (Westermann 

2005, Greverus and Ritschel 2009), very few have answered the call. Exceptions to this rule, 
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such as the work by Lloyd (2006) and Crehan (2011), provide ethnographic studies of the work 

of artists in Western societies challenging our assumptions both about the production of aesthetic 

value and the Western world of art itself.  

 As this research developed, however, it became clear that “art” was not the most useful 

category of analysis. Creativity, broadly writ, emerged as the more salient analytic category for 

the understanding of the nexus of activities happening in Detroit. As will be discussed below and 

in the following chapters, efforts to rebrand Detroit as a “Creative City,” the rhetoric of arts 

funding agencies, and public exhibitions across the city that highlight a broad array of creative 

production outside of the formally defined “art world” provide the ethnographic background for 

much of the artistic/creative transformations discussed herein. This is due in part to the 

popularity of Richard Florida’s 2002 best-selling book, “The Rise of the Creative Class,” which 

continues to influence urban development schemes despite being deeply criticized by academics 

in many disciplines.  

 In this book, Florida defines the “Creative Class” as a sector of workers “whose 

economic function is to create new ideas, new technology and/or new creative content” (2002:8). 

Features that distinguish this class from others (i.e. the working class) are their autonomy and 

flexibility and the fact that they are paid to create as opposed to execute another’s plan (2002:8). 

Florida extends his typology to the ideological by defining this class as bound by a class 

consciousness, where one’s identity is no longer tied to a large corporate entity, but rather to an 

identity as members of a broad creative force. With the emergence of this new class identity, the 

central task ahead, he claims, is “developing new forms of social cohesion appropriate to the 

Creative Age” (2002:11-12). Highlighting collaborative work environments, hip spaces, and 
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what he called the “Gay Index,” he emphasizes that creativity is a social process, and thus for 

cities to flourish they need to transform their centers into vibrant hubs of creativity to attract and 

cater to members of this emerging class. Florida was severely criticized for his overly-simplistic 

and economically-myopic assertions (c.f. Glaeser 2005, Rosler 2013 among many others). 

Writing in The Atlantic in January of 2013, he admitted “On close inspection, talent clustering 

provides little in the way of trickle-down benefits [to the poor].”  Yet, many cities have taken 1

hold of his advice and launched campaigns to rebrand themselves as “creative cities.” In Detroit, 

it is not the city itself that is spearheading these efforts, but rather a group of private corporate 

interests, booster organizations, and a handful of public-private partnerships. 

 As Stephen Squibb describes it in the introduction to Martha Rosler’s trenchant “Culture 

Class,” creativity today is “deployed as a property, an identity, a process and a 

product” (2013:17-18). It is all things to the neo-yuppies of Florida’s “Creative Class,” the 

proverbial starving artist struggling to make ends meet, and the developers and corporate 

interests seeking to lure more businesses downtown. In postindustrial cities like Detroit, to cling 

to creativity as a brand, an identity, an ethos, is to mistake the white-collar ideation pools that 

decide what new shops should go in downtown for the “hustling” and struggles of everyday 

existence.  The valorization of creativity and design as broad local ideologies or a branded ethos 2

of sorts, on the one hand, allows Detroiters to cope with the demanding conditions of their 

environment (finding “creative” solutions to a decayed civic infrastructure), while on the other, 

provides a soapbox from which some sing the praises of change and newness (never apolitical 

assertions). Creative production is marked, framed, and contested; and relations of power and 

authority are played out through the determinations of what is creative and what is not (Ingold 
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and Hallam, 2007:20). Detroit, the “Creative City," seeks to recuperate the creative adaptations 

born out of socio-economic quotidian necessity as a sign of resilience, innovation, and everyday 

design. Indeed, creativity, or creative fill-in-the-blank, seems to be the chosen nomenclature of 

the current zeitgeist.  

 Perhaps aligning more with the everyday “hustlers,” Tim Ingold and Elizabeth Hallam 

advocate for an understanding of creativity as daily improvisation emergent within the flow and 

activity of everyday life (2007). Creativity-as-improvisation is proffered as an alternative to the 

prevalent understanding of creativity-as-innovation, in which creative practice results in a 

disruption, a product, the creation of something ‘new’ (Ingold and Hallam 2007). Drawing upon 

the work of Edward Bruner (1993), Ingold and Hallam assert that to understand creativity solely 

as innovation is to characterize it by way of its products, rather than by way of its processes, to 

essentially read it backwards from its end product (2007:2). Detroit’s ‘creative renaissance,’ 

however, seems to misrepresent creativity-as-improvisation as creativity-as-innovation in an 

attempt to leverage a very select and limited understanding of its history to make the city anew. 

Detroit is steeped in the historiography of innovation and invention. School children are taught 

the story of Henry Ford as if he were a totemic ancestor. Indeed the sine qua non innovative 

product of Detroit, the car, is so linked to the city that “Detroit” is the metonym for the entire 

American auto industry. The creativity of the “Creative Class” is also one of innovation, a 

breaking off from the past, one that separates the exceptional individual from the collectivity of 

society and gains value in the assessment of objects over processes, the new over the “old.” 

However, the creative practices, particularly those of “old” Detroiters, are largely borne “out of 

necessity” and emerge from a set of conditions within their material environments rather than 
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from a desire to create innovative products. In this way, the improvisation-innovation divide 

loosely aligns with divisions of race and urban autochthony, whereby “newcomer” members of 

the “creative class” who are predominantly Caucasian tend to aspire for innovation, while 

“Detroiters,” who are predominantly African-American, work through an improvisatory model of 

creativity. This is, of course, a generality to which there are exceptions. 

 In the art world, products or objects are passé. Artists today deal in experiences 

(Thompson 2012, Doherty 2009, Bishop 2006). The art world’s disavowal of the Object comes 

out of institutional critique.  Projects that took art out of the gallery such as the Dada “Caberet 

Voltaire,” Joseph Beuy’s notion of “Social Sculpture,” and Allan Kaprow’s “happenings” were 

ultimately attempts to resist the commodification of art. These set the stage for the social, or even 

"ethnographic," turn in art (Foster 1996, Kwon 2002, Coles 2000), a turn that has generated a 

new genre or movement within the art world, called “social practice” (Thompson 2012). “Social 

practice” art (also referred to as “relational aesthetics,” “social justice art,” “participatory art,” or 

“community art” among others) has been spreading across cities and art-school campuses. 

Proponents of the art genre, such as curator of the New York–based public arts institution 

Creative Time, Nato Thompson, deny that it is an art movement stating rather, that these cultural 

practices indicate “a new social order—ways of life that emphasize participation, challenge 

power, and span disciplines ranging from urban planning [and] community work to theater and 

the visual arts” (2012:19). In fact, he goes so far as to claim spontaneous bike rides and 

technologically mediated political upheavals, such as the Arab Spring, as related to “social 

practice” art. Critics of the genre, such as art historian Claire Bishop, note that certain tensions 

have existed within such art from its inception, namely the tension between “equality and quality, 
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between participation and spectatorship, and between art and real life” (2012:38). She notes that 

these conflicts “indicate that social and artistic judgments do not easily merge; indeed they seem 

to demand different criteria.” She further proffers that the paradox of this situation is that 

although participatory artists “stand against neoliberal capitalism, the values they impute to their 

work are understood formally … without recognizing that so many other aspects of this art 

practice dovetail… with neoliberalism’s recent forms (networks, mobility, project work, affective 

labor)” (2012:38-9).  

 In Detroit, very few of the artists I spoke to claimed this genre for their work, but a large 

portion of them operate loosely along the tenets that give it, albeit amorphous, form. The director 

of the local Cranbrook Academy of Art, Reed Kroloff, told me that their curriculum does not 

explicitly include “social practice,” but the students are demanding it, and a growing number of 

them remain in Detroit after graduating to do “community-based” art work (personal 

communication, January 21, 2013). The lexical confusion here between social practice, 

community-based art, and the “Creative Class” are instructive. It was, in fact, the entanglement 

of these categories that prompted me to shift the analytic category to one of creativity. 

Perpetuated in the language of funding agencies, media coverage, and local advocacy and 

boosterism, creative practice discursively subsumes all of these forms of artistic and creative 

production, effectively lumping together a very wide array of “productive”practices from 

artisanal coffee roasters to fine art to manufacturing and industrial design. 
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Ontologico-political Economy (or What to do about “Objects,” Part II) 

What some  are calling the “ontological turn” in anthropological theory has invested renewed 3

attention to the importance of casting aside the “Nature-Culture predicament” in order to “take 

up, once again, the mantle of that politics—or rather of that “cosmopolitics”—that 

anthropologists at the dawn of their discipline had begun to weave together by refusing to let 

physical and cultural anthropology split apart” (Latour 2014:306). Philosopher and 

anthropologist of science Bruno Latour identifies a system of logic, which he attributes to 

Moderns, that is infused with the dyads of Nature/Culture and Subject/Object. Taking up a 

concept developed by his peer Philippe Descola, Latour advocates for an “interagentive” 

approach, which would allow for “the capacity of relating agencies with one another without 

passing every time through the obligatory passage point of the subject–object” (2014:306). This, 

he argues, “would begin to draw lines of agreement and dissent totally different from what would 

have been expected from a Nature-versus-Culture frame” (2014:306). 

 Tim Ingold argues that what distinguishes the built environment from the “natural” is the 

extent to which, at any given moment, the human components of its development prevail over 

the non-human (2000:187). The dualism of Nature-Culture is often invoked by “ruin 

pornographers” (urban explorers that take pictures of abandoned and decayed postindustrial 

landscapes). During the time of this research (2011-2016), Detroit was often spoken about as a 

“blank slate,” a mere canvas, a wild city where buildings are being swallowed whole, overtaken 

by the nature that reclaims them. Photographer James Griffioen’s “feral houses” project invokes 

this duality by suggesting that houses themselves can be released back into the “wild” and 
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become feral once they are consumed by the flora that likely was initially planted to decorate 

their lawns. 

 The etymological root of feral is feralis, literally meaning: belonging to the dead.  This 4

overly dualistic conception of nature versus culture and the return to a state of feral-ness or dead-

ness is a pervasive theme in representations of Detroit (and one that will be taken up in chapter 

four). To conceive of Detroit as “dead” presumes that the matter of the city is simply there for the 

taking, to be scavenged like a carcass. This is a deeply political position that chooses to ignore 

not only the agency of matter, but the existence and livelihood of 700,000 residents (a position 

that can easily slide into racist generalities). Representations of Detroit as dead are so pervasive 

that political scientist Peter Eisinger explores the “slow death” of Detroit through the lens of a 

terminal illness, noting that urban death is elaborated through a whole vocabulary of natural 

correlates. For example, the appropriation of the term blight from agriculture to describe urban 

decay and debris once again frames the effects of deindustrialization in a conception of nature 

versus culture (Eisinger 2014). In attempts to combat the image of Detroit as dead, developers 

and boosters release a flurry of rhetoric about vitality, “livability,” and “vibrancy.” It is with this 
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in mind that the title of this dissertation draws upon both definitions of domestication — as in 

taming the wild, to bend to the uses of humans; but also, literally, “to dwell in a house.”  

 To view the city as a “wild” city in need of domestication presumes that the material 

landscape is a passive background upon which our hopes, fears, and the banalities of our 

everyday existence are played out; a space to be acted upon, tamed, colonized, developed. This 

dissertation challenges that premise to assert that the matter of the city, specifically its many 

single-family homes, is a material force with agency that acts upon us, and in many ways makes 

the city what it is, through affording certain transformations both human-initiated and not. In this 

way, I challenge the simple nature-culture distinction by exploring what Jane Bennett calls the 

“thing-power” of houses (2010), understanding that as objects they afford creative 

transformations through the specificity of their materiality.  

 Latour is highly cited as a scholar that has enlivened things, giving matter a vitality and 

allowing things to emerge as nonhuman actants within always-shifting networks of human and 

nonhuman action. Anthropologist Kim Fortun recognizes that while Latour’s contributions to the 

field have been no doubt significant, his networks of interagentivity do not adequately 

acknowledge the possibility of injurious effects, or that “vitalism can be toxic and 

disastrous” (2014:315).  

 When we look at the political economy of urban revitalization, it becomes clear that 

creative labor is being instrumentalized in the efforts to “domesticate” the city, thus situating the 

artists and creative producers, as well as the houses themselves, within this network as both an 

instrument and an agent. The object of study here is both the artists/creative producers as well as 

the houses, both of which are at once both actant and being instrumentalized through creative 
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processes and subsumed into a narrative of urban renewal. What brings these all together is a 

relativized understanding and analysis of the creation of value through art, through re-use, 

through appropriation, through real estate markets, through decay, and even through absence. 

The houses discussed in this dissertation are at once both signifier and substrate, artistic medium 

and actant, both acted upon and acting in the transformations of the city. I am briefly outlining 

this tension between an ontological viewpoint and a political-economic one because it 

illuminates a tension that exists within this dissertation. That is: a tension between the political 

economy of urban renewal (the politics of the management of vacancy) and the stubborn 

ontology of houses (the agentive forces of an incredible amount of material debris). 

 I wonder: What are the politics of discussing the “vitality of matter” in Detroit? Is vital 

matter ultimately a subversion of Fordist systems of production and consumption? A real-life 

version of Dr. Frankenstein and his creature where the detritus of postindustrial decay destroys 

the forces that brought it into being? What does it mean to theorize the houses as not just 

dismantled and reassembled like composite skeletons in a biology class, but to see the ways in 

which they afford various malleabilities? Following Bennett, how do the houses enrich or injure, 

elevate or degrade us (2010)? How do they allow moments of change in which they transform 

from one type of value to another, one type of commodity to another? How do houses resist 

domestication, or resist being tamed? How do they grow and evolve through processes of 

selection (i.e real estate markets and foreclosure cycles) that weed out the bad ones allowing the 

strong robust structures to stand another year?  These ontological questions attempt to grapple 

with the agentive object of the house.  
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 That artistic production in the formal art world is moving away from the production of 

things and toward the production of experiences, just as the ontological turn is gaining 

momentum within anthropology, is not as contradictory as it may seem. The theoretical 

placement of the object, or product, or commodity has been at the center of social science inquiry 

since Kant, and even Descartes mused about subject/object relations, today coalescing around 

discourses of nonhuman agency (and the debates briefly mentioned above). There seems to be an 

emergent correlation between the non-product-based production evident in the art world and the 

renewed theoretical assertions of the false distinctions between nature and culture or subject and 

object in anthropological discourse. The art world’s “social turn” and the anthropological 

“ontological turn” seem to intersect at the crux of materiality; if a move away from material 

objects signifies an investment of value in the immaterial, an equal but not entirely opposite 

assertion states that those things and materials do indeed act in the world. The recognition of the 

agency of objects is a prerequisite to the aesthetic-political movement away from the 

objectification of art. Yet, in the context of a political economy, the production of experiences 

can still be commodified,  and things can actively resist commodification. Indeed, the 5

commodity being sold now is not an art object, per se, but creativity itself, as creative labor is 

instrumentalized toward goals of a neoliberal and quickly gentrifying city.  

 The situation of the Object within this research reflects this muddied ground. The houses 

discussed here are at once both transformed by the labor of artists and actively transform 

themselves as agents; they are both commodities and resist commodification, domiciles and 

resist domestication. Meanwhile, the rhetoric and public discourse in Detroit surrounding the 

“Creative City” is one in which “innovation” carries significant social and economic cache, 
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where the product, the house-as-commodity, is a critical indicator of the city’s health. Thus, the 

innovative, the thing that ‘makes new,’ or ‘makes the old, new’ is indeed highly salient and 

politicized. Nonetheless, the improvisatory processes by which transformations of Detroit’s 

material landscape emerge also make claims to aesthetic and social value (as seen in the 

Postindustrial Complex exhibition described below). Thus the immaterial and symbolic value 

created is inseparable from the “thingness” of the material objects. The houses themselves and 

the masses of material that is the detritus of deindustrialization cannot be ignored nor taken as 

mere clay in the potter’s hands. 

 On the one hand, I follow Ingold’s injunction to understand creativity as processual and 

generative, a focus that articulates well with Jane Bennett’s notion of “vibrant matter” (2010) and 

Latour’s actants (2004), to situate matter as co-constitutive in the creative emergence of 

transforming spaces. However, I seek to reconcile those that, perhaps, would fall loosely into the 

category of materiality studies, emphasizing the emergent agency of things and materials (i.e. 

Gell 1998, Ingold 2007, Latour 2004, Bennett 2010, Coole and Frost 2010, Drazin and Kuchler 

2015) with the political economy of real estate markets, urban renewal, development schemes, 

and the management of vacant houses in the making ‘new’ of the city. Kim Fortun identifies a 

political economy as a “level of analysis [that] points to the notable productivity—social and 

material—of dynamics like capitalism, which work by producing both difference within 

(proletarianization, hierarchies of wealth and authority) and externalization (both human and 

environmental)” (2014: 315). Additionally, I find Arjun Appadurai’s notion that things can come 

into and out of states of commodity good to think with vis-a-vis the many states of Detroit 

houses (1986). For Appadurai and others writing to and against Marxist notions of commodity, 
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the agency of these commodities is still predicated upon the action of exchange between two 

(presumably human) parties, while Bennett (2010) and others “vitalize” the matter, giving it a 

“thing-power” in its own right. Thus, while interested in exploring the ontology of single-family 

homes, this dissertation is best situated within a political economy that accounts for the agency 

of objects; a political economy of what Kim Fortun calls “late industrialism,” wherein subalterns

—meaning those that are overlooked, rendered inarticulate, ignored, and exploited—are both 

human and nonhuman (2014:315). 

 Taking the single-family home as a “nonhuman subaltern,” this research addresses the 

ways in which the agency of the house shapes the social landscapes of power and vice versa and 

how transformations of this aspect of the urban landscape reveal the complicated interactions 

between various regimes of value. Recognizing that these bodies of literature are not entirely 

contradictory, I aim to locate this research in the bog of their overlap, sitting squarely in the 

murky waters where it becomes hard to distinguish whether the “challenge to the adequacy of the 

subject–object opposition” is proffering a theory that makes “all subjects seem like objects, or all 

objects like subjects” (Kelly 2014 :265). I am willing to let the analyses of this research sit in 

that space of uncertainty—an uncertainty of object-subject relations—in order to focus the 

analytic lens on one and then the other, hoping that in the end the complexity of their 

relationships, if nothing else, will be partially revealed. 
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WHICH WAY HOME?: The Story of an Estranged Native Anthropologist 

I was born and raised in southeast Michigan, so in some ways I am a native anthropologist. In 

other very crucial ways, I am not. Although the small town next to Ann Arbor where I spent 

much of my childhood is plagued by some of the same problems as Detroit, I was raised in an 

upwardly mobile, middle-class, Caucasian household. Returning to southeast Michigan for my 

fieldwork felt much like a homecoming and a homing in on things I had known or felt from a 

former life. Yet, at the same time, Detroit’s landscape and the issues faced by Detroiters in their 

everyday lives couldn't be farther from my own experiences.  

 The fact that Detroit has seen so little influx of people for so long makes it a strange city 

to encounter as an outsider or a newcomer. Here, one will not find the comfort of anonymity 

offered by most urban environments. Until very recently, if you were Caucasian and found 

downtown after dark, you would likely be taken as one of two things: a Tiger's fan or an "urban 

pioneer." During my fieldwork I felt this sense of outsider-ness many times. When I lived 

downtown in 2012, an African-American man at the local liquor store asked me what I was 

doing downtown at night. I replied, “I live here.” He said, “Oh, you're one of them urban 

pioneers.” When my husband and I moved out into a neighborhood away from the city center, I 

encountered an elderly African-American neighbor while walking down the sidewalk.  She 

poked her head over her fence and said, "well, I guess a welcome to the neighborhood is in 

order." Encounters like these give many "new" Detroiters a heightened awareness of their own 

newcomer/outsider status. Occurrences like these, though congenial, often make Detroit feel 

much more like a small town than a big city.  
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 Many anthropologists are wont to tell their story of arrival on the shores of their fieldsites 

and the serendipitous ways that they ended up in such-and-such place far from their hometowns 

or origins. In these tales, the strangeness of this other land is often measured in the obscurity of 

customs and language to the newly arrived. However, language is only one of many indicators of 

difference. And if difference is indeed what anthropologists are epistemologically engaged with, 

it is crucial to critically interrogate how this is constructed within the discipline. Certainly, many 

have already penned excellent reflexive accounts of how anthropology produces its subjects (c.f. 

Fabian 1983). However, despite an increasing number of anthropologists doing work "at home," 

there persists an impetus to go "away" to somewhere strange. This belies an underlying premise 

that strangeness is correlated to physical distance from some original point, where the farther 

away you go, the more different a place is presumed to be. 

 The first summer I spent in Detroit in 2011 everything was new to me. The blight, the 

darkened streets at night, the sounds of packs of wild dogs howling in the distance, and the 

crickets made it all seem rather rural compared to my crowded Cambridge apartment. The 

neighborhood, historically an Eastern European enclave, had been repopulated by large numbers 

of recent immigrants from Yemen, Bangladesh, and Bosnia. One morning I stepped outside to 

find a group of children playing cricket in the street, and this is when I began to realize that this 

place, 40 miles east of where I grew up, was more strange to me than the familiar prayers and 

worship of the Catholic Charismatic community in my prior field site in Kerala, India. 

 In many ways, Detroit was the "exotic other." My few memories of ever being in the city 

proper was when my family was driving through town to get to Canada to go on a family 

camping trip and my dad commanding us all to keep the doors locked. For many children of 
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metropolitan Detroit, our memories of the city as kids are likely dominated by scenes of 

devastation viewed from the safe framing of a car window. Detroit is cut through by many 

highways making it easy to never see a neighborhood, except for the blurred glimpses of tattered 

houses flying by at 70 mph along the concrete barriers of Ford Freeway or Interstate-75. The 

view from a backseat window afforded a certain cinematic quality to our view of Detroit. Its 

trials and suffering were always behind this screen of automobile glass. Like the screen of a TV, 

the violence and fires that raged on Devil's Night weren't happening in my neighborhood; they 

were far away in a place called Detroit that we really only knew through the local Nightly News.  

 Local writer and artist, Marsha Music would consider me a child of the "kidnapped 

children of Detroit" —a returnee whose parents or grandparents left during the decades of "white 

flight"— a refugee, expat, exiled Detroiter whose own personal narrative does not include 

corporeal memories of Detroit, but who has it in their soul.  They often hold a nostalgia of sorts 

that Svetlana Boym would liken to a disease (c.f. 2002). During my years of fieldwork I met 

many other native Michiganders retuning "home" to Detroit after a decade or so away— we were 

called the “boomerangs.”  

 My father’s family played a role in the region’s housing market and consequently in the 

out-migrations from the urban core in the mid-twentieth century. My paternal grandfather and his 

brother, the children of Lebanese immigrants, bought a “land-leased community” in the 1950’s in 

a sleepy vacation town where many Detroiters would park their traveling homes for the summer 

hoping to escape the dusty streets of the city. This land-leased community grew into what we 

now call a mobile-home park as “mobile” homes became immobile and sedate, plugging in to 

electric grids in the northern suburbs. My grandfather’s business recognized the demand for 
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housing outside of the city and aided the migration of many middle and upper class Detroiters to 

the northern suburbs. 

 Now, as a reluctant participant in what is called “white in-fill” (Piiparinen 2013), I have 

moved into a neighborhood very close to the place where my grandfather was born. In 2013 my 

husband and I bought a 3,000 square foot house in a beautiful tree-lined neighborhood in Detroit 

for $85,000. The house was built in 1925, has original hardwood floors, a large fireplace, and 

three stories reaching into the treetops. The very fact that we could purchase a house of this 

quality for a price that barely reflects the value of the floors alone reveals something of the state 

of the housing market in Detroit at this time. In the first weeks and months in the house, we both 

felt a bit odd and out-of-place. What were a graduate student and her professor husband doing in 

a place like this?  

 I can recognize our benefit as being made possible by the housing market crash, 

foreclosure epidemic, and other forces of late capitalism. But, ultimately, admitting our 

complicity in processes of gentrification was a more difficult feat. In our search for a relatively 

move-in ready house, we had learned that many older homes with beautiful architectural features 

were being sold for $30,000-$50,000 (the median sale price at the time was around $35,000). 

Since the prices were so low and many of these houses were bank-owned, paying in cash, as 

opposed to getting a mortgage, was almost always a necessity to secure a bid on a house, barring 

many people from purchasing these homes and favoring those with access to liquid assets.  After 6

losing bids to others offering cash, my partner and I borrowed money from my parents to make a 

cash bid, which allowed us to win the bid and purchase our house. These experiences have 
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informed this research, allowing me an inside look into the processes and realities of 

homeownership in Detroit.  

ETHNOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND 

Detroit and Identity: “This is the Motor City and this is what we do” 

In 2011, a 2-minute commercial advertisement aired during the Super Bowl (the annual 

championship game of the National Football League) to an audience of millions. A gravelly, 

hard-boiled voice described the grit of Detroit and its residents with appeals to American values 

of industriousness, resilience, and perseverance. Over images of urban decay, highways, and 

smoldering factories, the voice said, “Its the hottest fires make the hardest steel.” The large 

public art sculpture of the fist of boxer Joe Louis and the Detroit Industry murals by Diego 

Rivera flash on the screen. “Add hard work and conviction and a know-how that runs 

generations deep in every last one of us. That’s who we are, that’s our story.” The voice 

continued to root the product in American soil, clearly trying to smooth over the fact that the 

Chrysler car it was selling was made by a company that had just been bought by the Italian 

automaker Fiat. Just before the ad campaign slogan “Imported from Detroit” flashes on the 

screen, viewers see the world famous Detroit-native rapper Eminem step out of the car, walk into 

one of the city’s old theaters where a gospel choir is singing, dramatically turn around, look 

straight into the camera and say, “This is the Motor City and this is what we do.” 
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 As a brand and identity, Detroit’s manufacturing history and blue-collar work ethic has 

been revived of late, capitalized upon by many companies, organizations, artists, and 

entrepreneurs. Products from high-end watches and bicycles to guitars and cars are being sold 

with an advertised patina of Detroit grit. Local non-profit agencies, such as the Detroit Creative 

Corridor Center (DC3), have fueled the resurgent ethos of “making,” effectively re-branding the 

city as a center of design, creativity, and innovation. In 2015, the DC3 succeeded in garnering a 

designation from UNESCO as a “City of Design,” becoming the first U.S. city to receive such a 

designation. About the designation, Rick Rogers, president of the College for Creative Studies, 

which founded the DC3 with Business Leaders for Michigan in 2010, said to a reporter from 

Crain’s magazine, “Detroit is the cradle of American industrial modernism and one of the few 

cities that has fundamentally changed the way the world works, lives and moves.”  7

 While the teleological narrative of Detroit’s history of manufacturing may draw a clean 

straight line from its early days as a hub of shipbuilding, stove and cabinet-making, through the 

boom of the auto industry and into today’s surfeit of custom design and artisanal craft 

production, these are, as Roland Barthes would describe them, largely “manufactured” 

mythologies (1957). Whatever similarities or parallels exist between 20th-century mass-

production (made for the masses) and artisanal craft production (made in small batches to niche, 

often elite, consumers), they are part marketing ploy, part speculative history, and part truth. 

Indeed, the DC3 and others (from boosterism blogs to developers and public-private entities such 

as the Detroit Economic Growth Corporation) actively recuperate the manufacturing history of 

the region to champion a blue-collar work ethic, skilled trades, and craftsmanship as attributes 

that seem to be latent in the local workforce. As Anna Tsing writes about speculative mining in 
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Indonesia, the performance of place is a “requirement of investment-oriented 

entrepreneurship” (2000:118). The conjuring of such a performance, she writes, feeds the 

investment frenzy. “In order to attract companies, countries, regions, and towns must dramatize 

their potential as places for investment. Dramatic performance is the prerequisite of their 

economic performance” (ibid).  

 Artistic labor and material and immaterial products being used to fuel speculative 

economies is not a new phenomenon (Pasquinelli 2013, Deutsche and Ryan 1984, Smith 1996, 

Zukin 1982, Lloyd 2006, Harvey 2002). Yet the conjuring of Detroit as a “Creative City” is 

emitted out from the central business and museum districts, radiating outward to the 

neighborhoods through public events, ad campaigns, and exhibitions. For example, Detroit’s 

identity as a city of makers (creative production in its most inclusive terminology) was valorized 

by an exhibition at the Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit in 2012, called the Post-Industrial 

Complex. It is worth discussing this exhibition at length here. 

 In 2012, the Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit put out a call for work for an exhibit 

entitled the Post-Industrial Complex highlighting “the art and industry of the everyday.” They 

distributed large postcards that doubled as submission forms (with paid postage), leaving 

thousands at churches and union halls, restaurants and bars. One of the curators of the show 

explained “Detroit is a blue collar labor force. These people are creative and good with their 

hands” (personal communication, July 27, 2012). They received over 200 submissions and all 

submissions were included in the exhibition catalog. The curatorial statement was as follows: 
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Figure I.2: Post Industrial Complex call for work, scanned postcard



Creative production is not the sole domain of artists. Nor should it be 
limited in such a way, but rather considered a vital component of all design 
and production across disciplines and the backbone of innovation. It could 
be argued that anyone in the city of Detroit is an artist, solving problems 
creatively and often collaboratively in response to or regardless of the city’s 
health. Through the exhibition’s de-contextualization of objects and 
narratives, perspectives are re-oriented and the spotlight cast upon makers, 
stories and solutions. …the exhibition foregrounds the value of labor and 
small-scale innovation oftentimes overlooked in the rush of late Capitalism. 
The exhibition interrogates the roles and responsibilities of institutions and 
citizens to their communities, and proposes new possibilities for 
communicating, organizing and valuing labor. Post-Industrial Complex is 
about the rich narratives that surround labor, be they the practice of art, the 
production of zippers or the editing of instructional videos. 

This open call to unite under the common ethos of creative labor forms a compelling image of 

fabrication as fabulation, a mythology that can be shared by hipsters, customizers, tradesmen, 

and everyday tinkerers alike. Since the 1960’s, anti-institutional art has aimed to merge art and 

life, arguing against the notion that art deserves a space of privilege, set apart and controlled by 

the increasingly commodity-driven art world. This exhibition, however, brought these artists of 

the everyday into the gallery, placing jewelry, knitted sweaters, and maple syrup collection 

machines on white pedestals, highlighting the small acts of creation and improvisation. 

Describing the process of putting the show together, the curators spoke of their desire to 

highlight the forms of making and cottage industries that aren’t allowed to flourish in the 

capitalist system. In a dual-abnegation of the authority of the art institution as well as capitalism, 

the curators expressed their intentions to disregard credentials and highlight their investment in 

the “creative spirit” of Detroiters. 

 At the heart of the Post-Industrial Complex was an effort to show a wider breadth of 

production in Detroit, mitigating oversimplified narratives of the iconic “Motor City.” The 
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homemade and the handmade were displayed to blur the boundaries between art, craft, and 

industry, foregrounding ways of “making” in Detroit that tend to be excluded when the city’s 

metonym (as the American automobile industry) is invoked. Here, industry was not confined to 

the factory floor or to processes of mass production, but rather it seeped into the everyday. As the 

curators described it, the postindustrial is a re-scaling of efforts from the mass-produced to the 

“human-scale.” With this exhibit, their aim was to present the gallery as an institution with a 

responsibility to its community, reasserting the value of improvised production in communities 

to serve both practical and aesthetic ends.  

 Although art, craft, and industry share a long and intertwined history in Detroit,  the 8

various modes of making, tinkering, and customizing highlighted in this exhibit came at a 

particular moment in American economic history. In 2012, the City of Detroit was on the verge 

of bankruptcy, and nation-wide, Americans were just beginning to make sense of the 2008 

housing market crash and economic downturn. The vexing uncertainty of what would become of 

America’s manufacturing sector not only cast an international spotlight on Detroit, but also led 

many to wonder what happens when factories close and the economic core of a region shrinks to 

a fraction of its size. This exhibition seemed to offer a feeble way forward. It implicitly declared 

that in Detroit the diversity of human-scaled production subsumes and reorganizes industrial 

models through customization and appropriation of materials and methods, and in so doing it 

reclaimed and recuperated industriousness and craft to meet individual and local needs. 

 At the height of modernist production, the sublime spectacle of industry was thought to 

reflect its power to bring about social progress. The Post-Industrial Complex pointed to the ways 

in which power resides in the hands of those who meet the daily challenges of their environment 
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with artfulness and enterprise. The exhibit went beyond the distancing gaze of spectacle to 

highlight the everyday creative actions of Detroiters. One piece was a hand-crafted maple syrup 

still made by a Bangladeshi resident who sells the maple syrup to his neighbors in refillable jars; 

another was a pedal-powered pothole filler that attached cement dispensers onto bicycles for 

easy street repair. This exhibit was accompanied by a barbecue, a trading post, and a publication 

including all of the submissions they received, which together solicited a collective celebration 

of artistic and creative solutions to the shared experiences of a postindustrial environment. 

 In Detroit, one’s ability to creatively adapt to the conditions of the environment is a skilled 

practice that emerges from both positions of creative intervention as well as material necessity 

(Herscher 2012a: 6-7). Whether a maple syrup still, a sculpture made of scrap metal, or an entire 

house; the commodity, or craft object carries extra-economic values—communitarian, aesthetic, 

social—which speak to the broader themes addressed in this dissertation. In some cases, not only 

the houses that artists transform as art, but the ones they occupy and renovate come to operate as 

site-specific art. Though private domiciles, they stand as a symbol for the rejuvenated health of 

the city and (at least to their craftspeople) a symbol of their identity as artisans. 

Detroit and Representation: “The White House” 

During the years of this research, representations of the 'victims' of the slow avalanche of post-

industrial decline took on a frenzied pitch. Documentary filmmakers and journalists flocked to 

the sites of Detroit’s rubble and ruin looking for the stories of hope, growth, renewal, and 

resilience. Detroiters became quite wary of these story-seekers despite their best intentions to tell 

the stories of true Detroiters. Long has the arrogant pretense of giving voice to the voiceless been 
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bound up with documentary reportage; and there are still many young (often white) men and 

women who fail to see the paternalism that pervades their naive desires to tell the stories of 

Detroit's presumably oppressed and disenfranchised residents. Self-representation is what defines 

a community, but many journalists and artists (myself included) have found Detroit’s thick 

symbolism too rich to ignore.  

 Attempts by Detroiters to assert alternative self-representations have taken many forms 

and been circulated through various media such as blogs, op-eds, documentaries, and art exhibits 

(such as the Post-Industrial Complex discussed above). In fact, getting Detroit right, telling its 

“real” story, and exposing the spectacularized rumors and media as false has become something 

of a regional obsession. While many voices are vying to put their “authentic” story of Detroit 

forward, the politics of this representation, whether through social media or mass media, have 

been largely overlooked. 
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 In February of 2016, ex-patriot American artist, Ryan Mendoza installed “The White 

House” at the entrance of the Art Rotterdam fair in the Netherlands. In a classic case of 

appropriation art, Mendoza disassembled an abandoned Detroit house, shipped the pieces, bit by 

bit over the Atlantic Ocean, and reassembled them in the parking lot of Art Rotterdam.   Art 9

Rotterdam’s website boasts of its world premier of this piece—as if they can see nothing like it 

in postindustrial towns in Europe—saying (translated from Dutch) :  10

“Imagine: Detroit, once the largest centre of automotive industry in the world. Till 
the credit crunch that is when car factories like General Motors, Ford and 
Chrysler got into financial trouble and had to close down. People were dismissed 
and were left with immense mortgage debts. The crisis on the housing market was 
the final blow. Residents left their homes and entire neighborhoods were 
abandoned. What once was a prospering city with 1.8 million inhabitants is now a 
ghost town of less than 700,000 inhabitants with chaos, decline and crime as a 
result. Homes are sold at auction for 1,000 dollar to prevent vacancy in the area. 
Houses dilapidate and are being town down with bulldozers all the time. [sic]”  11

Though some of the inaccuracies (i.e. that General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler had to “close 

down”) may be the result of a bad translation, the overall sentiment expressed here reflects 

innumerable others that came before it in the years since the 2008 economic downturn. Mendoza, 

who was born and raised in New York, has been living in Europe for 20 years. This piece was 

described as his return. His girlfriend is making a documentary about the project entitled 

“Coming Home,” despite the fact that Mendoza never lived in Detroit, or the midwest United 

States for that matter. Here, Detroit and its blight stands in for all that has gone wrong in 

America. Its blighted homes are all homes; the stories of those who lived there are all Americans’ 

stories. The house is thus both a specific and a general house; its significatory value is the real 

clay in the hands of the artist. The usurping of another’s experience by an artist is not new. 
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Artists and writers have been doing this for centuries. Perhaps the more salient feature of this art 

is its impulse to preserve. Discourse on blogs, art journals, and radio interviews about this project 

speak with a nostalgia for what was once there; lingering in the absence, savoring it, rolling it 

around in their mouths like a sweet morsel. Words like “salvage” and “refuge” seem to position 

Detroit houses in the realm of natural history, harkening back to Progressive Era preservationist 

efforts by the likes of Teddy Roosevelt and Carl Akeley who set out to hunt and kill large game 

in Africa in order to bring them back, to be stuffed and displayed in the American Museum of 

Natural History, all in the name of preservation (c.f Haraway 1984).  Likewise, Mendoza hunts 12

the concrete jungle for his game, and his spoils will be preserved permanently in “a ‘refuge’ for 

art” at the Verbeke Foundation, a large private collection of contemporary art held, 

coincidentally, by a baron of the transportation industry.  The house, once a refuge in its own 13

right, is now salvaged, being given refuge (refuge from what? the ravenous forces of real estate 

markets and foreclosure? from the scathing and seething masses of art critics and skeptics?). One 

has to wonder what, exactly, is being preserved in its entombment. Is it a talisman to ward off ex-

pat homesickness, extracted from its homeland? Is it an artifact presenting evidence of a death, a 

corpse made manifest as proof of some incredulity—the “proof-according-to-St. Thomas-

seeking-to-touch-the-resurrected-Christ” (Barthes 1980:80)? Or is Mendoza’s “White House” 

akin to the “that-has-been” of Barthes photographs, indices of death (1980)? Art Rotterdam 

quotes Mendoza stating: “I will be one lucky artist indeed to freeze in time a piece of my 

country’s history, and freeze in time myself along with it.” Mendoza, thus, sees this house as a 

simulacra of a moment in American history, a symbol of economic decline and the waste or by-

products of late capitalism. He continues, “Through salvaging one house from demolition, and 
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by transporting it and rebuilding it at Art Rotterdam and eventually at the Verbeke Foundation in 

Belgium, I will give people from all over Europe the chance not only to walk into one man’s 

memories, but to walk also into one country’s collective aspirations and unanticipated 

shortcomings.’”  For Mendoza, this Detroit house seems to offer the artist the possibility of a 14

modern-day version of a World’s Fair exhibition. The house is on display as an exotic other; it is 

the situ without the subject, or rather, the situ as subject. This is perhaps the inverse of much of 

the site-specific art discussed in this dissertation, here the site—recontextualized, and relocated

—is the art. 

 The house preserves and manifests a romantic nostalgia for a home that he left; but this 

home, as many Detroit-based critics were quick to point out, belongs to a social and economic 

history and location very different from Mendoza’s. A critical review written by Detroit arts 

critic, Rosie Sharp, entitled “Artist Relocates Abandoned Detroit Home, Dropping it at the 

Corner of Appropriation and Ruin Porn,” condemns it as yet another in a long line of works that 

exploit Detroit’s spectacular ruins in the name of “art.” Sharp writes, “Detroit’s blight is part of 

its legacy, and it stands for something... But until you are part of Detroit, you really don’t know 

what any of it means, and your attempts to make symbols out of a living reality will feel ham-

fisted and obtuse” (2016). The strong reactive voice against the aestheticization of Detroit’s 

blight by local artists, though seemingly contradictory considering the fact that many of them 

also use the material of Detroit’s devastated landscape for their art, belies a current of ownership 

over Detroit’s image and an entitled or “earned” use of the city’s material landscape. There is a 

sense that one can only use the blighted material for your art if you’ve ‘put in your time’ in the 

neighborhood either by simply managing to survive in Detroit for a few years or by helping out 
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in the neighborhood somehow. When local artists aestheticize Detroit’s ruins, it’s discussed in 

different ways. But when an outsider comes in and exports an image of Detroit that highlights its 

bruises, many people in the city get angry. They have, rightfully so, picked up on the trend of 

representing Detroit as a corpse, and people generally don’t appreciate having their homes —

where they live and even thrive—compared to corpses. 

 In an interview with Dutch Public Broadcasting Radio 1, Mendoza says: “A house is a 

container, and its where we put our memories. If we just knock them down, then we’re forgetting 

everything… The city of Detroit is trying to forget, and they’re trying to forget that there are 

people whose lives have been lived in these houses. These houses are not just blight; they say it’s 

blight. They treat the houses as if they’re terminal patients that just had to be left to die.” The 

sound of Tom Jones’ crooning voice singing,  “Last night I went to sleep in Detroit city” swells 

into the broadcast as Mendoza describes the piece, which he painted white, as a burial shroud: 

“its a bit like putting a cloth over a dead body.”  15

 Mendoza proclaimed the house dead. To preserve it in an “art refuge” is to treat the house 

as a specimen, bottling it in a jar of formaldehyde. What is left of a “house” when it is preserved 

like this? This extraction-for-preservation only acknowledges the malleability or utility of the 

house-as-material when it is ‘dead.’ Yet, houses do many things in the world. They act. And they 

act upon us in many significant ways. Prior to its transformation into art, the house that became 

“The White House” was acting in the world, doing things like hurting property values or 

psychologically scarring children who perhaps had to walk by it to school everyday. Its agency 

shifts as it transforms into art. It now speaks to European art-going audiences and says very 

different things, simply by recontextualizing and reassembling it. 
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 I begin with this case because it encapsulates many of the themes that will be explored in 

this dissertation, such as: a pervasive and vehemently protected sense of autochthony, of who 

gets to capitalize on Detroit’s image and material landscape which is saturated with overwrought 

romantic symbolism for those who do not live amidst the blight, but also, the politics of 

appropriation and who comes swooping in when there is a perceived abundance of resources to 

be gleaned from the wreckage. Projects like Mendoza’s “The White House” locate and even 

create a contentious space, a territory claimed by disparate parties, all presuming that it is a no 

man’s land. The art world sees “The White House” as a trenchant critique of structural 

capitalism. The Detroit art writer, speaking in defense of the city, sees “The White House” as 

exploitative and takes the moral high ground. The previous owner of the house, whose family 

lived in it for 30 years, is happy to see something happen with it, rather than have it erased 

forever by demolition as so many other houses in the city.  Appropriation art is being mistaken 16

as mere appropriation. It is a conflation of different systems of value. And this overlap or 

conflation is precisely where I locate the analysis of this dissertation—in the muddy space of 

overlap between the art world, real estate, urban development, and community-based arts. 

DRIVING DIRECTIONS (a roadmap to the organization of the dissertation)  

If you follow the central avenue, Woodward, out of town, you can read the flight of wealth out of 

the city by looking at the size and style of the housing stock. Like the cross-section rings of a big 

tree trunk, these points in time are spatialized radially outward. The first wave of wealth can be 
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seen in the late 1800’s mansions that sit just outside of downtown in the Brush Park 

neighborhood. Today only a handful remain amidst a stark emptiness of grassy fields. These 

houses were likely the domiciles of railroad barons and politicians. By the 1910s the auto 

industry was booming and many of the prominent families of this industry had moved out to the 

Boston Edison neighborhood whose stately mansions line the boulevards that sit about four miles 

out from the central downtown hub. These houses, many as big as 11,000 square feet, housed the 

Fords, the Olds (of Oldsmobile), the Dodges, and many other eponymous auto manufacturers 

and manufacturers of auto body parts. By the mid-1920s, the wealth spread further out to the 6 
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Mile and 7 Mile road markers, where the elegant Tudors of the University District and Sherwood 

Forest and the enormous mansions of Palmer Woods sit in various states of preservation, 

renovation, and decay. You don’t see many stately mansions in Detroit that date after about 1925, 

because by this point in time, those that could afford it were already beginning to move out of the 

city.  

 Detroit’s history of “white flight,” deindustrialization, disinvestment, and depopulation 

are stories that will sound familiar to residents and scholars of postindustrial spaces from the 

American Rust Belt to the German Ruhr Valley. Indeed, Detroit’s transformation did not happen 

in a vacuum. It was in large part the effect of broader national and international dynamics, such 

as the outsourcing of manufacturing jobs overseas as globalizing markets made domestic 

production less appealing to large manufacturers. The forces of late capitalism—inequality, loss 

of industrial work, racial and class homogenization, and gutting of many urban cores—are not 

unique to Detroit. A growing body of literature on deindustrialization reveals the salient impact 

of the forces of late capitalism on blue-collar workers and those who remain in the cities and 

towns abandoned by industry the world over (i.e. Walley 2009, 2013, High 2003, Dudley 1994, 

Lloyd 2006, Doukas 2003). This dissertation aligns itself with studies of what happens next: who 

comes to fill in the presumed void? For what purposes and with what motivations? How does the 

presumption of abandonment enable certain political and economic maneuvers? How is value—

aesthetic, social, or economic—created in these spaces? This is not to suggest that there are clear 

and distinct points in time in which a place changes from deindustrializing to post-industrial, or 

that aesthetic, social, and economic value systems are discrete. Quite the contrary; it is the 

entanglement of various regimes of value that link the deindustrial and postindustrial to the 
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emergence of “new” economies. Indeed, many scholars of deindustrialization would agree that 

“urban pioneers,” “homesteaders,” artists, and other opportunistic actors not only play a role in 

the gentrification of low-income urban spaces, but that they also contribute to the mutation and 

adaptation of capitalist economies that are largely responsible for the current state of 

disinvestment (c.f. Pasquinelli 2013, Deutsche and Ryan 1984, Smith 1996, Zukin 1982, Lloyd 

2006, Harvey 2002).  

 Sharon Zukin describes the social uses of modern art arising during the Great Depression. 

“In conditions of economic crisis and social despair, a well-subsidized, well-diffused cultural 

‘product’ held out the possibility of reintegrating American society—as long as the artists who 

produced it could be brought within the discipline of the state” (1982:177). In America, she 

writes, the depoliticization of art in favor of a socially constructive labor force proved ultimately 

to serve “capitalist” uses—namely urban real estate development; a collusion she describes as 

the “Artistic Mode of Production” (1982:176). Yet the complicities between artists as first-wave 

gentrifiers and real estate speculation documented by many of these scholars focus on urban 

cores of big cities (New York, Los Angeles, Chicago). Such processes of gentrification are 

certainly happening in Detroit’s downtown core (as discussed in chapter two), but the 

transformations of the urban environment described in this dissertation are primarily situated 

further afield, out in the urban prairies of Detroit’s neighborhoods where gentrification looks and 

acts very differently and largely through single-family homes as opposed to appropriated 

warehouse lofts. 

 In chapter one, I offer a contextualization of housing in Detroit to set the ethnographic 

scene and to explain why the single-family home is a salient analytic lens onto the issues 
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discussed in the rest of the dissertation. Chapter two, “Detroit as the "Wild [mid]West": the 

Making of the Postindustrial Frontier,” builds upon Neil Smith’s re-reading of Frederick Jackson 

Turner’s thesis on the significance of the frontier in American history to discuss processes of 

gentrification in Detroit’s downtown. This chapter traces the developments of one particularly 

active billionaire who has acquired over 70 buildings in the period of a few years and discusses 

the ways in which appeals to the “Creative Class” have fueled his efforts.  

 Chapter three, “A House is a Home (or an Art Project),” analyzes two projects—the 

Heidelberg Project and art houses by Power House Productions/Design99—  that use Detroit's 

dilapidated housing stock as substrate for their artistic interventions with a focus on property, 

value, and the politics of dwelling. This chapter describes the ways in which these artists’ 

interventions variously position themselves within the shifting fields of cultural production and 

the political economy of urban renewal, revealing their various political and social subjectivities. 

Chapter four, “Moral Economies of Making: Ethics of Care, Philanthropic Giving, and the 

“Grand Bargain,” describes the ways in which a strong moral economy is articulated through 

funding provided by private philanthropic foundations, shaping an ethics of care for the city 

which sets up artists to be the stewards of their inherited decayed urban environments. This 

chapter will explore the notion of the house as a dead or ill body in need of care as articulated 

through a project by Laila Dela Fuente and Julie Cohen . Finally, chapter five, “‘Dismantling 17

the Master’s House’: creative de(con)struction and acts of resistance,” describes two artists’ 

interventions on Detroit’s housing stock —an off-the-grid renovation project and a complex 

installation and bead museum—from the perspective of resistance, asking both: how is 
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‘domestication,’ broadly writ, resisted and how do acts of subversion elaborate political 

subjectivities of resistance? 

 Overall, this dissertation is an ethnographic investigation into the intersecting worlds of 

art, creative industries, real estate, philanthropy and urban revitalization through the lens of the 

single-family home. In March of 2015, Detroit faced a foreclosure crisis that threatened to add 

almost 70,000 homes to the annual tax foreclosure auction and evict nearly 100,000 people . 18

While the city’s population continues to drop, the private sector is investing millions in Detroit’s 

artists and creative industries, valorizing creativity, innovation, and design as the hopeful saviors 

of the city and thus imbuing artists and creative entrepreneurs with the social responsibilities of 

ameliorating Detroit’s many ills. Throughout Detroit's history, single-family homes have been 

fought for and neglected; they have been the object of real estate speculation and artistic 

appropriation, symbols of belonging, and means of racial discrimination. Today, the sheer 

quantity of vacant single-family homes, estimated at almost 30,000, makes them one of Detroit's 

most easily exploitable and malleable resources.  Amid public discourse of Detroit’s long-19

awaited renaissance, they have become a renewed site of control and subversion, an ostensible 

indicator of the city’s health, and the philosophical, material, and political site in which urban 

transformations are envisioned, enacted, and engaged. 

 Based on three years of extensive research and ethnographic fieldwork in Detroit using 

participant observation and interviewing methods, I have found that the role of the creative 

sector in the community is being re-written as philanthropic foundations, public-private entities, 

and corporations step in to direct targeted funding and development campaigns that hold tightly 

to the panacea of “creative place-making.” This dissertation concludes that creative interventions 
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on single-family homes help to establish normative concepts of “community" and urban 

citizenship, redefine public and private spaces, and make visible the rhetoric of top-down efforts 

that seek to define the 'right way' to revitalize Detroit's neighborhoods. Simultaneously, the 

houses as nonhuman agents also resist such legibility, and resist “domestication” through acts of 

subversion, reassemblage, and decay.  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1 

Detroit’s Single-Family Homes in 
Context 

“… it is not enough to consider the house as an ‘object,’ on which 
we make our judgments and daydreams react. […] We should 
therefore have to say how we inhabit our vital space, in accord 
with all the dialectics of life, how we take root, day after day, in a 
‘corner of the world’” 
   — Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space (1958:4) 

During the wintry cold of 2014, there was a house on my street whose top floor was burned in an 

electrical fire. The house, a large tudor-style mansion built in the 1920’s, sat with it's innards 

exposed for almost a year before they demolished it. When passing by you could see the 

flowered wallpaper in upstairs bedrooms peeling away. A dumpster sat in the driveway slowly 

collecting all the family's items deemed 'a loss.' When it was finally demolished it happened 

quickly. One day. And then a gaping hole sat exposed like the vulnerable gums of an extracted 

tooth. The electrical and plumbing lines wrangled by the brutality of the backhoe jutted from the 

hole like exposed nerve endings. And in just one more day, the hole was filled in, grass seed laid 

over top, and soon small bright green strings of grass began to form a fine fuzz on the surface. 

The lot is now a perfect square of green lawn. One large tree stands in what was the back yard 

next to the still standing garage.  



The lot was purchased by the adjacent neighbor through the city's side lot program.  It is well 1

kept and mowed. But in countless other neighborhoods these side lots metastasize and slowly 

grow together to form 'urban prairies' and fields -- their tall grasses concealing much of the trash 

that accumulates on the ground. The abandoned houses in neighborhoods less stable than mine 

sit perhaps waiting their turn for the city’s wrecking crew to come their way. Just on the other 

side of 6 Mile from my neighborhood, some streets are lined with more abandoned houses than 

occupied ones. Over the course of the past two years, I have watched as one house’s roof has 

fallen, slowly sliding forward over the front porch; each week inching its way to the ground. Its 

shingles flaking off like petals, curling inward as it rots. 

*** 

Throughout Detroit's history of boom and bust, single-family homes have been in scarcity and 

abundance, been seen as a badge of the self-made man, and as scars of urban decline. They have 

been fought for and neglected, the object of real estate speculation and artistic appropriation, 

symbols of belonging and means of racial discrimination. Today, the sheer quantity of vacant 

single-family homes, estimated at almost 30,000, makes them one of Detroit's most easily 

exploitable resources.  The Detroit Future City Framework Plan, a privately funded strategic 2

urban planning framework, states: “Vacant land and buildings are among Detroit’s most valuable 

assets for its future” (2012: 267). It is this value, perceived or “real”  that marks these structures 3

as a vulnerable resource, a contested site on which the politics of place and belonging are waged. 

Fraught with tension throughout Detroit's history; houses, have long been a site of political, 
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social, and racial control and subversion and this history can begin to explain some of the 

tension, antagonism and suspicion felt by many black Detroiters today toward the influx of 

young, predominantly white, artists and entrepreneurs moving into the city. 

Housing, Historically: Henry Ford’s Profit-Sharing Scheme 

The history of housing in Detroit is inextricably linked to its automotive history (c.f. 

McCullough 2015). Though the first petrol-powered automobile was invented by Karl Benz in 

Germany in 1886, Detroit was the home of a hotbed of early auto engineering and manufacturing 

and is today considered to be the automobile manufacturing city par excellence, dominated by 

the “Big Three” auto companies (General Motors, Chrysler—now owned by Italian company, 

Fiat, and Ford Motor Company). The Ford Motor Company, started by Henry Ford, seems to 

occupy a larger space in the collective minds of Michiganders. His Piquette plant, in Detroit’s 

north end, where he first developed the Model T, is now a small volunteer-run museum. The 

Highland Park Plant, just north of there, where he first implemented vertical production and 

brought  Frederick Winslow Taylor’s methods of the assembly line to auto manufacturing, 

changing forever the landscape of modern industry, is now a crumbling exoskeleton of broken 

glass and rebar; its front facade obscured by a strip mall called the “Model T Plaza.” 

 It was at this location in 1914, that Henry Ford changed the way industrial capitalists 

conceived of their workforce by launching a heretofore unheard-of "profit-sharing" plan for 

employees at his Highland Park plant.  Ford promised his workers a wage of $5 a day, an amount 4
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far exceeding what his competitors were paying their employees. Ford's thinking was that if you 

paid the worker well enough he would be able to afford to buy the product he produced, and this 

would increase production and thus business. The higher wage also mitigated against the high 

employee turn-over rate, ensuring him a steady labor force and cutting down on time spent 

training new employees. However, the five dollar a day wage came with certain stipulations. At 

the same time that Ford launched this "profit-sharing" scheme, he also launched his Sociological 

Department, led by "Investigators," later renamed the Educational Department led by 

"Advisors," to sculpt his employees into upright, English-speaking, American citizens. In this era 

of mass manufacturing and global models of developmentalism, economic and social 

engineering often went hand in hand. Ford seized this opportunity to impact what he saw as a 

society falling into a state of anomie (Grandin 2009). 

 In 1915, a small booklet called "Helpful Hints and Advice to Ford Employes [sic]: To help 

them grasp the opportunities which are presented to them by the Ford Profit-Sharing Plan" 

published by Ford Motor Company laid out the rules for eligibility and the "recommendations" 

by The Sociological/Educational department. The Company's advice, which was enforced by the 
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Figure 1.1: The Model T shopping plaza in Highland Park. The old Ford plant looms empty and crumbling behind 
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Figure 1.2: The output of one day of Model T’s at the Highland Park Ford Plant, 1913. 
Figure 1.3: Job seekers flocking to the Highland Park Ford plant, in hopes of securing the famed $5/day wage, 1914. 
(images: Benson Ford Research Center)



Investigators through personal visits to employees homes, included guidelines to refrain from 

drinking, brewing, or storing alcohol in the home, to maintain a clean and neat homestead, and to 

make regular deposits into a State or National bank account. The booklet and subsequent edicts 

from the Sociological department showed images of sanitary and "insanitary" kitchens and 

bedrooms, and recommended finding well-lit and ventilated homes "in good wholesome 

neighborhoods, and be as free as possible from danger of disease caused by dark, foul, filthy 

tenements, and unwholesome localities" (1915:7). While the Company stated that it would not 

force decisions onto its employees, the "profit-sharing plan" was essentially a corporate welfare 

incentives program that clearly laid out the distinctions between "so called good and bad 

homes ...[and] good and bad neighborhoods" (1915:7). If an employee benefitting from the Profit 

Sharing Plan was found to be in breech of the recommendations laid out by the Advisors they 

would lose the coveted $5 a day wage and be demoted back to the normal $2.70 daily wage until 

they could prove they were worthy to share in the company's profits.  

 To illustrate its edicts, the Ford Motor Company published a series of booklets that 

contained images of crowded tenement housing juxtaposed with images of neat single-family 

homes with well kept yards carrying captions such as "a good representative home owned by a 

Ford employe [sic]" (1915:6) or "This is the House that Profits Built" (1917:49). Though not 

explicitly requiring employees to purchase and reside in single-family homes, the message was 

made clear through the Advisors counsel. Indeed, the company claimed that in the first year and 

a half of the profit-sharing plan the number of homes owned by employees taking advantage of 

the $5 a day scheme increased by 99% (1915:49). 
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Figures 1.4 and 1.5: “Undesirable Home Surroundings Found on First Investigation” (top) and “A good representative home 
owned by a Ford employe [sic]” (bottom) (images: Benson Ford Research Center)



 The Educational Department shaped the workforce into an image of Ford's idealized 

citizen, boasting that while the Company specialized in material and machinery, it was also 

"specializing in MEN" [sic], enacting Mr. Ford's notion to "help the men to a 'LIFE,' -- not a 

mere 'LIVING' [sic] (1915:41- 43). Ford's utopic vision for his employees was laid out in these 

booklets, clearly showing in words and images the changes wrought through his largess. The 

images showing the homes of Ford employees who passed the inspections of the profit-sharing 

plan made an unmistakable connection between a clearly illustrated notion of domestic 

righteousness, good citizenship, and profit. This corporate welfare scheme placed a social value 

on the object of the single-family home, extending it beyond simply a symbol of economic class, 

thus linking the single-family home with other social values such as employment, nuclear 

families, and sobriety, and marking individuals as not only productive workers ("Ford men"), but 
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Figure 1.6: “Representative Home of Ford Employe [sic] at Time of Second Investigation” (image: Benson Ford Research 
Center)



as productive members of society contributing to the well-being of their families and 

communities. 

 Ford's incentivized scheme --together with the increasing number of cars on the road-- 

spurred the growth of Detroit's built environment outward instead of upward. The houses rolled 

out with a metered precision as if off the assembly line. In the first half of the 20th century as the 

auto industries grew, Detroit's population soared from 285,000 (1900) to its peak of 1.85 million 

(1955), spreading the city outward from 28 square miles to its current size of 139 square miles. 

Yet, this abundance and growth was not accessible to all of Detroit's growing population.  

 In the 1930's, in an effort to ameliorate the overcrowding in Detroit's inner-city "slums," 

the federal government embarked on its own campaign of social engineering through housing 

and began setting up some of the first government-subsidized public housing developments 

(Sugrue 1996:59).  It was thought by some of its more optimistic advocates that public housing 5

would "make better citizens" (Robert Fairbanks qtd. in Sugrue 1996:60) and assuage some of the 

growing tensions between blacks and whites who were competing for limited private-sector 

housing. However, these New Deal efforts at public housing sat uncomfortably alongside 

President Roosevelt's newly formed Home Owner's Loan Corporation which granted subsidies 

for the purchase of private homes and loans for construction of new single-family homes. Just 

one year after the HOLC was set in place, the Federal Housing Administration was formed to 

guarantee long-term mortgages, thus acting upon and reinforcing Roosevelt's convictions in the 

empowerment of nation and citizen through private homeownership (Sugrue 1996).  

 Historian Thomas Sugrue notes that despite their intentions, public housing polices set in 

place during the Roosevelt and Truman administrations were enacted by locally elected officials 
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and became the vehicle for racial discrimination against black families for decades to come 

(1996). In Detroit, de facto discriminatory housing policies persisted through the 1970s making it 

virtually impossible for many African Americans to get loans, buy homes, and move out of the 

overcrowded inner-city. Furthermore, restrictive neighborhood "covenants" sought to maintain 

social and racial homogeneity, barring the division of buildings into rental units and forbidding 

multiple-residence homes from being built in predominantly white-owned, single-family areas. 

These covenants were federally-backed but locally enacted policies of explicit racial 

discrimination (Sugrue 1996:44). These, among many other discriminatory policies and racial 

tensions, contributed to the clashes of 1943 and 1967, and set the backdrop for much of the racial 

antagonism that persists today.  6

Detroit Houses Today: Foreclosure, repossession, and appropriation 

Single-family homes, once the emblem of class mobility and financial stability, today are a 

liability. Once a symbol of prosperity, they are now a symbol of blight, disinvestment, and urban 

decay. Today, Detroit is still dealing with the effects of its boom-time sprawl and its crumbling 

car-centric infrastructure. The automobile industry has left indelible marks on the landscape and 

cut up the city into islands of sparsely populated neighborhoods divided by highways that cut 

through formerly thriving city blocks. In 2011, then Mayor, Dave Bing said: “The value of our 

real estate is at an all-time low. There’s nowhere to go but up.”  This feebly positive outlook, 7

what Lauren Berlant would call “cruel optimism”—scenes of the “American dream not realized, 
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but almost”— lays the affective groundwork for many of the relationships between Detroit’s 

dilapidated housing stock and various interested parties (2006:24). These relationships will be 

explored in the following chapters. 

 The housing market crash of 2008 demonstrated the enduring strength of the notion that          

homeownership is an incontrovertible part of the American Dream. Detroit has a relatively high 

rate of homeownership when compared to other populous metropolitan areas,  which is no doubt 8

due in part to the fact that the city has the lowest median home value of the 50 most populous 

cities in the U.S. (at $48,000 in 2010-2012, down 41% from 2007-2009).  Despite these high 9

rates of homeownership, the number of vacant houses in Detroit continues to rise. In addition to 

the vast vacancy that currently plagues the city, each year tens of thousands of additional homes 

are added to the foreclosure lists. In March of 2015, 68,000 homes were reported to be in danger 

of foreclosure and repossession by the City of Detroit. Thirty-seven thousand of these were 

occupied threatening to put nearly 100,000 people out of their homes.  Houses fall into 10

foreclosure when they accrue three consecutive years of unpaid property taxes. But Detroit’s 

decades of inefficient management and lack of upkeep of property records has meant that many 

houses are listed as worth much more than their current appraisals, making property taxes 

prohibitively high for many homeowners.  After the housing market crash of 2008, oftentimes 11

the amount of taxes owed by homeowners far exceeded the current value of the house. In these 

circumstances it is not uncommon for homeowners to “walk away” from a house. According to 

the Minnesota Center for Fiscal Excellence, Detroit has the highest homestead taxes among the 

50 largest U.S. cities; based on a 2013 estimate of $4,988 of annual property taxes for a home 
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valued at $150,000. By comparison, a house of the same value in New York city would owe 

$1,087 in the same year.  

 Mother Jones magazine described the foreclosure threats of 2015 as “possibly the largest          

single tax foreclosure in American history.”  The city notified homeowners of the threat of 12

foreclosure but many residents were unaware of the ways in which they could save their house. 

The dire situation spurred community efforts across the city to educate residents on how to avoid 

losing their homes to foreclosure.  

 I joined a group of volunteers handing out flyers in my neighborhood and surrounding          

neighborhoods, hoping to inform residents at risk of losing their homes of a series of free 

informational workshops. Armed with a list of “at risk” houses generated from a public record 

database, we set out in pairs knocking on doors and leaving flyers. Some of the people I spoke to 

had no idea that their homes were at risk of foreclosure, others admitted to on-going battles with 

the city over past due taxes, but many spoke to me through cracked windows or closed doors, 

afraid to open the door to a stranger standing on their doorstep. Some of the people I spoke to did 

not actually know who legally owned the house. Sometimes the house was in the name of a now 

distant relative, or even a deceased relative; other times a landlord that the tenant had never met 

in person purportedly owned the property. In some cases, unfortunately, it is at these moments of 

municipal intervention that a renting resident learns that the person they’ve been paying rent to 

for years, may not actually be the owner of the property after all. 

 One woman, a single mother of four children, peaked through the blinds and then came to          

the door. As I explained to her my purpose that day, she thanked God for this timely message and 

said that she had suffered enough. This was a new reason for her to move out and move on. She 
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took it as a sign that it was time to get out of Detroit and start a new life in a nearby suburb 

where it was presumably safer and the taxes were lower. For those that can afford to leave the 

city, nearby suburbs of Southfield and Warren present an alluring greener pasture. 

 Efforts by volunteers and the city to inform people of their options paid off, to some extent.          

According to the chief deputy for Wayne County’s treasurer's office, David Szymanski, tax bills 

were paid off for about 10,000 properties and another 17,000 were put on payment plans before 

the foreclosure deadline.  Nonetheless, each year tens of thousands of properties are added to 13

the annual Wayne County Tax Foreclosure Auction, and many go unsold and are carried over 

onto the auction list the following year. In 2015, 24,950 properties in the city of Detroit are up 

for auction through this annual event.  

 The City of Detroit has also started its own initiatives to deal with absentee owners and          

vacant single-family homes. Detroit Mayor, Mike Duggan, has made blight removal and re-

occupancy of abandoned homes a priority in the city's agenda for recovery. Working with the 

newly established Detroit Land Bank Authority (DLBA), a public-private partnership, he is 

aggressively enforcing the city's "Nuisance Abatement" codes by contacting absentee and 

negligent owners with an ultimatum to either repair the derelict houses and find occupants for the 

property within six-months of notification or risk forfeiture of the property to the DLBA. If the 

owner refuses to comply, doesn't respond, or fails to make the promised improvements to the 

property, the the DLBA proceeds with a lawsuit that puts the property in their hands. Once the 

DLBA seizes these properties they are then put up for auction. The DLBA is currently the top 

property owner in the city of Detroit with 45,912 properties as of 2016.  14
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 Across the top of the DLBA’s website the bold slogan “Neighbors Wanted” beckons with a          

directness befitting of Uncle Sam.  The website auctions off two homes per day, with starting 

bids of $1000.  Winning bidders are given the same ultimatum as the negligent and absentee 15

owners: they have six months to bring the property up to code and populate it or forfeit the 

property. These auctioned properties constitute a minority of the building stock in the DLBA 

inventory and are taking place in addition to the annual Wayne County Tax Foreclosure auction 

as well as on-going demolition campaigns on a massive scale.  

 Since the mid-twentieth century, vast depopulation and disinvestment have left Detroit with          

a severely atrophied tax base and a landscape ravaged by blight and vacancy. Despite slight 

increases in migration to the urban core, the rate of abandonment still outpaces even optimistic 

estimations of repopulation. Increasingly foreign investors are turning their sights to Detroit's 

housing stock, purchasing thousands of properties sight unseen in what are called "blight 

bundles.”  On a smaller scale, artists and entrepreneurs are also purchasing and occupying these 16

abundant abandoned structures for various purposes from coffee shops and record stores to art 

installations and squash courts. Vast and sustained depopulation leaves immense amounts of 

wreckage in its wake, making scrapping, architectural salvage, and bricolage pragmatic and 

common endeavors in addition to real estate speculation and redevelopment. Many artists in 

Detroit creatively appropriate found objects (often the abandoned houses themselves) and pilfer 

building materials from the surrounding environment. Such practices are simultaneously 

resourceful—valorized as a form of recycling/re-use—and legally ambiguous, blurring the lines 

between trespassing or stealing and creative appropriation.   17
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Figure 1.7: Houses up for auction. Screenshot of Detroit Land Bank Authority website.



 Since the recession of 2008, the corporate bankruptcy and federal bailout of auto          

manufacturers General Motors and Chrysler, and the subsequent municipal bankruptcy (the 

largest of its kind in US history), Detroit has been launched into the national and international 

media spotlight as the proverbial canary-in-the-coal mine of post-industrial urban futures (both 

as a cautionary tale and as a hopeful vanguard) and is often portrayed as a frontier in which new 

forms and models of urban living, sociality, and community may emerge. Detroit's much 

publicized decline and municipal bankruptcy has brought a throng of interested tourists, who 

often come and gawk at the empty streets and vacant houses. They see row after row, street after 

street of burned out abandoned structures and urban prairies—sometimes with perennial flowers 

still blooming in front of houses long since demolished. The media representation of Detroit as a 

post-industrial wasteland, a space marked by vacancy and emptiness conjure images of a new 

frontier and a great tabula rasa in the minds of those prone to opportunistic flights of fancy. To 

those with more humble or even well-intentioned aims, Detroit presents a space to build a new 

community; to craft ones sense of belonging, and to be a part of Detroit's resurgence by literally 

"buying in" through the purchase of one (or a few) of the city's many cheap homes. 

 Media coverage of the city’s “comeback” unevenly describes the source of this newness as          

originating from the creative sector. In Detroit, this tends to refer to artists and entrepreneurs—a 

slightly more narrow definition of the “creative class” than that laid out by Richard Florida 

(2002).  The perpetuated media narrative of salvation from ruin by innovative start-ups and 18

creative entrepreneurs has left many long-term Detroiters incredulous of the city’s touted 

redemption by the creative sector and creative ‘place-making,’ particularly due to the fact that the 

initiatives highlighted in the media are often owned and run by young white newcomers to this 
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city whose population is 83% African American.  The racially skewed representation of 19

Detroit’s alleged return to the world stage has ripple effects on a local level, such that the more 

socially attuned individuals and organizations in the creative sector have taken note and begun to 

make efforts to be more “inclusive,” or to mitigate accusations of “helicoptering” in with big 

plans to save Detroit. This public sentiment places high stakes on staying put (or at least 

appearing as if you plan on staying for a while) and contributes to the strong sense among 

Detroit residents that owning a home somehow places you here, and is more than a trite 

indication that you have some intention to stay. 

Voices from the Foreclosure Frontline 

In 2015, I learned of a one-woman "collective" that had started to rally support for people whose 

homes (often unbeknownst to the them) had landed in the tax foreclosure auction. A month 

before the county tax foreclosure auction, she held a fundraising event at a local coffee shop for 

people to hear the stories of those who had experienced foreclosure firsthand. 

  Sally, a twenty-something Caucasian woman, was buzzing around still hanging childrens' 

drawings when I entered the coffee shop. She had a warm face and a soft empathetic voice. She 

was a true bleeding heart; and her flowing printed skirt and sandals make her seem as if she 

could have existed in exactly the same way in any of the past four decades. It was a warm day, 

one of the last days of summer. The fall equinox was upon us; and all Detroiters know that 

despite the sunshine and high temperatures, winter is nearby lurking in a dark corner, lingering in 

the shadows just out of sight. As the creatives were celebrating their growing influence on 
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Detroit's landscape at the annual Detroit Design Festival, another big local event was also getting 

underway: the Wayne County Tax Foreclosure Auction. 

  When I arrived at the coffee shop, there were only a few other people there. A young white 

woman, and a young black family with their kids, running around helping Sally hang posters and 

set out the newsletter sign-up book. By 7:30pm the space they had created in the front window 

with the chairs all arranged around a couch in a semi-circle had been filled. It was a diverse 

crowd with perhaps a slightly higher than normal number of camera-toting filmmakers. Sally 

stood in front of the couch. "We're going to start in just a minute. Everybody kind of bring your 

chairs in; you can reorganize in a comfortable way. This is meant to be a non-intimidating 

environment. So, come a little closer, sit down, settle in." She waved people closer and chairs 

inched forward on the terrazzo floor.  

  "Welcome, everyone. Thank you so much for being here," she continued. "This is 'Home is 

where Detroit is,' an event where we're celebrating what home means, what it is to be a 

homeowner in Detroit and..." she introduced the nights event and the the first speaker: a poet 

with grey finely locked dreadlocks down to her shoulders and big wooden peace-sign earrings 

who went by the moniker Honeycomb. 

  Honeycomb stood up in front of the couch. “I'm a lifelong Detroiter,” she began with pride; 

but her message came swiftly: “tax foreclosure is an opportunity for some to take property from 

others.” After her brief introduction, she began her poem. 

“a poem about Detroit 

we were supposed to turn our backs on you 
count down to your eminent demise 
dangle you by the limbs of misdeeds 
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they wanted us to rate you inferior 
plagued by deteriorating neighborhoods  
and a convoluted history 
you were never supposed to bloom  
from your ashes 
a lot like you have been 
discarded like debris deemed 
useless to naysayers and convictors 
yet you keep rising  
clinging to vitality 
you refuse to allow statistics  
to dictate your destiny 
and the media will channel your journey 
and though some shall remain loyal 
others will mock your tribulations 
you were Coleman A. Young'ed into maturity 
both your gift and your curse  
imported from adversity  
you've seen better decades yet  
you thrive during the worst of them 
your best days have yet to arrive 
and though some won't stick around to  
witness your climb or  
rejoice in your restoration 
your destination is inevitable 
you've been on the bottom 
much longer than most 
and the bridges you'll journey 
won't be easy to coast 
but you will make it  
and bring warriors with you 
armed with devotion 
they will defend your dignity 
and honor your namesake 
you are Detroit 
the road to progression 
the mere image of endurance 
and you hold the key  
to taking back our democracy.”  20

The crowd clapped and nodded in agreement as Sally retook her place as the night’s MC. She 

looked out at the small crowd gathered around and clasped her hands in front of her. “What is 
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Detroit, Detroit is... that's part of what we're trying to define or redefine all the time in this city,” 

she began.  

“I was recently thinking about how we have this narrative in this city where we 
always go back to day one when we had 2 million population and three shifts at the 
factory and everything was humming along, and that is not necessarily the point of 
origin for this city. We're a constantly changing dynamic system, and we can look 
back on those forces that happened years ago and blame those that came before or 
herald them, but we also have to see that we are in a dynamic situation now. And 
just as there were a lot of mistakes made in the past, there are unfortunately still 
mistakes being made today. There are active forces of destruction in this city 
including the tax foreclosure crisis. And yet, I wouldn't be doing this work if it was 
utterly futile. I would not be knocking on doors and saying: There is no hope for 
you. Have a nice day. The fact is that there IS an opportunity. Just as there is an 
opportunity for those to take advantage of others in the auction, so too, can 
individuals take advantage of their own opportunity and possibly become 
homeowners." 

Sally was describing a process that she was hoping to make possible whereby renters can take 

advantage of the foreclosure auction by bidding on (and hopefully winning) the houses they 

occupy; effectively buying the house from the landlord who has let the property fall into 

foreclosure. She was seeking donations to help her collective cover the $2,500 bidding deposit 

and to build funds to purchase back people’s houses. With even limited funds of less than 

$10,000, they could potentially keep several families in their homes as many houses in the 

auction are sold for the minimum bid of $500-$1000. 

  Referencing the tensions between Detroit’s newcomers and long-time residents mentioned 

above and alluding to general processes of gentrification, Sally declared: “I, as a relatively new 

Detroiter, desperately want to believe there is a place for me in this city that doesn't come at the 

cost of someone else; that we can co-exist together.” With the ease of a Christian pastor, she 

called the next person up to deliver their testimonial. 
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  Kaia is a mother of four, “born and raised in Detroit.” She stood in the center of the semi-

circle, with her children and husband standing around her. Through clenched jaw and tears, she 

told of how she lived with her mom for several years with her children to save up enough money 

to move out and live on her own. She eventually found a home for rent that was advertised as a 

rent-to-own mortgage of sorts. She signed the papers, and moved in, only to discover, eight years 

later, that the house was going up for foreclosure and that the company she thought she had 

paying a mortgage to, was not the owner of the property. Even as the words came out of her 

mouth, Kaia seemed incredulous and visibly crushed. Her voice tightened, and she began to cry. 

“Now we back at the bottom. And I'm really afraid, cause I thought I was building something for 

them, giving them somewhere to be. To find out that its up for foreclosure…” Kaia went down to 

city hall and was told that if she paid $6000 on the spot, she could keep her house off the 

foreclosure list and out of the auction. She admitted that she did not have that kind of money 

“just in her pocket.” She described how she continued trying to track down the mortgage 

company. ”Like a dog chasing his tail, always running in a circle, but you never actually get to 

where you need to be. Never thought I was being fruaded... I had all the documentation, so 

finding out the house is up for foreclosure is just hurting me to my heart." Kaia worried what 

would happen if someone bought their house on the foreclosure auction and they were evicted. 

“We have no where to go,” she lamented, explaining that homeless shelters would take in her and 

her children, but not her husband. 

“I'm not gonna give up; I’ll fight for our house. When we walked into that house, 
there was no windows, but two. They were broken. No kitchen. No bathroom, no 
furnace. We put all that in. My husband stayed up countless days, countless night, 
scraping the walls so we could get in there. For us to have to leave, its gonna 
crush me, its gonna devastate me to my heart. From that day forth, since I found it 
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was up for foreclosure, I have not slept. My body may lay down, but my mind 
don't rest thinking bout: where we gonna go? What we gonna do? A house for six? 
Seven years we been there; its filled. What are we gonna do with our stuff, just sit 
it out on the curb and let somebody pick through it? … By all means necessary, 
I'm gonna fight for it. Anything that it takes” (September 23, 2015). 

Conclusion 

Detroit’s single-family homes once lined the streets in neat rows like cars fresh off the assembly 

line. In the mid-twentieth century, they indicated the strength of the American middle class and 

the national belief that a hard day’s work would be rewarded with the fruits of one’s labor. But at 

the second decade of the 21st century, many of these houses —the ones that still remain standing

— sit like rotting fruit beneath the tree of globalized industrial capitalism. The precarious state 

seems to have triggered the onset of opportunists who see the latent value in their floor boards 

and shingles, or the potentiality for development that lies in the land beneath them. The next 

chapter will discuss how this state of precarity is fashioned into a “post-industrial frontier.”  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 Working with the Detroit Land Bank Authority, the City of Detroit offers “side lots” to be purchased for $100. Side lots are city-1

owned vacant lots adjacent to one’s parcel. The mission of the Detroit Land Bank Authority is to “return Detroit’s vacant, 
abandoned, and foreclosed property to productive use. One of the simplest ways to do that is to put vacant land back in the hands 
of residents” (Detroit Land Bank Authority website: http://www.buildingdetroit.org/our-programs/side-lot-sales/, accessed March 
23, 2016).

 A 2010 Detroit Residential Parcel Survey found that Detroit had 229,634 standing single family homes; 27,439 of which were 2

deemed vacant with an additional 2,525 "possibly vacant." The number of single-family homes has been dropping as aggressive 
blight demolition campaigns have been clearing thousands of vacant houses per year. Blogs and national media outlets have listed 
vacancy estimates as high as 79,000; but this may be including all vacant structures (including commercial and multi-family 
residential structures).

 “Real” estate, or realty, generally refers to property that includes the land and any man-made buildings or immovable structures 3

on the and as well as natural resources (i.e. minerals, crops) that can be extracted from that land. Source: Oxford English 
Dictionary.

 Highland Park is a city within the present-day boundaries of the City of Detroit. When Ford opened his factory there in 1909, it 4

was just outside of Detroit proper. The city of Highland Park was incorporated in 1918 to protect its growing economy from 
being taxed by the City of Detroit.

 One of Detroit's first public housing developments (and home to notable residents such as Motown star Diana Ross) the 5

Brewster Douglass housing complexes, built between 1935 and 1955 were demolished in stages between 1991-2014 after sitting 
empty for many decades.

 Often referred to as "race riots," these events are conversely described as "Rebellions" by many black Detroiters.6

 http://detroitworksproject.com/2011/04/29/dave-bing-on-fixing-detroit/, accessed October 2015. I suspect this is a transcription 7

from a speech he gave but cannot find the details.

 According to the U.S. Census, the homeownership rate in 2010-2012 in the Detroit-Warren-Livonia, MI metro area was 70.21% 8

(by comparison Los Angeles-Long-Beach-Santa Ana, CA had a homeownership rate of 49.23% for the same time period).

 U.S. Census Data; 2010-2012.9

 Detroit population in 2015 is just under 700,000, so this would account for roughly 14% of the population being evicted from 10

their homes.

 Homeowners in Detroit are taxed a 69.48 millage based on 50% of the market value of the house. A mill is $1 per $1,000 of the 11

taxable value of property. So, if the house is appraised at $40,000, that makes its taxable value $20,000. At this 69.48 millage 
rate, then your annual property taxes on this property would be $1389.60.

 Gottesdiener, Laura. 2015. “Detroit Just Had the Single Largest Tax Foreclosure in American History.” Mother Jones. April 21, 12

2015. http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2015/04/low-income-black-and-elderly-residents-detroit-isnt-city-rise-one-under-
siege, accessed September 23, 2015.

 Gopal, Prashant. 2015. “Another Blight for Detroit: Property Taxes,” Bloomberg Business. March 11, 2015. Accessed at http://13

www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-03-11/detroit-comeback-derailed-as-taxes-kill-homeowner-dreams, September 15, 
2015.

 This number is provided by Loveland Technologies who map Detroit parcel ownership with data from the public record. 14

https://makeloveland.com/us/mi/wayne/detroit#b=neighborhoods, accessed, March 23, 2016.

. http://www.buildingdetroit.org/, accessed July 2015.15

 During the 2014 Wayne County Tax Foreclosure auction, one individual purchased a large "blight bundle" (6,365 properties for 16

$3.1 million) only to later rescind his offer. The blight bundles are a strategy on the part of the city and the DLBA to take care of 
blighted properties in need of demolition by using the sale of stable properties bundled with them to fund their demolition. The 
blight bundle strategy is not meant to be open for individual purchase. Source: Clark, Anna. 2014. “Detroit Magnate Decides He 
Doesn’t Want 6,000 Blighted Properties After All” Next City. November 5, 2014. (http://nextcity.org/daily/entry/detroit-blight-
bundle-bid-withdraw-herb-strather).

 A topic covered in greater depth in ch. 3: “A House is a Home (or an Art Object): property, value, and the politics of dwelling.”17

 This topic is covered in more depth in ch. 2: “Detroit as the “Wild [mid]West” and the making of the post-industrial frontier.”18

 These sentiments are reflected in many public forums, blogs, local opinion papers, and in conversations I've had with residents 19

who have lived in Detroit their entire lives. Demographic statistics are from the U.S. Census.

 Thank you to Honeycomb for permission to use this here. Full copyright remains with the poet: Tawana D Petty, AKA 20

Honeycomb.
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2 

Detroit as the "Wild [mid]West":  
the Making of the Postindustrial 

Frontier 

"Up to our own day American history has been in a large degree the history of the 
colonization of the Great West. The existence of an area of free land, its continuous 
recession, and the advance of American settlement westward, explain American 
development.  
Behind institutions, behind constitutional forms and modifications, lie the vital forces 
that call these organs into life and shape them to meet changing conditions. The 
peculiarity of American institutions is, the fact that they have been compelled to adapt 
themselves to the changes of an expanding people⎯to the changes involved in 
crossing a continent, in winning a wilderness, and in developing at each area of this 
progress out of the primitive economic and political conditions of the frontier into the 
complexity of city life."  
    --Frederick Jackson Turner, Frontier Thesis, 1893 

"During the latter part of the twentieth century the imagery of wilderness and 
frontier has been applied less to the plains, mountains and forests of the West--
now handsomely civilized--and more to US cities back East."  
    --Neil Smith, The New Urban Frontier, 1996:i 

“The only way to fix this city is to deal with reality. We are not fiscally sound. 
Anybody who could get out is gone, for the most part. […]  
This is like Custer's Last Stand. If we don't make the hard decisions, someone else 
will make them for us. There's a lot of unused housing stock. We want to tear 
down vacant homes that are dangerous and attract people to quality housing. […] 
Vibrant communities attract young professionals. They attract restaurants and 



businesses. We won't abandon the other areas, but they won't get the same 
investment. Some people won't want to move, and we can't make them. But we 
can't satisfy everyone with the resources we have. […]  
There are some days when I wonder whether or not I made the right decision in 
becoming mayor, but I am not quitting this city. Now is a chance to build on our 
strengths. Out of crisis comes opportunity. The value of our real estate is at an all-
time low. There's nowhere to go but up.”  
   —Former Detroit Mayor, Dave Bing, April 21, 2011  1

Detroit is portrayed simultaneously as the symbol of a dying Fordist capitalism and the open 

frontier of new possibilities, of a past re-written (or at least re-branded) and a land of 

opportunity. Detroit is the poster child of "posts" to end all "posts." The city has been 

characterized as post-apocalyptic, post-industrial, post-urban, and post-human; as seen in the 

proliferating images of its abandoned buildings, ravaged landscapes and "feral" houses.  Sony 2

Corporation has released a new video game called "Detroit: Become Human," in which androids 

assert themselves as sentient beings upon the city's denuded material and human landscape. The 

promotional advertisement for the game begins with blurry headlights, a dark sky, images of 

factories, and abandoned, burned, and decayed houses rushing past. The young female android 

narrator says in a whispery lilt: "Detroit. This is where it all began. The world's forge. The place 

where it all started. And it will all end."  

 The notion of Detroit as the beginning of an era and the end of an era reverberates 

throughout depictions of the city from the 1987 science fiction movie, Robocop, in which a 

cyborg police officer protects "new Detroit" from "Old Detroit" (a storyline with resonances 

today) to the 2011, $9 million dollar Chrysler ad featuring Detroit-rapper Eminem reaffirming 
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the city's manufacturing roots saying: "This is the Motor City and this is what we do" amid 

images of the grey landscape. This ad, which reached an audience of over 100 million, struck a 

cord with Americans who had just witnessed Chrysler and General Motors bailed out of 

bankruptcy by the federal government. It was an expression of the stalwart American grit to start 

over, be persistent, and never give up on your roots (even if they are places that others have left 

for dead). Detroit in this way is at once a cautionary tale and the terra incognita of new 

possibilities. These narratives, however, echo an older story told to Americans about America at 

the previous fin de siècle.  

 In 1893, Frederick Jackson Turner addressed an audience of historians and scholars 

gathered in Chicago. He was speaking during the World's Columbian Exposition, an enormous 

event set to celebrate the 400th anniversary of Columbus' voyage to the new world. Turner's 

thesis was prompted by a declaration by the US Census Bureau that the American frontier was 

"closed," that there was no more wild land to be bought and tamed. Alarmed by this ending of an 

era, Turner argued that not only did the frontier facilitate American expansion, but that this 

expansion and the struggles that pioneers encountered along the way forged the American spirit 

and "promoted the formation of a composite nationality for the American people." With the death 

of the frontier, rugged individualism was articulated as a national identity. Turner ended his 

speech saying "And now, four centuries from the discovery of America, at the end of a hundred 

years of life under the Constitution, the frontier has gone, and with its going has closed the first 

period of American history.” In Turner’s speech, the frontier as a salient attribute of American 

grit, hard work, and persistence was born. These attributes, hardened through encounters with the 

“savage” Native Americans, would come to be mapped onto the country’s industrial workers, 
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ironically inscribing them into the ritual symbolism of postindustrial society as “the new 

American primitive” (Dudley1994:177). 

 At the same time that Turner was delivering this thesis, another shaper of American values 

was declaring the opposite to an audience of 27 million just outside the grounds of the World's 

Fair. William F. Cody, popularly known as "Buffalo Bill," was a cowboy and a showman, who 

had crafted his Wild West show into the most popular form of entertainment of the time. While 

Turner spoke of the closing of a great historic moment, "Cody's program recounted the 'rapidly 

extending frontier'" to rapt crowds, who voraciously consumed and repeated Cody's staged 

stories of the rugged west (Sagala 2013:11). Such simultaneous discursive and ideological 

movements of progress and nostalgia are reflected today in Detroit's story of destruction and 

rebirth, demonstrating that the perceived demise of an era or a metaphorically-laden place, may 

only strengthen its appeal. 

 Indeed, in the Chrysler ad, Eminem is Buffalo Bill: the (urban) cowboy, come to tell those 

in the civilized world that the frontier is not dead, that it is thriving, teeming with a soulful grit 

and steadfastness that is wholly American, and that if other Americans feel this passion, they too 

will allow themselves to be swept into the spectacle of historiography to reaffirm a collective 

origin story that holds on to our rugged individualist past and faith in capitalist expansion. 

*** 

You could say Detroit's mythology as a postindustrial "frontier" began with Toby Barlow's 2009 

New York Times article "For Sale: The $100 House.” Barlow begins the article by comparing 
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Detroit to a beehive devastated by colony collapse and goes on to ask "who on earth would move 

here?" He answers his own rhetorical question by boasting of his Mies Van der Rohe designed 

townhouse—"an island of perfect modernism forgotten by the rest of the world"—that he bought 

for $100,000. He goes on to tell of an artist couple that moved from Chicago and bought a house 

on Detroit's east side for $100. He admits that the notion of a $100 house is an urban tale that we 

often hear about in association with cities that have seen better days, but asserts the veracity of 

his story nonetheless. This $100 house sits amid a growing artist community emerging in a 

struggling neighborhood, which through his prose takes on mythic proportions and stands in for 

all of Detroit.  Barlow writes, "... the city offers a much greater attraction for artists than $100 3

houses. Detroit right now is just this vast, enormous canvas where anything imaginable can be 

accomplished. [...] In a way, a strange, new American dream can be found here, amid the 

crumbling, semi-majestic ruins of a half-century's industrial decline. The good news is that, 

almost magically, dreamers are already showing up." With these words, Barlow lays the 

groundwork for years of public discourse about Detroit's "blank slate" and the opportunities to be 

had in this crumbling city. 

 Just as Turner's thesis erroneously presumed that "free land" existed, Detroit's vast urban 

prairies are often depicted by urban explorers and speculators as empty, vacant, abandoned, and 

without people or history. It is a "blank slate," "tabula rasa," the "Wild West," a "frontier." In 

2012 I heard these words rehearsed many times in hushed but giddy tones outside of bars and in 

alleys and sidelots, spoken in a buzz of excitement, but an excitement that wanted to remain a 

secret, as if too many people knowing about it would ruin the effect or somehow make Detroit 

un-cool and overcrowded like everywhere else. Standing outside a cinderblock commercial 
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building-turned-artist-live-and-work spaces, a bearded young man explained his reasons for 

wanting to live and work in Detroit: It’s like the Wild West here, man! I mean, we can do 

whatever we want. We just built a kiln in the parking lot that shoots flames 20 feet into the air. Is 

anyone going to stop us? Not likely. You can't do that in most cities.   4

 I heard this sentiment repeated time and again in the first year of my fieldwork. At this 

point, in 2012, Mayor Dave Bing, a former basketball star, had all but given up. Talk of an 

impending state-appointed emergency financial manager loomed, and people feared that this 

change of leadership might eventually mean new regulations. There was a sense in the air that 

the freedoms one could enjoy now, largely due to the impotent and dysfunctional municipal 

government, were not going to last forever. Much like the nostalgia for the fate of the American 

frontier in Turner's thesis, the feeling that "anything goes" was a double-edged sword. The 

presumed lawlessness and freedom of anarchy-by-neglect meant that criminals and creatives 

alike could get away with things at the cost of civility, or at least, civil services. Indeed, it was 

relatively easy to skirt the law and take advantage of the overstretched police department, whose 

outdated, paint-chipped, and dented police cars outwardly declared the state of their internal 

affairs. But for many Detroiters that I spoke to, this was all part of the game; learning to lean 

hard on the edges of legality was in some cases a crucial part of one's survival. Everyday 

transgressions ranged from the scrapping of metal from abandoned buildings to less covert 

operations such as sidewalk barbers. On several occasions I saw makeshift barbers set up chairs 

on the sidewalk in downtown Detroit and plug their clippers into the city's electric grid (meant to 

power the Christmas lights in the winter) to power their pop-up enterprise. No doubt, creative 

interventions like these were happening all over the city. 
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 Yet, the oft-repeated depiction of an ailing urban core as a "Wild West" is certainly not 

unique to Detroit. Neil Smith writes eloquently about the "new urban frontier" of New York in 

the 1970s and 1980s. Smith notes that much like the 'original' American frontier of the Western 

Plains, the new urban frontier became romanticized, tinged with optimism and "expansive 

expectation," refracting a "sense of self-confident conquest" (1996: ii). This frontier myth was 

intensified as the urban renewal programs of the 1960s were reworked in the 1980s, when "the 

rehabilitation of single-family homes and tenement blocks became increasingly symbolic of a 

successor form of 'urban renewal'" during the Reagan and Thatcher administrations (Smith, 

1996:preface). In Smith's analysis of New York's Lower East Side, the rehabilitation of single-

family homes and tenement blocks were part of a larger system of gentrification in which lower-

income tenants were displaced, market-rate rental prices soared, and whole neighborhoods were 

made over for a new economic class of residents. The process by which such spaces were made 

palatable to an elite clientele required the taming of the "wild" space. This urban frontier brought 

with it urban pioneers, urban homesteaders, and urban cowboys. Smith even notes the existence 

of urban scouts, whose job it was to scope out gentrifying neighborhoods ripe for investment and 

return back to the potential investors with a report on how friendly the "natives" were 

(1996:preface). Smith recognized that the language and metaphor of the urban frontier drew 

upon Turner's 1893 description of the natives of the western plains, likewise treating urban 

residents as a "natural element of the physical surroundings." So, too, in Detroit, a robust 

discourse of the "resilience" of Detroiters marks them as contemporary noble savages, well 

adapted to their environments of crime, municipal corruption, and gripping poverty. Detroit-

based cultural critic John Pat Leary notes that the term resilient was initially brought into vogue 
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by C.S. Holling, an environmental scientist, who used the term to describe "the persistence of 

systems and their ability to absorb change."  A term that was once reserved for natural resource 5

management has today been applied to humanitarian crises, such that certain populations are 

described as resilient in the face of disasters (both natural and man-made). Leary notes an 

intriguing slippage. When "resilient" is applied to a population of people, it often describes a 

situation in which these groups adapt to, rather than resist, their conditions of suffering.  Indeed, 6

the resilience of Detroiters is celebrated as grit, and a marker of one's ability to survive in the 

vast postindustrial frontier. Thus, corroborating arguments made by Reid and Evans (2014), the 

valorization of resilience serves not only to maintain the status quo by honoring the fortitude 

with which people face their struggles, but absolves local governance of the responsibility to 

alleviate the suffering, all the while producing a particular political subject—one willing to take 

on the mantle of resilience instead of demand accountability and change. Humans' relationship to 

nature has changed and the "wilds" of the fabled Western plains have been swept under the rugs 

of capitalist expansion only to be re-discovered in the dark and feral corners of decaying cities 

like Detroit. 

 Today the story of the new urban frontier of New York’s Lower East Side is well rehearsed 

and often simplified into its all-encompassing term: gentrification. In Smith's analysis, 

gentrification describes a series of processes that include the raising of rent, displacement of 

residents, and the subsequent increase in property values (1996). However, it is a worthwhile 

endeavor to unpack these processes of the Reagan era to ask: how do they articulate with places 

like Detroit today? Detroit's post-industrial urban frontier came into the spotlight during the 

subprime mortgage lending, and consequent housing market crash, of 2008-2009. Nationwide 
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fears of economic decline were high, and markets became skittish and fragile. As Detroit slid 

closer to bankruptcy, myths about the city spread quickly through social media and mass media 

alike, and Detroit's reputation as a vast wasteland ripe with opportunity (of all sorts) grew 

rapidly. Eager urban explorers began flooding in from near and far to slink into Detroit's iconic 

abandoned ruins of industrialism; the city’s ruin seemed to present to them a post-apocalyptic 

romance in which nature prevails over the wanton desires of man.  Images of the empty and 7

crumbling Michigan Central Train Station quickly became a symbol of not only Detroit's decline, 

but the broader ills wrought by capitalist expansion-- a cautionary tale of global proportions 

fueled by the fallout of the housing market crash. Coffee table books, blogs, and zines 

proliferated and perpetuated an interest in Detroit as a slowly dying beast gasping for its last 

breaths. Artists began moving in from Brooklyn, having been forced out by rising rent and costs 

of living. And real estate speculators began buying up "blight bundles," sight unseen, hoping to 

cash in on Detroit's depressed housing market and hoping for its eventual resurrection. 

 In Detroit, the narrative of the city as a Wild West was saddled with a slew of other 

ancillary rumors largely perpetuated by lazy journalism. Rather than gun-toting outlaws set on 

robbing our banks, packs of feral dogs numbering in the tens of thousands were rumored to roam 

the city's empty streets.  The city's first responders were reportedly clocking in response times of 8

close to one hour even for severe emergencies, and the city's inability to light most of the street 

lamps fed into this depiction of anarchy and dysfunction. In the midst of such dire and oft-

repeated factoids, many Detroiters got defensive and began asserting their own characterizations 

of the city. Typically, these were overtly saccharine and rose-colored descriptions of urban 

gardens and grass-roots community initiatives. At best the extreme contrast of these narratives 
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came off as flat and one-sided; at worst they served to discredit both as hyperbole, despite the 

truths in their depictions. This chapter will describe the making of Detroit as a post-industrial 

frontier and the ways in which corporate investment, marketing campaigns touting Detroit as a 

land of opportunity, and blight removal initiatives present an image of Detroit as a neutered or 

tamed land, ripe for rebuilding and redevelopment.  

  

Dan Gilbert's Fiefdom 

Detroit's political geography is in some ways unique and contrasts with that found in other 

regions of the postindustrial United States. While much of the rhetoric of Smith's new urban 

frontier is maintained and renewed in the above descriptions of Detroit, the many ways in which 

artists, and creative producers more broadly, are complicit in gentrifying processes in Detroit 

departs in some significant ways from the characterizations explicated by Deutsche and Ryan's 

description of the "fine art of gentrification" in the Lower East Side in New York City in the 

1980s (1984).  Crucially, Detroit's political geography demands a different approach to begin 9

with. Its vast 139 square miles could fit Manhattan, San Francisco, and Boston inside of it.  One 10

third of this vast space is vacant, leaving an impression that the city is made up of emptiness 

pock-marked with little islands of houses and economic activity. One of these islands is 

downtown Detroit—a one square mile area abutting the Detroit River—in which processes of 

gentrification differ greatly from those taking place in the outlying neighborhoods. Despite 

depictions of the buzzing business sector, downtown Detroit’s population has dropped 13.9% 

from 2000 to 2010, according to the US Census Bureau.  This is due, in part, to the eviction of 11

Section-8 housing residents and the fact that many of downtown’s pre-WWII skyscrapers are 
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currently in the process of being renovated. Detroit's downtown has been made over primarily by 

the business dealings of a single man. Dan Gilbert is a billionaire who grew up in Detroit's 

northern suburbs and continues to reside there. A man short of stature, but big on ambitions, he 

now owns 70+ buildings in downtown's one square mile and has been filling them quickly with 

new restaurants, retailers, and tech start-ups. His own company, Quicken Loans, found a home in 

a beautiful Yamasaki-designed skyscraper, and he even lured Chrysler (who had never actually 

been based in the city of Detroit) into one of his downtown gems.  

 In the mythology of the frontier, Gilbert is the classic prospector. He has cashed in on what 

he saw as a "skyscraper sale," paying as little as $8/square foot for real estate in Detroit's 
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downtown core, spurring what one New York Times reporter called "one of the most ambitious 

privately financed urban reclamation projects in American history.”  Filtering properties through 12

his real estate company, Bedrock Financial, he branded his acquisition campaign "Opportunity 

Detroit," which he stamps on the windows of each new building he purchases, as if they were 

cattle being branded on the Western plains. Opportunity Detroit markets itself as a "social 

entrepreneurial" project—part rescue mission, part business venture — but there is no doubt 13

that Gilbert will stand to gain from his investments. 

 While Gilbert and a handful of other companies that he has brought downtown are offering 

rent and mortgage subsidies to employees willing to move downtown, he is removing low-

income tenants and homeless people from the area. In 2014, Gilbert bought a 1929 Albert Kahn-
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designed apartment building that was housing Section 8 residents, many of whom were elderly 

and/or disabled. In April of 2013 the residents were informed that they were being evicted and 

that they would have to move out by the end of March 2014. The new owners of the building 

worked with the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development to inform the residents of 

their options and the process for attaining Section 8 vouchers. Many of the residents had been 

living in the building for decades and worried that they wouldn't be able to afford the move. In 

interviews with a local reporter, they expressed concerns about how they would find housing 

(since many of them are wheel-chair bound) and aired their fears of losing the "family 

atmosphere" they had developed over the years of living together (McGraw 2013). Residents 

said that many people in the building lived on less than $600 a month and that some rents were 

as low as $130/month. The 127-unit building was renovated in spring of 2014 and advertised as 

"luxury apartment living...with modern comfort, historic charm and unique amenities," at 

"market-rate" prices (which at over $2000/month for a one bedroom apartment seemed to far 

exceed what many Detroiters were accustomed to paying for rent).  

 The advertising and launch of the luxury apartments at "The Albert," (as it was rebranded) 

stirred the first signs of public criticism of Gilbert's actions in downtown; the ad campaign was 

later changed to lessen public vitriol. A video on the developer’s website that featured young 

professionals declaring: "Detroit is my generation's city," was circulated on several social media 

outlets even after it was removed by the developers. Clearly, the Section 8 residents who were 

evicted from the apartment building had some grounds for sentiments such as those expressed by 

Recardo Berrien, a 58-year-old resident who told reporters: "There's all this hubbub about a 'new 

Detroit... I was born and raised in Detroit. For us not to be part of this 'new Detroit' is absurd. We 
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don't see 'us' in none of this. No elderly and poor. We are nowhere in the plans of anyone down 

here." Another elderly resident resigned herself to what she saw as the inevitable, stating: 

"nobody invests in poverty.”  14

 The language of land-grabbing and take-overs is common parlance in Detroit's urban 

frontiers and was evident in the excited voice-over of the developer in the ad for The Albert, 

saying, "we took ownership of a 1929 classic Albert Khan historic building...and we’re bringing 

it back to the beauty it once was" (italics mine). The temporal valences of such ad campaigns 

which speak of a utopic future "new" Detroit while reminiscing about the grandeur of the city's 

former glory are pervasive and saturated with euphemistic racist (even if unintentional) 

ideologies. 

 From the drafty windows of my loft on the corner of Woodward and John R, I watched 

Gilbert build his kingdom, and saw the immediate surrounding area get whiter and younger by 

the day. As a young Caucasian person, I was very aware of the glances I'd catch from black 

Detroiters on the street. To them, I was part of this take-over of downtown—an "urban pioneer" 

as one man surmised at the local convenience store when he saw me out after dark. If I parked 

my car on the street outside our loft, security guards of the local establishments would ask, "Is 

there a game today?" assuming that this would be the only occasion for someone of my 

complexion and age to be in this area at night. 

 The racial politics of downtown's gentrification reached new heights in 2012 when United 

Way launched an ad campaign that hinged on philanthropic giving as a way to invest in the 

Detroit of tomorrow. Walking in to a Rite Aid pharmacy just north of downtown, I bumped into a 

small group of African-American employees who had come out to see if the rumors were true. 
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They gawked and pulled out their cell phones to snap a photo of the billboard that displayed an 

image of a young white boy in a suit and tie, declaring: "the next Dan Gilbert. The Detroit of 

tomorrow starts with a donation today" (see figure 2.3). “No way,” one employee remarked, 

“that is some shit.” Their incredulity at the United Way's insensitivity to the racial politics of 

Detroit was shared by many and after a few weeks the billboard was removed. 

 In 2013, shortly after United Way removed the billboard, I spoke with Tamara Hill , an 15

African-American woman in her early 40s who at the time was working as the Program Manager 

in Community and Economic Development in Highland Park.  She was very active in the 16

community and had just started a series of local public conversations about race that she called 

“The Deep Dive.” We met at a newly opened coffee shop in Midtown, a recently rebranded and 

quickly gentrifying area. As we sat in the window, she looked around and pointed out to me that 

despite the fact that Detroit is over 80% African-American, she was one of about two African-
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Americans in the crowded coffee shop. The rest of the patrons were perhaps stereotypical 

“hipsters”— predominantly young, Caucasian, and toting their Macbook laptops under arms 

draped in flannel. 

 I asked her what she thought about the changes happening in Detroit.  

There’s about 100 people that think they’re saving the city, and they nourish each 
other with compliments and excess opportunities, and access to resources…. But 
despite what they think/say, its not for Lamont who lives down the street from me. 
[If he] came and said: ‘hey, I wanna start a business,’ he wouldn’t get the same 
kind of reception. … ‘Place-making,’ ‘way-making,’ ‘walkability’ — you only 
know those words if you are a planner or a part of the Creative Class. That’s 
architect speak, not people-speak, which makes it accessible to only a certain type 
of person (personal communication October 25, 2013). 

We discussed the fact that Gilbert was quickly acquiring so many buildings downtown and she 

expressed real concern about how this would affect the city:  

I am so concerned about him; he can put whatever he wants in those buildings. He’s the 
guy shaping the city right now by himself and we’re not paying attention. No one’s paying 
attention. We’re all distracted by politics and the bankruptcy, and everything else. He’s 
one guy and he’s a rich white guy. … People love the White savior. The benevolent White 
man who’s coming to save the poor Black people…. Anywhere else he’d just be a savvy 
businessman, but here he’s a savior. It’s not to help anybody. He’s getting a good deal 
(ibid).  

Tamara was one of the first people I spoke to that expressed a critical view of Gilbert’s 

developments in downtown. And as a city official in Highland Park, she was looking ardently for 

a good model of development on which to base their efforts.  

 Highland Park, a small town inside the borders of Detroit, faces many of the same 

challenges that Detroit does, but lacks the big investment schemes that come with name 

recognition. She explained that she would like Highland Park to gentrify, if only it could come 

from the people, instead of from a developer. I asked her what she thought about Gilbert’s 

“Opportunity Detroit” campaign and she replied, “Opportunity for whom? When I look at it, I 
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roll my eyes. I think it’s for someone else. I just automatically think: Its not for me” (ibid). I 

asked her what aspect of the marketing seemed to exclude her and she replied, “Whenever 

there’s an article written about [Detroit] or someone’s interviewed about [Detroit], the percentage 

of newcomers [interviewed] to indigenous peoples is always overwhelming. There’s always 

more top-down talk happening than ground-up talk happening. It’s clear that the powers that be 

don’t really value the voice of the people that have been here” (ibid). 

 Despite this viewpoint, Tamara remained optimistic about the changes. “We’re in the 

thick of it right now, we have an opportunity to do it right. It’s not a foregone conclusion that this 

will turn into Ferndale [a suburb immediately north of Detroit]. I mean there’s still time. We’re 

right here, we’re in the belly of the beast, the eye of the storm, we can get it, we can grab a hold 

of it right now. Even people like Gilbert can be gotten to, he just has to be exposed to the right 

information” (ibid). After our conversation, Tamara was hired as the Community Engagement 

Manager at Loveland Technologies. She ended up working with Gilbert’s blight-busters coalition 

(discussed below) and then went on to do community-led developments in Detroit’s 

neighborhoods outside of the downtown core. 

*** 

Gaining momentum at the end of Mayor Bing's tenure and just as the city was facing the 

possibility of bankruptcy, Gilbert was given carte blanche power to bring Detroit back. A New 

York Times article whose headline likened Gilbert to a missionary, reported that government 
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officials had promised to expedite permits for renovations and generally stay out of his way.  17

Gilbert's strategy was reportedly deemed the "big bang"—an effort to bring in as many new retail 

and restaurant establishments as quickly as possible.    18

 From 2012 to 2015, Gilbert brought 12,500 employees to the downtown area, and 

following the mantra of Richard Florida's "Rise of the Creative Class" (2002) has done all that he 

can to create a desirable environment for his employees. In the summer his park management 

crew installs a beach in the center of Campus Martius park (the original hub of the wagon-wheel 

design inspired by Pierre L'Enfant) complete with deck chairs and a beer hut. In the winter an ice 

rink invites skaters to glide and swoop below the gaze of the Compuware and Ernst and Young 

building. Outside the University of Phoenix building, a larger-than-life chess set, painted 

magenta, black and white, sits on the open sidewalk. Private shuttle busses, with his slogan 

"Opportunity Detroit" emblazoned on their sides, take employees to their cars or after-work 

destinations free of charge, and free bicycles sit waiting for Gilbert's employees to come, swipe a 

card, and ride away. This workforce even determines the sonic landscape of downtown by 

sending song requests through a smart phone application to be pumped through the lobbies and 

sidewalks, creating a pervasive and contiguous soundscape throughout downtown.  

With all this wealth pouring in to a city center that in the decade prior saw very little foot 

traffic, and certainly not its current 99% percent residential occupancy rate, Gilbert had to protect 

his holdings. In what seemed like an instant, his venture company, Rock Ventures, formed a 

security force that patrols the city center 24 hours a day and monitors 300 surveillance cameras 

(Austen 2014). Living at the corner of a busy intersection for a year and a half, I was able to 

witness these transformations from my window.  
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When I moved into downtown Detroit in July of 2012, most of the tall buildings surrounding 

my second-floor loft were empty. It was a strange sensation to look out onto a sea of darkened 

windows stretching upwards all around you. By the time I had moved out (and bought a house in 

a neighborhood; contributing to gentrification in a different way), Gilbert had bought up almost 

the entire block just north of us, and we had watched as he renovated and filled the Wright-Kay 

building across the street—one of the oldest buildings in downtown Detroit. Suddenly our 100 

feet of loft windows weren't so secluded as contractors and carpenters, and then window washers 

and architects began to fill the window frames and fire escapes of the neighboring building. 

Gilbert's security guards patrolled that block at all hours of the day, slowly walking the block's 

perimeter and alleys and scanning the streets. 

One morning as I was sitting at my computer and typing, I looked out the window and 

noticed a new surveillance camera perched atop the Wright-Kay building across the street.  It 19

looked not only onto the sidewalks below, but also directly into our loft, turning my office and 

living spaces into a life-sized diorama in some Kafka-esque children's story. The feeling of 

miniaturization wasn't so far off. Just a few blocks down the street, Gilbert had constructed a 19-

ft long model-sized version of downtown in his office; capping each building in orange as he 

bought them up. 

The curmudgeonly old man that owned our building (and lived upstairs with his wife and two 

dogs) also owned the building across Woodward from ours. He called Gilbert a "B" man ("B" for 

billionaire) and often complained through his toothless grimace that his construction workers 

were keeping him awake and making a racket. After living in that building for 20 years, he and 

his wife moved out in 2013 on account of the increased noise downtown. For much of their stay 
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among Detroit's hulking pre-WWII structures their experience had been characterized by what 

most people would consider an eerie silence. They preferred the more empty Detroit, where they 

could enjoy the peace and quiet of the darkened street corners and take their dogs, Noah and 

Zipper, out for walks on the empty urban streets. We also moved out in 2013, just as a new sports 

bar was being put in at street level below and ground was being broken for the new "M1" light 

rail, which would take passengers up and down a 3-mile stretch of Woodward Avenue. Not 

wanting to sell their building to Gilbert, they sold to another developer who promptly turned 

around and sold the building to Gilbert in 2014. As of 2015, Gilbert owns over 70 properties in 

downtown, totaling over 10 million square feet of space.  20
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From downtown development to "blight" removal: Gilbert cleans up the city 

In 2010, Gilbert moved his family of companies (over 110 in all) into downtown Detroit to "lead 

the revitalization of a great American city.”  In the initial years of Gilbert's investment in 21

downtown, praise and excitement poured in from every angle with an unfettered optimism that 

belied the desperation of the city. 'Any investment was good investment' was the tone of the day. 

 As Gilbert made downtown more "vibrant"  and alluring to the employable young 22

professionals, he also began privately managing the small local public parks. Live music and 

other performances were being scheduled around downtown in every little patch of grass or open 

square. At the same time, a security force was hired to keep the parks safe for MacBook toting 

hipsters and suburban housewives who wanted to come down and see the progress happening in 

Detroit. As we watched downtown get whiter and younger, I was surprised that there was 

virtually no public criticism of Gilbert's aggressive "investments." I first began to hear 

mutterings among the leftists and artists when rumors of bussing the homeless out of downtown 

began. I didn't see people getting lifted off the street and taken away, but I did meet one woman 

in the park, whom I will call Linda, who offered a vivid portrait of her life and a different 

perspective on the "opportunities" that Gilbert’s real estate ventures seemed to offer to young 

professionals. Linda's experiences on the street reveal a Detroit that private security guards and 

surveillance cameras would rather render invisible. The following is the story of our encounter. 

 One nice summer afternoon in 2013, I decided to take my work to one of those local 

parks. I walked down Broadway and up to Grand Circus park. A large guard in a red polo shirt 

and black pants came over to make small talk as I sat down at one of the newly installed tables 

set up around the central fountain. I asked him how long there had been security at the park and 
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he said they'd been here ever since they started making improvements on the park. I inquired 

about who employed him. "Oh, it's a private company," he said. "Like Gilbert's folks?" I asked. 

"Yea, he and a bunch of the other business men that are down here, and the DEGC." The DEGC 

is the Detroit Economic Growth Corp, a coalition of local community leaders, business owners, 

and public officials who work closely with the city as a public-private partnership. Among other 

things, they consult with interested commercial entities to ensure that they can find a good 

location and set up successfully in Detroit.   23

The security guard explained the collaboration saying, "They all get together and hire us to 

make sure nobody bothers you down here, you know." A few weeks prior I had an extended 

conversation with a local business owner who didn't find the changes happening downtown so 

agreeable. Chris was a slender, white male in his late 60's who has owned and run the 1515 Cafe 

on Broadway for nearly 30 years. He lives above the coffee shop in an old building--one of three 

that Gilbert doesn't own on that block.  He expressed his concerns with the "take-over" of 

downtown and was not pleased with the recent 'improvements' to the park. "What's not to like 

about new tables, chairs, and umbrellas?" I asked, playing devil's advocate. He said, “Well, have 

you read the sandwich boards that they posted at all the entrances to the park? They're closing 

the park at 10 o'clock. How can they do that? Don't they know that people use that park? I mean, 

they act like no one is there-- homeless people sleep in that park at night, and where are they 

going to go now?"  He said that with all the media coverage of the progress in downtown, no 24

one had ever contacted him or other small business owners in the area who had been there 

through thick and thin. To him, it seemed as if the media were only interested in the "big boys" 

and just paying lip service to the existent local community. 
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As I sat at the new tables in the park, trying to read and not look like the gentrifier that I was, 

a voice from behind me said: "Hello, young lady." A woman that looked to be in her mid 50s 

walked over to my table with some difficulty, aided by a cane. Her black velour jumpsuit, neat 

clothes and tennis shoes, necklace, earrings, and purse did not fit the stereotypical image of a 

homeless person. She had neat, but sparse braids jutting out from her head and a sweet smile 

with a few remaining teeth. I will refer to her as "Linda." 

"Excuse me miss," she said. "How are you doing?"  

"I'm good, how 'bout yourself?" I replied. 

"Oh, I'm OK. Are you doing your homework?" She asked. 

"Sort of."  

"Are you in school?" 

"Yes, I am."  

"What do you study?" 

"Anthropology." 

"Antropology? Well, I'm not that smart but what the hell is tantropology?" 

"It's the study of humans." 

"Oh, like their insides, organs and all?" 

"No, like how they live. Their culture." 

"Oh, how they live, huh... that's interesting... well, you know how I live? I'm homeless... you 

wanna study me?" 

"Oh, that's OK," I mumbled, not knowing how to respond. 
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"You know, I'm homeless, but people jus wanna be treated like people is all. You know, they say 

to just treat people like you wanna be treated..." 

"That's right." 

We chatted for a bit and then she said: "Look, miss, I don't wanna bother you, you studying an 

all, but see, I'm homeless and its rough out here and well, I haven't eaten all day." 

 I sheepishly admitted that I didn't have any cash on me but offered to buy her something 

to eat at a nearby café (Chris' in fact). She was very gracious and thankful but she didn't press the 

issue. Instead, she continued to talk with me. She told me that she had been raped four times on 

these streets and stabbed several times in her arm. She pulled her velour jumpsuit down over her 

right shoulder to reveal the scars. She told me that she was 59 and that both of her parents had 

passed away from cancer. She said they used to live near Belle Isle and that her father worked for 

GM. He wasn't "super high up" but they were one of the first black families to move into that 

neighborhood. "Oh," she said with a far-off look in her eye, "I remember when Miss Baker used 

to make me those cookies; she was always inviting me over and she was so nice to me. And see, 

I was light," she said referring to her skin-tone, "and so she even took me to church with her, she 

was so nice." She started to get lost in her memories a bit and tears formed in her eyes. "I 

remember Christmas," she said wiping tears from her face. "I haven't had Christmas in such a 

long time."  

 She asked about my family and if I saw my parents very often. I told her I saw them quite 

regularly, and she clearly wanted to hear more about my family gatherings. How many brothers 

and sisters did I have and where do they live and did they all go to college, too? She told me 
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several times that I was lucky to have such good parents. Were they both alive? Were they 

teachers?  

 I asked her if she had any children. Three daughters she replied. "But you know," she 

said. "They went foolin’ around with those young boys and got pregnant and I told them that you 

don't love someone you only known for a few months. You don't know them! I don't wanna 

bother them ‘cause they all got they own problems, you know. My oldest she married, but he's in 

jail now. But I don't want them to know about my situation, because they can't help me; they got 

they own shit to handle." 

 Linda thanked me again and explained that she sleeps over there (pointing toward the 

opera house). "I sleep over in Harmonie Park," she said. "They's an older man there; he said he 

don't mind so long as I'm gone in the morning. But its scary, you know. Just last week I seen 

some young boys kicking an old homeless man in the head just right over there." I asked about 

the shelters. She said "they OK, but they full. Royal Oak.... Now, I'm not being prejudice, but 

you know they all white up there, and they treat you so well up there. They give you boots and 

coats, and every morning they have some new undergarments for you. They take real good care 

of you up there." "What's keeping you from staying there now?” I asked. "They don't open until 

November 15," she replied. "So for now, I gotta fend here. They's some places I can get food 

around here. St. Paul's over there near Greektown, they give free meals once a month, and St. 

Mary's over here, they have meals every Thursdays. But you know, other than that you gotta fend 

for your own. But I'll let you study... I'll just be right over here." She gestured to the side of the 

park, where another woman was sitting on the ledge. I now wonder if they weren't sitting at the 
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tables for fear of being kicked out by the security guards. She slowly walked back over to her 

ledge and said: "you just come get me when you're ready." 

 I tried to read but only got about one sentence in, when I realized my utter pretension. I 

started to pack my things up in my backpack. "Are you finished?" she asked. "No, but I can't sit 

here and make you wait; that's not cool. Let's go." She yelled out to some guys sitting on the 

other side of the ledge to watch her stuff. Yeah, yeah, they called back. 

 We walked out past three security guards leisurely chatting with each other. Linda said 

"hi" and they replied. She struggled walking and I asked her if she was OK. She said "yeah, I got 

gout. It’s made my knees bad and sometimes my fingers lock up so much I gotta have one of the 

guys pull them out to straighten them. I don't have any toes on my right foot either. Lost 'em to 

frostbite." She took the tip of her cane and pressed it onto the toe of her shoe, demonstrating how 

it was empty there. We crossed the street as the evening light was streaming through the car 

windows parked along the road. She asked me again about my family Christmas. “Do you see 

your family on Christmas?” I told her that I was married so we split our time between my 

husband's family and mine. "Oh, so you get two Christmases!?" she said in astonishment. She 

asked if we all brought a dish, and I said "yes." I was painfully aware that she missed this 

conviviality of family life.  

 At the cafe, Linda ordered a tuna salad sandwich and winced when the barista asked her 

if she wanted lettuce and tomatoes on it. "Tomatoes? Really, is that good? I want extra 

mayonnaise, and onions...and you got radishes?" The barista looked perplexed and said no, that 

they didn't have radishes. She said: "oh, guess that's a Black thing; we always put radishes in our 

tuna salad." She asked him to cut the sandwich into four pieces and put it all in a plastic bag and 
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ordered a bottle of root beer to go with it. We walked outside. She thanked me again and walked 

back to the park, turning around to remind me that if I ever wanted to ask anything about her life 

and being homeless, I could. I wished her the best and said I'd see her around. 

 The private management of public spaces and assets is becoming increasingly popular as 

Detroit tries to find its way out of bankruptcy. Public-private partnerships (PPPs) are now 

common ways to forge ahead and have become the model of quasi-public oversight of 

everything from land and real estate to the public parks (utilities such as the water department are 

now fully owned by private companies). The Detroit 300 conservancy is one powerful PPP that 

brings together many business leaders in Detroit's downtown to privately manage the security of 

downtown parks. In 2015, the American Civil Liberties Union sued the city on account of the 

infringement of first amendment rights when security guards working for Guardsmark (a private 

company hired by the Detroit 300 Conservancy to patrol the parks) ushered from the park 

protesters from an anti-foreclosure group and an anti-violence campaign. On two separate 

occasions when these groups went to pass out fliers and gather petitions, they were approached 

by a Guardsmark security officer and ordered to leave the park or risk arrest.  The ACLU 25

lawsuit further claimed that the privately owned surveillance center operated by Gilbert's Rock 

Ventures had provided information about the protesters to the conservancy and Guardsmark. In 

April of 2015, the City of Detroit agreed to implement interim rules to protect the first 

amendment rights of its residents. All city departments and private entities will be subject to 

these rules. The ACLU is monitoring the case to ensure that the interim rules are made 

permanent.  Similar cases have been reported on Detroit's public river walk, where the Detroit 26

Riverfront Conservancy has escorted protesters off the walkway despite it being public land. The 
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annexation of public land by private and quasi-public entities—a hallmark of neoliberalization—

is epitomized by Gilbert and his family of businesses through their downtown acquisitions 

(Harvey 2005, et al.). As his real estate holdings and investment portfolio grows, so does his 

ability to shape both the public and private spheres. 

 While his public persona touts an unabashed boosterism of the changes he has wrought in 

Detroit's downtown, he has been increasingly asked what to do about the other 137 square miles 

of the city. It is no small irony that Gilbert's flagship company, Quicken Loans, is the largest 

online home lender in the United States at a time when mortgage lending has wracked the 

national economy and even some of Quicken Loans own employees can't get loans on their 

Detroit domiciles.    27 28

 In an effort to address some of these more ’domestic’ issues, Gilbert took a trip to 

Washington in 2013 to save Detroit.  The utopic and absolutist rhetoric of his plea to 29

Washington was reported by Alex Halperin from Mother Jones magazine. "To save Detroit, he 

told the assembled officials, they needed to help tear down Detroit. By tearing down tens of 

thousands of buildings—some still occupied, some abandoned—they would make room for new, 

vibrant neighborhoods."  Gilbert's pleas proved effective. Several weeks after his visit, the 30

federal government approved a $300 million aid package for Detroit comprised of federal and 

private funds, almost half of which was allocated for blight removal. At the same time, Gilbert 

became co-chair of the federally backed Detroit Blight Removal Task Force, one of a growing 

number of public-private entities that are shaping the "new" Detroit.  

 In an online promo video, a young white male representative of Rock Ventures (one of 

Gilbert's companies) states with conviction in his voice: "The Blight Task Force is a group of 
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philanthropic, business, and political leaders who are really coming up with actionable, on-the-

ground solutions that are going to help solve these problems of blight today... actions that are 

going to be taken immediately to start to get rid of this problem in the city."  He is echoed by 31

task force colleagues, who describe Detroit's blight as a cancer that needs to be attacked from the 

inside out. They describe one aspect of their initiative that involves local residents from each 

neighborhood taking up mobile tablets to use an application developed by tech start-up Loveland 

Technologies, called "Blexting." Utilized as a way to crowd-source information on blighted 

properties, the blexting app allows users to report on the state of houses in their neighborhoods 

(i.e. whether they are occupied, fire damaged, boarded up, or in a sound state). In this way, the 

perceptions of local residents are taken at face value and loaded into a growing database of 

information about the condition of Detroit's housing stock, feeding directly into decisions being 

made by the city about which 200-250 houses will be demolished each week.   32

 When the Detroit Blight Removal Task Force first burst out of the holding gate, Gilbert 

installed a huge light board counting down the number of blighted properties yet to be 

demolished and vowed that he wouldn't rest until the job was complete. I'm not sure what 

became of that light board, but it was taken down, and the current count of structures awaiting 

demolition still hovers around 70,000. Crucially, this quite literal clearing of the land was not 

accompanied by public dialogue about how to keep people in their homes—since 2008, an 

estimated 27,000 occupants have been pushed from their homes on account of tax 

foreclosures —or how to change the structural forces that led to this cancerous decay in the first 33

place. Gilbert's mission was singular: remove blight. As Detroit's downtown and midtown swell 
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Figure 2.5: Real estate flyer indicative of the speculative housing market. This one arrived on my doorstep 
in 2013.



with capital investment, new retail, restaurants, and social clubs, the neighborhoods are slowly 

being cleared for their own redevelopment. 

The Battle for Detroit's Houses 

Detroit's new urban frontier is not confined to the redevelopments of downtown or to large 

commercial acquisitions. Rather, much of the battle for land and property that lies ahead is in the 

vast neighborhoods whose built environment is dominated by single-family homes in various 

states of upkeep and decay. While Detroit's single-family homes are not the repository of big 

stake gains such as the commercial developments of downtown, they represent the true frontier 

of the city, its hinterlands whose swathes of urban prairie evoke the same land lust in the hearts 

of men as did the Great Western Plains in the mid to late1800s. "Its the land of opportunity in our 

own front yard..." begins a radio spot for the Detroit Land Bank Authority advertising its 

auctions of city-owned houses starting at $1,000. Indeed, the new urban frontier is barely 

recognizable as "urban." It is not the concrete jungle of Brooklyn or the Lower East Side. It is the 

urban plains with large swathes of flat overgrown grassland where crumbling single-family 

homes dot the prairies and speak of failures of capitalism's past, failures that many wish to erase 

so as to forge new utopic visions of entrepreneurial might.  

 The neighborhoods are being approached with an array of development tools and 

strategies and an entangled mass of key players with varying agendas and goals. In the past four 

years, several new entities have joined in the fight against (or for) Detroit's "blight" and it is 

worth briefly outlining them here. Loveland Technologies is a tech start-up that began in 2010 

with a website called "Why Don't We Own This?" that made interactive web-based maps using 
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public records to display parcel ownership, tax status, and the conditions of properties across the 

city. It was their hope that by making this information more accessible to the public, people 

would be able to hold absentee owners in their neighborhoods accountable for their properties as 

well as be better informed about the tax status of their own properties. Today, this firm has grown 

to employ fourteen people and works closely with other organizations and civic entities to map 

Detroit's messy land ownership. One of the groups they work with is Data Driven Detroit, a data 

hub firm that provides information and analysis on data specific to Detroit and its surrounding 

areas. Data Driven Detroit (D3) was originally incubated through grant money from private 

foundations (the Skillman Foundation and the Kresge Foundation) and in August of 2015 has 

transitioned to become a Low-Profit Limited Liability Company (L3C). Motor City Mapping 

was a collaboration between Loveland Technologies and Data Driven Detroit, which in 2013, 

with the help of $1.5 million from private donors and foundations, set out to survey all of 

Detroit's 378,723 parcels. They equipped Detroit residents with mobile devices and had them 

survey their own neighborhoods, filling in information on whether a structure was present on the 

parcel, the condition of the structure, and if it seemed occupied. This data was used (as described 

above) by the Detroit Blight Removal Task Force, a coalition of local non-profits spearheaded 

and implemented by billionaire Dan Gilbert with funding from the federal government. The 

United Community Housing Coalition has been working as a non-profit since 1973 to provide 

housing assistance and advocacy for Detroit's low-income residents.  

 Many of these organizations coalesce around an annual event: The Wayne County Tax 

Foreclosure Auction (WCTFA), which is the largest auction of its kind in the United States. The 

WCTFA auctions off delinquent properties in two rounds. In the first round of bidding, bids 
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begin at the amount of back taxes owed. If they do not sell in this round, they go into a second 

round in which bidding starts at a flat rate of $500. As of the last few years, bidding takes place 

online and is open to anyone who can front the $2,500 deposit required to bid on a single 

property ($10,000 deposit to be able to bid on multiple properties). The Tricycle Collective is an 

activist organization that began in 2014 in response to the foreclosure auction. Their mission is to 

provide financial support and information to families facing tax foreclosure in hopes of keeping 

the families in their homes by buying the properties off the auction block. The Detroit Land Bank 

Authority is a public-private partnership that works closely with the City of Detroit to manage 

and ultimately auction off the residential properties and vacant lots that have fallen into its 
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Figure 2.6: Map of median home sale prices in Detroit, 2015. By Martha Thierry, Detroit Free Press.



ownership through the WCTFA. The DLBA is the largest owner of residential property in 

Detroit, with over 30,500 properties as of 2015.  34

 As might be expected, there are also several real estate speculators, investors, and 

landlords looking to make a quick dollar by taking advantage of the well-below-market real 

estate values. Some landlords will stop paying taxes on their properties and continue to collect 

rent from their lessees for the three years that it takes for the property to go into foreclosure. In 

these cases, lessees often don't know that their house is in jeopardy of foreclosure until the notice 

shows up on the door, at which point the landlords are usually unreachable. Some investors will 

buy up properties in the auction and then sell them back to the occupants for multiple times the 

amount they paid for the property. For example, one elderly woman, who did not know that her 

house was in foreclosure, ended up purchasing it from an investor for $13,000 after he had 

bought it in the auction for $1,300 just days before.  

 In some ways, the cycle of tax foreclosure in Detroit is similar to the "rent gap" described 

by Smith in New York's Lower East Side in the 1980's. The gap in the markets between what a 

house is worth and what it can be bought or sold for bring in many interested parties and fuels 

the speculation process as well as predatory landlords, as everyone tries to cash in on the 

fluctuating values. According to the Detroit Free Press, Detroit has some of the lowest prices for 

single-family homes in the country, but median homes sales are increasing (as shown in the map 

in figure 2.6). 

 The dramatic drop in real estate values in Detroit has made it a hotbed for many home-

renovation and real-estate shows. Gaps in real estate value of homes have become so normalized 

since 2007 that people who "flip" houses on a nationwide scale are celebrated in popular 
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television on shows such as “Flip or Flop” which airs on cable TV. These shows, and a slew of 

copycats have found a new way to capitalize on disinvestment and urban decay. 

 On a sunny day in September, I drove out to Southfield, a nearby northern suburb of 

Detroit. Southfield has absorbed a large portion of the African-American middle class that has 

fled Detroit, making it over 70% African-American according to the 2010 US Census. I went to 

Southfield to attend a gathering I saw advertised with the tagline: "Come learn how to flip 

houses in Detroit!" I walked in through the lobby to find a throng of people signing in and 

picking up their complimentary snack packs and notepads. The crowd at the event largely 

reflected Southfield’s racial make-up with, perhaps, a slightly stronger Caucasian representation 

(about 40%).  

 The event was advertised with pictures of a young, well-groomed couple, Tarek and 

Christina, who have a popular, cable-TV show that follows them as they buy, renovate, and flip 

houses all over the country. A large, cardboard cutout of them stood near the entrance. As we 

took our seats, the couple appeared on a projection screen at the front of the conference room 

saying:  

Four years ago we were in the same position that you are in today, wondering: Can I do 
it? What will happen if we fail? Four years ago, we would have never imagined that 
we'd be where we are today. We went from a 600 square foot home to a 6400 square foot 
home. We went from driving used cars, to Bentleys, Range Rovers, and Escalades. And 
we went from no vacations to multiple vacations all over the world every year. These are 
some of the benefits that you can have when you invest in real estate.  

Their screen-selves apologized to a clearly-disappointed crowd for not being present on account 

of their busy filming schedule and left us in the hands of their friend, Karl. Karl sauntered up to 
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the front of the room in a grey suit, no tie, slicked back grey hair and a little patch of beard under 

his lower lip.  

 Karl was from "sunny San Diego" and had the demeanor of a tent revival preacher or a 

used car salesman. He promised "life changing information" and punctuated his speech with 

several calls to the audience for vocal affirmations. He began his spiel by asking if anyone in the 

room knew what a "paradigm shift" was. An eager middle-aged woman a few rows ahead of me 

waved her hand in the air excitedly. He called on her and she dutifully responded, "Its when 

you're really using your brain to figure out how to go from point A, to point B; to go from failure 

to success." Karl picked up on her answer:  

So, my job here today is to change your paradigm shift on the way you think 
about real estate...alright, here's a fun example I'm gonna help a couple of you 
with. Ok, if you've ever driven in, you know, a particular area... maybe you're 
lost, you're in a neighborhood and you come up to a red light and you notice a 
house over there on the corner and you notice that that house is definitely 
vacant. You know, the grass is up this high and nobody's living there. If you've 
ever come across a situation like that, maybe you looked at that, and thought, as 
I have many times, “boy, that looks like that could be a potential goldmine 
there.” And usually the next thing that comes through your head is something 
like, “hey, I wonder how much that costs.” As soon as you think that, the light 
changes and you're off and running to work or to the store, and literally, five 
minutes later you literally forgot that you even saw the house, right? Outta sight, 
outta mind. Well, a paradigm shift would be coming up to that house and saying 
the first part the same: “boy that looks like that could be a goldmine there.” But 
the shift would be that the second thing that would come into your mind would 
be: “I wonder how much I can make with that profit?” Ok, you guys with me? 
That's a paradigm shift. 

Without once mentioning the city of Detroit, Karl spent the next two hours attempting to lure the 

audience members into signing up for a weekend-long training session in which they would give 

those "select few who are really serious about real estate" all their secrets to success. The 

workshop cost $6000 but was being offered today for a discounted price of $1997. Once a 
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"partner" goes through their training program, they offer proof of funds to be used to purchase 

foreclosed and real-estate-owned properties from banks in cash (loans given by the TV couple), 

and once the house is flipped and the deal is closed, Tarek and Christina take a 3% cut of the 

profit. An average "flip" in the Southfield area reaps a $40-50,000 profit, which would bank 

$1350 to the TV couple. This may be small change to them, but they are gathering cuts on real 

estate deals all over the country and in many places that have far higher real estate values than 

the metro Detroit area. Throughout the pitch, Karl kept accidentally calling Southfield, 

Springfield, and it was clear that despite the tagline in their ad and the clear allusion he made to 

vacant houses with grass "this high," that he wasn't going to mention Detroit. As he was 

wrapping up his speech, he slid to the back of the room, where he had several assistants ready 

and waiting to sign people up for the training weekend. As people stood to leave, many rushed to 
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Figure 2.7: People rushing to sign up for real estate training scheme, Southfield, Michigan. (photo by author)



the back to get their chance at striking it rich, but others wandered out, uninterested or too 

disappointed that they didn't get to see the TV celebrities to think much about real estate. 

 It is these climates of disparate and rapidly fluctuating real estate value that perpetuate 

the land-grabbing and prospecting that liken these place and times to the Wild West. In Detroit, 

the cycle is also perpetuated by many ill-conceived policies. Detroit residents are taxed on half of 

the assessed value of a house. Many properties are vastly over-assessed because Detroit's 

housing stock has not been reassessed in 50 years, resulting in tax bills that can exceed the actual 

current value of a home. While Mayor Duggan's administration is in the process of reassessing 

Detroit's properties, the monumental task will not be completed soon, and in the meantime, 

thousands of additional properties will fall into foreclosure  and enter the yearly tax auction.   35

 However, neither the city, which recently emerged from bankruptcy, nor the county, 

which recently avoided bankruptcy by entering into a consent agreement with the state, have 

much financial incentive to reassess Detroit's housing stock. Through the auction, Wayne County 

acts as the city's debt collector. By assuming the debt, they insure the city against unpaid 

property taxes and collecting interest on penalties from people who pay late. Jerry Paffendorf, 

co-founder and CEO of Loveland Technologies says that through this process the county makes 

"tens of millions of dollars a year."  County officials are, however, following state law, which 36

mandates that they foreclose and auction off all properties that are three years behind in their tax 

payments. In an effort to stymy homeowners from bidding on their own homes and essentially 

clearing their tax slate, the State of Michigan passed a law that forbids owner-occupiers from 

bidding on their own homes in the auction. However, the United Community Housing Coalition 
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claims that this only serves to remove one tool they have for helping to keep people in their 

homes.  

 Furthermore, the tax foreclosure auction takes place online and is open to bidders from 

anywhere in the world. This encourages foreign investors who purchase large numbers of homes 

sight unseen in what the city calls "blight bundles." The Detroit Land Bank Authority started 

bundling thousands of blighted and foreclosed properties together, hoping that this would make it 

easier for them to demolish houses that weren't worth saving with funds earned from auctioning 

off those that were still in livable condition.  However, foreign investors have also bought blight 37

bundles, and unfortunately, sometimes houses that are bundled are occupied, leaving the 

occupants little recourse to purchase their home on the auction. Finally, the Wayne County 

Auction does not have or uphold any regulations on occupancy, so foreign investors who 

purchase properties sight unseen, can let them sit empty indefinitely, so long as they pay the 

property taxes. The Detroit Future City Framework cites data from the Wayne County Treasurer 
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Figure 2.8: Infographic from the Detroit Future City Strategic Framework Plan demonstrating the shifts in 
ownership through foreclosure. 



that indicates that in the 2011 auction, 50% of the properties reverted back to public ownership 

(see figure 2.8). Furthermore, Loveland Technologies data shows that there is an 80% correlation 

between foreclosure and blight, such that even houses that were occupied but that fall into 

foreclosure often end up on the demolition list. Once families are evicted from foreclosed  

homes, they are often quickly scrapped for metal, appliances, and any other item of value. All of 

these factors contribute to the continuation of blighted homes in Detroit, despite Dan Gilbert's 

Blight Removal Task Force and the Mayor's aggressive demolition campaign.  

 When state or county policy is not involved, those with access to liquid assets have an 

enormous advantage. Houses that are not sold in the tax foreclosure auction default their deeds to 

the Detroit Land Bank Authority, but homes that are delinquent on their mortgages, often become 

the property of banks, or real estate owned (REOs). When a bank owns a house that was 

delinquent on its mortgage, it is not an asset, but rather a liability, because the bank is losing out 

on that money owed to them through the mortgage. Also, REO’s are generally houses that lack 

the equity to make up the loan (otherwise the owner-occupier would have just sold the house, 

rather than default on the mortgage). Thus, most banks are eager to get these properties off their 

hands to either recover their investments in the mortgage through a cash sale or secure the loan 

with a new mortgage. However, after the housing market crash—where bad subprime mortgage 

loans caused a collapse in the market—most banks prefer cash over selling the house to someone 

on another mortgage. In places like Detroit, where most houses can be bought for less than 

$100,000, it can be very hard to buy a home without offering to pay for it all up front in cash 

(because if you can't, someone else likely can and will). This is why Tarek and Christina, the TV 

house-flipping couple, offer their on-the-ground "partners" a proof of funds letter, so as to 
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purchase the REOs in cash and potentially beat out other bidders that can only afford to purchase 

the home with a mortgage.  

 All of these factors effectively make a rather volatile housing market in Detroit—one that 

fuels speculative and reckless purchasing, keeps many properties trapped in cycles of 

foreclosure, aids the delinquency of absentee owners, and makes it very difficult for lower-

income Detroiters to purchase one of these numerable cheap houses. The system is set up in a 

way that favors those with access to liquid assets, those with access to the internet, and those 

literate in rather complicated processes of real estate exchange and property management. All of 

these factors create an atmosphere that lead people to presume, as Mayor Bing did: “there’s 

nowhere to go but up;” when in reality, the trajectory seems to be cyclic, systemic, and largely 

have deleterious effects on the long term health of the city and its residents.


Westward expansion (from New York to Detroit): Marketing Post-industrial Grit and 
Capitalizing on Decline 

"I feel like I am the ghost of cities past and cities yet to come. Detroit's space is the issue."  With 38

a trim grey beard and black-rimmed glasses and a suit coat, Gary Wasserman, a wealthy art 

patron who had just moved his gallery from the outlying suburbs into Detroit's Eastern Market 

area, addressed a crowd at the Municipal Art Society in New York City in March of 2015. 

Perhaps unintentionally evoking Frederick Jackson Turner's frontier thesis, Wasserman painted a 

portrait of Detroit for the New Yorkers, describing the city as ripe with opportunities for new 

businesses and creative economies and as a viable alternative to Brooklyn, which has grown 
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increasingly cost-prohibitive for many new creative ventures. His speech is emblematic of many 

Detroit boosters and worth quoting at length here. 

 Failed cities are the new frontier of the 21st century. The Wild West has been 
won and the planets are too far away. It is the responsibility of society to 
figure out what to do to resolve these cities with their resulting redundant 
people and places. Detroit is not the only city to have ever collapsed; it is the 
largest. It becomes the laboratory for how this problem will be addressed. An 
evolving urban experience, the result is unknown and undefined and that is 
both the adventure and the excitement. This unreal estate gives negative real 
estate values that result in cheap housing and unprecedented access to assets 
and resources that would never be available in a conventional economy. 
Decent houses can be bought, really and truly, for $1,000 at auction. A nice 
house can be bought for $30,000. Studio spaces can be had for $100 and up, 
and its actually true, iconic skyscrapers have been sold for $1 million dollars. 
Houses can become an amplifier for a sound installation or provide studio and 
production space for works and products that can be shipped around the 
world. The creative economy is consolidated and motivated by a sense of 
mission and is experienced as an authentic milieu in which art is made and the 
community is improved—quite apart from the more competitive, often 
rivalrous, and  strained existence of conventional large cities.  39

The failed city, the collapsed city, are laid bare for new creative development. A defeated and 

broken beast, the vast vacant landscape is shown in images that make downtown look as if it is 

surrounded by green pastures that extend outward, never-ending along the flat horizon. Crucially, 

Wasserman points to real estate, or "unreal" estate as it has been termed by University of 

Michigan professor of architecture Andrew Herscher  (and others), as a key attribute of this 40

perceived emptiness. Anticipating accusations of being a gentrifier, Wasserman later added, "The 

Eastern Market will not gentrify but rather become a more layered and satisfying experience." 

He lured his New York audience to invest in this frontier stating, "In a digital world, Detroit is no 

further from Manhattan than Brooklyn. Cheap flights are available and greatly reduced costs of 

living makes life more comfortable and affordable."   41
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 In this way, Detroit's boosters do not seem to be the revanchist "take-back-the-city" types 

described by Smith in his depictions of the "post gentrification era" (1990's) in New York City, 

where white middle-class optimism gave way to violent crack downs on the perceived "theft" of 

the city (1996:207). Instead, the gentrification of Detroit's hot spots (sometimes referred to as 

"the 7.2"—the 7.2 square miles around downtown that are experiencing economic 

redevelopment) are claimed by developers and those settling downtown to not be gentrifying on 

account of the presumed vacuity of what was there before. Furthermore, the "discourse of urban 

decline" that "functions ideologically to shape our attention," (Beauregard, 1993:xi) is 

recuperated within a discourse and logic of social entrepreneurism and triple-bottom-line 

industries that tout the win-win situation for all involved. Wasserman claimed "The creative 

economy is consolidated and motivated by a sense of mission and is experienced as an authentic 

milieu in which art is made and the community is improved."  Wasserman is not alone in this 42

conviction.  

 Boosters and aggrandized myths of the cheap real estate to be had in Detroit have led to 

some significant commercial purchases. In October of 2013, after sifting through the hands of 

two top-bidders on the Wayne County Foreclosure Auction, the 3,500,000-square-foot 

crumbling, former Packard Plant was sold to a Spanish investor for $405,000. The celebrated art 

space, Galapagos, that has been operating in New York since 1995 and helped put Williamsburg 

on the art world map, announced in late 2014 that they are moving to Detroit, citing the crippling 

New York real estate market as the key factor driving them out of the city. Galapagos executive 

director, Robert Elmes, bought nine warehouses in Detroit totaling 600,000 square feet, paying a 

price for these properties that he described as equivalent to the cost of  "a small apartment in 
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New York City."  A 28-year old, New York-based billboard magnate also recently purchased six 43

buildings in Detroit, one of which will be the home of a Thai restaurant and sits right across the 

street from the iconic Michigan Central Train Station. To advertise his holdings and encourage 

this post-industrial manifest destiny, he has placed billboards around New York City displaying: 

"Detroit: Now Hiring," "Detroit, Just West of Bushwick," and "Detroit, Be Left Alone."  He told 44

New York Times reporter, Jennifer Conlin, "I want people to know that in Detroit you can afford 

to make art, be a chef, buy houses, start a business, do anything if you work hard."  The frontier 45

ideology is alive in statements like these that see only opportunity in the disinvestment and 

hollowed out urban core of places like Detroit, as if will and hard work were the only requisites 

for certain success. Indeed, the westward migration from higher rent cities like New York to rust 

belt centers like Detroit has prompted many to ponder the standards of living they could enjoy if 

they leave the megapolis of the northern east coast, prompting Conlin to describe Detroit as the 

"last stop on the L Train."  46

The Role of Artists and the Creative Class 

As much of the rest of this dissertation will elaborate upon, the use of artists in gentrifying 

processes in Detroit maintains the neoliberal (and rugged individualist) discourse of individual 

redemption and freedom, but, instead of solely commodifying the art objects themselves as 

economic drivers, there are strong concomitant efforts by development organizations and 

foundations that instrumentalize and thus commodify artistic labor as a force for the 

revitalization of the city. Quite crucially different than the callousness of gallery owners and 

artists described by Deutsche and Ryan (1984), Detroit artists, commensurate with their 
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"Millenial" generation, are deeply concerned with social issues, but sorely mis-informed and un-

informed about the larger political processes and histories that have shaped the human and 

material landscapes that they so wish to mend. 

 Revisionist viewpoints to the tabula rasa mantra of 5 years ago, grasp onto the notion of 

the city as ripe with potential of another kind—potential for those with a bleeding heart to come 

in, get involved, and make a difference. One former New Yorker who had moved to Detroit 

described it this way (to a blogger for Vice magazine): "What's beautiful about the city of Detroit 

is that we love it the hard way in a sense. We are always striving to make it. Detroit is not just a 

blank canvas; it's a canvas with history that has the potential to create some kind of future. If you 

are willing to put in the work and do a great job, you have a chance here."  47

 In the post-housing market-crash era, it seems that urban development and gentrification 

follows a string of buzzwords that have come to replace deeper understanding in public discourse 

about processes of urban change. The first stage is the same as in Smith's accounts: artists come 

in and live and work in disinvested areas, injecting a hipness and proving to a broader economic 

community the viability of the place (despite the fact that people usually already live there). 

Then the business leaders, corporations, and individual boosters willing (or rich enough) to take 

the risks of initial investment start placing their bids and buying up property at prices well-below 

market value. However, the next stage in today's climate seems to hinge on an array of related 

and unquestioned idioms: creative place-making (or just 'place-making'), entrepreneurialism, 

vibrancy, authenticity, and innovation. These are loaded terms that generally describe what 

Richard Florida has deemed the "creative class."  However, much like the new middle class 48

"yuppies" described by Smith as emerging amid the disinvestment of the 1980's, very few people 
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self-identify as members of the "creative class." Thus, the category becomes a tool for 

developers to argue for the resurgence of a place, its level of opportunity as an investment, and 

the economic savvy of gambling on its ascent while simultaneously wedding the economic 

redevelopment of an area to a diluted notion of creativity. 

 Despite the fact that many scholars have debunked Florida's research as myopic and 

flimsy (c.f. Glaeser 2005, Rosler 2013), many cities have taken hold of his advice to cater to this 

emergent "creative class" and launched campaigns to rebrand themselves as "creative cities." In 

Detroit, it is not the city itself that is spearheading these efforts, but, rather, a group of private 

investors and a handful of public-private partnerships, such as the Detroit Creative Corridor 

Center (as discussed in the introduction). 

  Detroit's filing for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in 2012 only highlighted the imperturbability of 

the private sector, further separating its fiscal crisis (the bankruptcy) from its economic vitality 

(the ability of the private sector to feed off of “skyscraper sales”). Shortly after the bankruptcy 

announcement, Florida wrote: "Detroit's downtown urban core is seeing more investment, 

economic activity and an influx of talent than it has in decades. This revitalization is 

concentrated and spotty and it is far from inclusive, but it is certainly something positive, 

generating jobs, revenue and much-needed hope and optimism that provide a foundation to build 

upon" (July 22, 2013). Within days of Detroit's bankruptcy filing, Shinola, a high-end bike and 

watch assembly and retail space (owned by the owner of Fossil watches) opened its New York 

store and the company boasted on its twitter feed: "Bankruptcy, shmankruptcy. We have a lot of 

job openings here in #Detroit. Come join our team!" 
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 Indeed, the profitability of Detroit (and its hard-working blue-collar ethos) has not been 

lost on the many companies that have taken up the city itself as a commercial branding 

campaign. Chrysler's ad campaign, "Imported from Detroit," mentioned at the beginning of this 

chapter, is an exemplar of the marketing twists that brandish a blue-collar grit as part of what you 

are purchasing with their products. Shinola commissions local blacksmiths (such as the couple 

we will meet in the next chapter) to make products for their stores in Detroit and New York to 

advertise their products as "Made in Detroit."  In this way, we see the deployment of the 49

"Creative Class" as both an indicator of and a vehicle for (specific and uneven) urban renewal, 

but also the commodification of Detroit as a brand signaling grit, craft, and resilience. While this 

follows the neoliberalizing trends of urbanization described by David Harvey (2008),  there is 50

also a strong social narrative that is being developed alongside the material and economic 

redevelopment of the city. Ideological redevelopment is fueled by narratives that circulate in 

media and marketing campaigns. With these, the autonomous creativity of the Creative Class is 

latched on to other attributes, such as resilience, fortitude, grit, and innovation in a facile and 

shallow caricature of urban life. 

 In a commentary entitled "the real creative class," Wilson and Keil argue for a reworking 

of Florida's thesis, suggesting that "the real creative class in these cities is the poor" (2008:841). 

Wilson and Keil describe the performative aspects of urban survival undertaken by the poor to 

obtain food or shelter and the "deft resourcefulness and ingenuity" required of them to get by 

(2008:841). Yet, while Wilson and Keil's commentary is meant to expose the class-based biases 

of Florida's thesis, the valorization of such resourcefulness and, indeed, in Detroit, its commonly-

deemed "resilience," risks inscribing the "creativity of Others" into a type of "noble savage"—a 
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marker of celebrated self-reliance in the face of precarity, and thus also dangerously feeding into 

the neoliberal policies that Wilson and Keil seek to deter.  

 In Detroit, the valorization of the art of survival can be seen in the T-shirts and bumper-

stickers that boast "Detroit Hustles Harder," which appropriate the archetype of the hard-working 

blue-collar ethic and plays into the desires of the corporate branders mentioned above. The 

commodification of a city's plight, pluck, or grit reconfirms a tendency toward "economism," 

that plagues many aspects of society today. Drawn from neoclassical economics, economism 

holds that the free market is the most suitable stabilizing instrument for all facets of society, 

where commodities have nothing but instrumental values. Such radical sides of the capitalist 

spectrum regard self-interest as the best stabilizer of true democracy. However, what's happening 

in Detroit is not a reinvigoration of strict economism, as one might expect to be the case in such 

a clearly neoliberal moment. Rather, the role of the foundations, discussed in greater depth in 

chapter four, implements a moralism that feeds off the millennial (and social entrepreneurial) 

mantra that one can both exercise an artistic practice or a business and simultaneously uplift a 

community. In this way, the labor of artists is instrumentalized, while they simultaneously find 

and produce use-value out of the detritus of postindustrial decay. The use-value created, 

however, becomes commodified and instrumentalized through the rhetoric of urban revitalization 

and the economism of renewal. 

 For example, the creative industries (which are ambiguously comprised of creative 

ventures such as advertising, marketing and tech start-ups, media companies, design firms, social 

entrepreneurial ventures, etc., as well as individual artists who are largely—if at all—funded by 

private foundations) are championed on a state level through discourses of impact assessment 
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based on their economic contributions (how many jobs did they create, how many millions of 

dollars of revenue did they collect, etc). Meanwhile, the large philanthropic foundations speak of 

vague social notions such as "place-making," community engagement, and vibrancy—all things 

that are hard to monetize or put into neoclassical economic terms. This disjunct and overlap 

between these economies of renewal will be addressed in the following chapters.  

 The attunement of public attention to the role of the "Creative Class" emboldens an 

institutionalized system of value whose currency both reflects and influences peoples' collective 

imagination of the city all the while communicating the who's and how's of Detroit's future. "Re-

writing the narrative" of Detroit has become a common way for Detroiters to speak 

euphemistically about race, gentrification, and class; combating what they see as a propagation 

of Detroit's image as a post-industrial frontier, an anomic "wild west," and a devastated 

wasteland, whose value lies only in the images locals have come to describe as "ruin porn."  

*** 

As Lefebvre notes in his Writings on Cities: 

 "The city historically constructed is no longer lived and is no longer understood 
practically. It is only an object of cultural consumption for tourists, for a 
estheticism, avid for spectacles and the picturesque. Even for those who seek to 
understand it with warmth, it is gone. Yet, the urban remains in a state of dispersed 
and alienated actuality, as kernel and virtuality. What the eyes and analysis perceive 
on the ground can at best pass for the shadow of a future object in the light of a 
rising sun. It is impossible to envisage the reconstitution of the old city, only the 
construction of a new one on new foundations, on another scale and in other 
conditions, in another society. The prescription is: there cannot be a going back 
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(towards the traditional city), nor a head long flight, towards a colossal and 
shapeless agglomeration" (1996:148).  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Figure 2.9: Real estate flyer for the “New Detroit” (front and back)



 Former Mayor Bing’s whole speech:  1

“The only way to fix this city is to deal with reality. We are not fiscally sound. Anybody who could get out is gone, for the most 
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landscape with a third of the people. We don't have the taxes. We can't pay for buses all over the city. We have to reform the 
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and/or new creative content" (2003:8). Features that distinguish this class from others (i.e. the working class) are their autonomy 
and flexibility, and the fact that they are paid to create as opposed to execute another's plan (2003:8). Florida extends his typology 
to the ideological by defining this class as bound by a class consciousness, where one's identity is no longer tied to a large 
corporate entity but rather to an identity as members of a broad creative force. With the emergence of this new class identity, the 
central task ahead, he claims, is "developing new forms of social cohesion appropriate to the Creative Age" (2002:11-12). 
Highlighting collaborative work environments, hip spaces, and what he called the Gay Index, he emphasizes that creativity is a 
social process and thus for cities to flourish they need to transform their centers into vibrant hubs of creativity to attract and cater 
to members of this emerging class. Florida was severely criticized for his overly simplistic and economically myopic assertions 
(c.f. Glaeser). Writing in January of 2013, he admitted "On close inspection, talent clustering provides little in the way of trickle-
down benefits [to the poor]" (Jan. 30, 2013).

 Shinola's watches and bicycles are assembled in Detroit, but the parts are shipped in from international manufacturers.49

 "The right to the city, as it is now constituted, is too narrowly confined, restricted in most cases to a small political and 50

economic elite who are in a position to shape cities more and more after their own desires" (Harvey 2008:38).
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3 

A House is a Home (or an Art Project): 
Property, Value, and the  

Politics of Dwelling 

"Everyday life invents itself by poaching in 
countless ways on the property of others.”  

— Michel deCerteau (1984:xii, italics original) 

We walked in the crisp, late-autumn air to the abandoned house on the corner. It was bright 

outside as Bill removed the plywood barrier, meticulously unscrewing each star-shaped screw. 

We entered to find a dark, dank scene as the musty odor enveloped us. The tattered furniture and 

various belongings left behind told a vivid story of the people who had either lived there or 

frequented it—a discarded Bible, its pages stuck together with moisture from a leaking ceiling, a 

child's toy lying at the baseboard of a wood paneled wall, a wool slipper buried underneath 

blankets glued together with mold, a dirty condom stuck between the pages of a pornographic 

magazine. The objects lay in disarray, abandoned, but exuding an effluvium that was densely 

affective. They seemed heavy with significance; somewhat like coffins at funeral parlors, but 



darker, and more silenced and hidden by the boarded up windows, or by the sheets that had been 

tacked to the wall with thumb-tacks.   

 We donned our work gloves and began throwing the bigger furniture out a side window—a 

broken TV, a mangled love seat, empty drawers, end tables with candle wax melted into little 

mounds on the top surface, suggesting the last occupants had used the space after the electricity 

had been shut off. Bill packed it up in two flatbed trucks and hauled it off to the city dump. We 

continued to bag up the smaller items (clothes, shoes, blankets, toys, Christmas decorations, etc.) 

in large garbage bags. Bill had instructed us to save any metal for scrappers and any good pieces 

of glass or mirror. We sorted the materials that had re-use value and piled the reclaimed treasures 

in an alcove under the basement stairs. 
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Figure 3.1 Clearing out the Play House



The Political Economy of ‘Art Houses’ 

In this chapter I focus on three projects that have used Detroit's housing stock as the substrate for 

artistic expressions of various intent. Artistic interventions in the urban landscape range from 

commissioned public art pieces to illegal street art, which mark the polarized ends of publicly-

sanctioned, artistic interventions. However, much of the work being done in Detroit is not so 

clear-cut but rather exists in a grey or overlapping space between legal/illegal, publicly lauded/

privately despised, and walks fine lines between trespassing and stealing and the creative 

appropriation of found materials with no identifiable owner. 

 To varying degrees, all of the projects highlighted in this chapter are staking a claim, 

making a declaration of their presence in the face of absence and abandonment, attempting to 

beautify and stabilize their neighborhoods, and through their practice, highlighting the blight all 

around them, hoping to stir people to action. However, they differ in the social and political 

subjectivities of the artists and of the social and political outcomes that result from the work. The 

subheadings delineate the chief distinctions between them, which correspond to different genres 

of art practice: social critique, appropriation art, and social practice. I will situate each of these 

projects within its "field of cultural production" (Bourdieu 1993) to explore the ways in which 

these subtle shifts in the social and political spheres recast the projects both in public discourse 

and within broader narratives of the revitalization of Detroit. 

 Through the use of the single-family home—a symbol saturated with notions of belonging 

and situatedness—these artistic interventions not only help to establish normative concepts of 

"community," but also make visible the rhetoric of top-down efforts that seek to define the 'right 
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way' to revitalize Detroit's neighborhoods. Crucially, very real problems caused by ambiguous 

property ownership, community-voiced aesthetic values, and socially-negotiated contracts of 

care cast these efforts onto ambiguous political and ethical ground and constitute the complex of 

relationships that I am referring to here as the "politics of dwelling." I draw upon my 

ethnographic experiences transforming one abandoned house to describe the ways in which 

creative practice (and appropriation) in Detroit is bound up in these politics of dwelling, thus 

positioning artists within the shifting fields of cultural production and the political economy of 

urban renewal. 

 Here I will explore the ways in which each social actor/artist takes possession of, and 

marks out, the space on which they work and how these claims to property and reclamation of 

materials position each artist within a particular social, political, and moral relationship to their 

neighbors, community members, and the city. The common use of "reclaimed" materials points 

to the layered and entangled valences of possession and belonging, of expropriation and 

appropriation. What does it mean to reclaim something like a vacant lot, or a formerly occupied 

house, or a whole block? This lens of material possession and appropriation will provide one 

way in which to analyze each of these artists relationship to the city, the city’s efforts at 

revitalization, the racially-charged discourses of insider/outsider artists, and their social positions 

vis-a-vis community-building practices more broadly.  Building upon sociologist Howard 1

Becker's description of "art worlds" (1982) , I expand the cast of characters to fit the growing 2

body of artistic production that takes place in ambiguous relationships to the formal art world; 

increasingly involving neighbors (whether they like it or not), members of one's self-identified 
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community, the city, private philanthropic foundations, and contested but fervently held notions 

of place and claims to autochthony. 

 Indeed, these works of site-specific art, site the artist; as in places them within their 

communities as well as their social and political milieu, often illuminating the ways in which the 

aesthetic, moral, and material economies become entangled. In some cases these artists become 

instruments of neo-liberal agendas, some become poster children for the city's rebranding, while 

others are labeled as contributing to the eyesores of blight. For the artists, the material assets of 

the city take on many polyvalent meanings: the houses become a way for them to claim 

autochthony, to stake a claim in the city's resurgence, to express subversive political sentiments, 

or to force specific action on the part of the local government. 

 I am using the term "art houses" here to describe single-family homes in which the material 

substrate of the art piece is the structure, boards, siding, foundation, and/or other material 

elements of a former or current home. Appropriation as an analytic and conceptual term within 

anthropology often refers to the processes by which an object migrates across cultural borders, 

processes through which ownership, authorship, and cultural and intellectual property are 

brought to the fore (Schneider 2003). In art criticism, theory, and history, "appropriation art" 

refers to art that copies or heavily borrows from other well-known art pieces and places them in a 

different context, thus shifting or altering their meaning and engendering discourse around 

notions of originals and copies . Re-appropriation, however, implies "'stealing' an image, symbol, 3

or statement from outside the realm of art'" (The Bullfinch Pocket Dictionary of Art Terms: 

Diamond 1992, qt. in Schneider 2003:216), which seems most closely to follow upon the Latin 

root of the word, appropriare, meaning 'to make one's own.’  
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 The scrapping and salvaging—or appropriating—of materials from houses (both vacant 

and occupied) constitutes a complex underground economy in which legality easily gives way to 

necessity and resourcefulness. Metal scrappers are often people looking for a quick way to make 

a buck who work with middlemen who take larger and more suspect loads to the scrap yards. 

Some scrap yards won't accept metal that come in on shopping carts, thus requiring the scrapper 

to have access to a truck, or a middleman who has a truck. Scrapping and creative re-

appropriation of materials are very close cousins indeed, yet the former is criminal (and coming 

under new enforcement regimes under the administration of Mayor Duggan and Michigan House 

Bill 4593) and the latter is celebrated (and in some cases monetarily rewarded) when it is put to 

uses that claim purposes of neighborhood beautification, stabilization, or "community building." 

New municipal regulations on scrap yards, coupled with the valorization of "creative place-

making" touted by many funding agencies, redevelopment firms, and public-private enterprises, 

determine what kind of appropriation is sanctioned and which is criminal. However, the practices 

on the ground are never so clearly discrete. 

 The “art house” projects discussed in this chapter are all inherently "appropriation art" in 

that they appropriate existing materials into new designs, plans, and uses. However, the way 

practices of appropriation acquire various forms of value, whether aesthetic, communitarian, 

economic, etc., by entering into regimes of valorization, such as real estate, law, art, and local 

activism, varies greatly and situates the artist and their work along a spectrum of public 

acceptance and social capital. Though similar, these projects vary greatly in terms of their 

intended audiences, the politics of place, the ways in which these spaces open up or close down 

particular relationships, how they position their makers vis-a-vis certain factions of local 
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governance, how the projects delineate or activate public vs. private spaces, and ultimately how 

the projects themselves reflect or define not only their local community but the broader role of 

the artist in Detroit's upward climb.  

Art Houses as Social Critique: Tyrone Smith's  Heidelberg Project  4

He really is a simple man, Marcie explained as she gave me a tour of Tyrone Smith's studio . 5

Marcie is the Manager of Educational Programming at the Heidelberg Project (hereafter HP), an 

outdoor art installation that became a non-profit organization. We gingerly stepped over a labor 

union flag laid out on the concrete floor with a Barbie and Ken doll laying on top of each other in 

the center of the flag. The room was filled with reclaimed materials: old mattresses with the 

springs extracted and reattached externally, toy trucks, vinyl records, car hoods, crates, dolls, 

mannequins, bathrobes, shoes, and mailboxes. Marcie is a young, Caucasian woman who grew 

up in a northern suburb of Detroit. She studied broadcast journalism at a local community 

college and worked as a journalist before finding her way to The Heidelberg Project in 

September of 2014. When I asked her what she meant by describing Tyrone as "simple," she said 

that he wasn't interested in making money, or having lots of solo shows in galleries like other 

artists; although she was quick to mention that representatives from the Whitney Museum had 

come to the studio to take a look at his work. She enthusiastically showed me through the spaces 

where "The Artist" works, reaffirming a reverence I had witnessed on previous visits. "The 

Artist," started the Heidelberg Project, together with his grandfather in 1986. He now lives with 

his partner and Executive Director of HP, Janet, above the studio in the same building that houses 
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the non-profit organization. Marcie excitedly showed me her office and talked about what it was 

like to work with such an iconic figure in Detroit.  

 It was December, and I had come into the HP office to help stuff envelopes for a 

fundraising campaign to go out before the end of the year. We were joined at a long table by two 

middle school girls from Warren (a largely blue-collar suburb immediately north of Detroit), who 

were there to fulfill a requirement of one of their classes to do volunteer work. They sat across 

from me at the table, still in their school uniforms of white polo shirts and navy blue skirts, 

chatting occasionally as they added the 2014 year-end report to the donation envelopes. In a 

matter-of-fact tone, Marcie looked over their work and explained to them that not everybody 

understands the Heidelberg Project. Certain art isn't always appreciated by everybody right 

away, she explained. Yeah, its like jazz, one of the girls’ mothers chimed in, it can take some time 

to understand it. Marcie added, Some people look at Tyrone's art and only see junk; but its junk 

art! The mother, seizing the teaching moment, explained, See girls, anything can be made into 

something beautiful. Anything can be art; you just have to use your creativity to turn it into 

something new, and then who knows what you can do! Smith’s work did not, however, always 

have such an ostensible pedagogical frame. While Smith is celebrated as putting Detroit art ‘on 

the map,’ the Heidelberg Project has occupied a space of controversy and tension within its local 

community since it began in the mid 1980s. 

 As a youth growing up on the streets of Detroit, Smith (b.1955) was tired of seeing his 

friends and family fall victim to drugs, crime, and violence.  At twelve years of age, he witnessed 6

one of America's most devastating and violent race riots; his own neighborhood did not escape 

the arson and looting of the enraged, nor the festering racism, white flight, and economic decline 
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that followed.  Growing up in Detroit in the 1950s and 1960s, Smith was witness to both the 7

height of the city's population and its steady decline over the following decades. His childhood 

home was situated on Heidelberg Street, which extended westward into what was once known as 

Paradise Valley, a center of African-American businesses, residences, jazz clubs, and 

entertainment, that was wiped off the map by urban renewal programs and highway expansions 

in the 1960s. In postwar Detroit through the 1960s, this was one of the only areas where African-

Americans could own homes.  Historian Thomas Sugrue argues: "Homeownership was an 8

unrealistic expectation for a majority of Black Detroiters in the 1940s. [...] Blacks were 

systematically shut out of the private real estate market" (Sugrue, 1996:34). Systemic de facto 

discrimination against African- Americans, decades of disinvestment, and removal of large 

portions of the auto industry all contributed to Detroit's slow decline. As people and jobs moved 

out to the suburbs—along the very highways that had decimated the city's African-American 

cultural centers; and in the very cars that had given such prosperity to the region—the city 

became increasingly racially and economically segregated (Sugrue 1996).  

 Over these years of decline and disinvestment, Smith lost three brothers to violence on the 

streets of Detroit. As a form of protest to the now-rampant blight and violence around him, he 

started to transform the abandoned structures on Heidelberg Street into works of art. He began 

gathering the debris of his environment: old discarded shoes, vinyl records, broken furniture, 

stuffed animals, toys, clocks, vacuum cleaners, etc. He covered one house entirely with vinyl 

records, another with stuffed animals, and painted his childhood home with brightly colored 

polka dots transforming the former homes into the "House of Soul," the "Party Animal House," 

and the "Dotty-Wotty House" respectively (see figure 3.2). At various stages of its life, the 
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evolving installation also included the "Babydoll House," the "Fun House," the "Clock House," 

the "Number House," the "Penny House," the "Obstruction of Justice House," and the "People's 

House" all within a few blocks. The art was not confined to the houses, but spilled out onto the 

empty lots surrounding the mostly vacant homes.  Plywood boards painted with images of cars 

were propped up against trees from whose branches dozens of tennis shoes swayed in the wind. 

Smith has described this piece as ominously recalling the lynchings that his grandfather had 

witnessed in the South before his family moved up north during the Great Migration (2007). A 

rusted and banged up car chassis, eerily filled with a group of large stuffed animals with empty 

bottles of liquor in their hands, sat as an unsettling commentary on vice and the violence of 

addictions to substances and consumerist culture. Vacuum cleaners, anthropomorphized and 

standing in rows at attention, mocked the ostensible role of the military and recalled Smith's days 

serving in the army. A toilet, a phone booth, a coffin, bed springs, street signs, mannequins, bath 

tubs, and wooden crosses were all arranged intentionally across the gaping swaths of land 

between houses. Smith has described his work as producing order out of the chaos of the world 

around him, yet also reflecting the chaos of life (2007). It is inherently contradictory in this way

— a social critique of the disasters wrought by crime and urban decay, as well as a reflection 

upon, and protest of, poverty and malaise. 

 The Heidelberg Project has grown over the course of the past two and half decades, now 

drawing close to 300,000 tourists a year, many of them international. Yet, the appreciation of this 

work is not always shared by his closest neighbors. The houses covered from roof to base in 

discarded stuffed animals gradually lost their color to the elements, and the deflated stuffed 

animals drooped and rotted under years of rain and snow cover. Smith mows the lawn of the 
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Figure 3.2: The Dotty-Wotty House, part of the Heidelberg Project. Photo by the author.



vacant lots and maintains the art installations, but many of his neighbors have been vocal about 

their inability to distinguish the art from the eyesore of other blight surrounding them.  

 Many scholars and journalists who have written about the Heidelberg Project have 

commented upon its indescribability, calling it a collage of urban debris on a grand scale, a 

veritable "artscape," an explosion of color, and the effluvia of former lives. Professor of Arts and 

Humanities, David M. Sheridan, describes the Heidelberg Project as a "system of urban-collage 

sculptures" that speaks through a "corrupted (visual) language, an idiom of refuse, junk, and 

dereliction; it is a text composed in a grapholect of orphaned object-words whose etymologies 

are saturated with violence of all kinds" (1999:19). There is, indeed, a heaviness to the content of 

Smith's work—a sense of unease reflected in the dismembered baby dolls and drunken teddy 

bears that are nailed to the crumbling siding of a house, an overall sense of admonition, like a 

Grimm's fairytale composed out of urban blight. The evolving nature of the project also makes it 

hard to describe or to pin down with words. It has been built and rebuilt many times; it is the 

eternal phoenix rising, a material manifestation of the city's motto (Speramus Meliora, Resurgit 

Cineribus: We Hope for Better Things, It Will Rise from the Ashes).  Local historian, Jerry 9

Herron, notes the palimpsest of the Heidelberg Project as a "figure overwritten by successive acts 

of memory and destruction, where hope and bulldozers, art and demolition pile on, layer upon 

layer. Speramus Meliora" (2007: 8).  

 The Detroit Institute of Art and many others celebrate Smith's work as transformative 

urbanism that turns "war zones" into a "sanctuary of wonder" (1990:7). Yet, despite the 

international praise and accolades, the HP has been a war zone in its own right. The city has 

demolished and removed part of the HP three times—in 1986, 1991, and 1999—often acting on 
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the complaints and urgings of local neighbors who grow tired of the daily reminder of their dire 

conditions and the endless flow of tourists gawking from their open car windows, cameras in 

gloved hands, often both too cold and too afraid to get out of their vehicles. In 1990, Smith had a 

solo show at the Detroit Institute of Arts, and in the following year he was invited onto the Oprah 

Winfrey show. Oprah, however, was responding to the call of a distressed neighbor. Smith, 

unaware that his neighbor had contacted Oprah, appeared on the show only to be devastated by 

her declarations of his work as a "nuisance" on national television. A few months later, then-

mayor Coleman Young had four of the Heidelberg houses demolished, including what was called 

the "Babydoll House," on account of its facade being covered with dismembered, naked, and 

burned dolls—a tribute to victims of child abuse and kidnapping. All of Smith's paintings and 

sculptures were stored in this house at the time of its demolition. This was the first time he lost a 

significant portion of his work.  

 Seven years later, in 1998, Mayor Dennis Archer's administration, largely at the behest of 

vocal City Councilwoman Kay Everett, ordered the demolition of all of the HP projects that were 

standing on city-owned property. In late September hundreds of protestors blockaded the 

bulldozers, preventing the demolition from taking place. The following day, a Wayne County 

Circuit Court judge granted the Heidelberg Project a temporary restraining order on the City of 

Detroit to keep them from bulldozing more of the art houses.  In February of 1999, when the 10

restraining order was lifted, bulldozers were sent in once again ("within one hour," as HP's 

website reports), demolishing three more HP houses. Having lost much of his artwork for a 

second time, Smith decided to sue the city for the value of his art.  
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 Smith did not own the property that was demolished. The houses and the land were city-

owned. However, he had changed the houses from domiciles into works of art, for which he was 

claiming intellectual property rights and seeking compensation for the value that he had created 

through the transformation of the blighted properties into art. Councilwoman Everett called 

Smith’s work "glorified garbage” and Smith’s lawyer told me that over the years he has been 

charged by the city on everything from being a fire hazard to harming the trees, littering, and 

"public nuisance” (personal communication, October 2014). When Smith tried to sue the city for 

the value of his artwork, they argued that it wasn't art, that it was merely junk despite the fact 

that this junk was selling in galleries for thousands of dollars. Smith’s artistic recognition from 

certain parties did not correlate to respect or compensation from the municipal or county 

authorities, who were acting on the complaints of the public and elected officials. In this way, he 

was unable to transfer his capital or to transgress the boundaries between economic and aesthetic 

markets. Cases such as these highlight the ways in which artistic interventions in the urban, built 

environment bump up against boundaries between market and social values, economics and 

aesthetics, and in doing so they reveal the gatekeepers who police the borders of each domain. 

Property Ownership and the “Creative” Destruction of Value by Fire 

Furthermore, ambiguous and flip-flopping ownership has hindered the HP’s attempts to secure 

the value they have created through their interventions on these houses. In 2002, the HP acquired 

seven homes or lots in the area from the Michigan State Housing Development Authority on 

quick claim deeds for $48.57 each. In 2010, they acquired two more properties despite 

simultaneously receiving forfeiture notices on account of unpaid property taxes on houses it had 
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previously acquired. Since the 2000’s the HP has foreclosed and forfeited on nine properties, 

which it had purchased over the years.  Thus, many of the properties, though perhaps owned by 11

the HP at one time, fell back into the hands of the city. According to a 2013 story in the Detroit 

Free Press Executive Director, Janet Highfield, claims that the project obtained its tax-exempt 

status in 2011, and the city initially had granted that status retroactively to the properties back to 

2007. Some of the houses that HP sought retroactive tax-exemption for were already lost to 

foreclosure and some owed back taxes that went further back than 2007. The back taxes owed on 

the properties ranged from $1000 to over $4000, but Highfield explained that grants received by 

the HP were often restricted from use for payment of back taxes.  Consequently, the efforts of 12

granting organizations to support the HP as an arts organization are trumped by the city’s efforts 

to reclaim back taxes, all the while casting an air of public suspicion over the HP and the ways in 

which it is using its funds. The HP certainly has had operating budgets high enough to pay off 

the back taxes owed, but if barred from using grant funds in this way, they have failed again to 

transfer their aesthetic and social value into economic values recognized by the municipality, 

making visible the rigid boundaries between these networks of wealth and power. 

 When the city removed Smith's artwork from all city-owned property in 1999 and 

demolished city-owned houses in and on which his artwork rested, they did not touch the 

privately owned Heidelberg houses. In this way, each demolition marked out a space of 

governmentality, an exercise of the power of the state and a reaffirmation of its rights to its own 

property. Such displays also serve to disarm the social contracts that might prevail in other 

neighborhoods, such as the unspoken but common understanding among many Detroiters that "if 

you mow it, you own it." With the amount of abandoned space in need of maintenance in Detroit, 
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the politics of care often confer the voluntary caretaker with rights of socially-recognized 

ownership and many people use and occupy land or property that does not legally belong to 

them.  These battles over property ownership in Detroit not only harken back to Locke’s 13

concepts of common property— that “the grass my horse has bit, the turfs my servant has cut, 

and the ore I have digged in any place where I have a right to them in common with others, 

become my property without assignation or consent of any body” — but they also inscribe 14

spaces of sovereignty and governmentality within a social and political sphere that is wracked by 

decades of municipal dysfunction. In the case of the demolitions of city-owned HP houses, it 

becomes clear that the spectacle garnered by Smith’s art moved the city to exercise their 

authority over such property relations, while letting others exist without their intervention. While 

the city’s bulldozers take down this art, thousands of other single-family homes in the city that 

are in need of demolition sit untouched, sometimes until they are almost completely swallowed 

by the perennial plants that once adorned their front lawns. 

 Yet, ironically, these actions by the municipality are highly-politicized examples of the 

city's struggle to tame what many call the Wild (mid)West, on account of a perceived sense of 

lawlessness that pervades descriptions of the city.  Indeed, the sense that one can get away with 15

anything is precisely what has drawn many artists to the area— promises of freedom to do their 

work without the hassle of permits or enforced building codes, or other city regulations. Smith's 

project perhaps anticipated this influx and provoked the city in ways it was unprepared for. He 

pushed up against the city with his art and critiqued and mocked the logic of big business 

redevelopments that were putting more casinos and sports arenas downtown in attempts to pull 

Detroit back on its feet and assuage the gripping poverty in the neighborhoods. However, even as 
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Smith has toned down his critique of city politics, clashes over property and social and economic 

value continue to plague the Heidelberg Project. 

 Historian Jerry Herron's analysis of the destruction of the Heidelberg Project recalled the 

many times it had been bulldozed by the city, but he could not have known in 2007 when he 

made the allusion to the city's motto (...it shall rise from the ashes) that the art houses would 

meet their near complete destruction at the hands of an arsonist in 2013 and 2014. Over the 

course of sixteen months, the Heidelberg Project was the victim of arson eleven times, 

decimating all but two of its art houses.  The first to go was the "Obstruction of Justice House," 16

which was partially burned in May of 2013 and then finished off with a second fire in October of 

that year. In November of 2013, the "House of Soul," the "Penny House" and the "War House" 

followed in quick succession as the staff of the Heidelberg project scrambled to raise money for 

security patrols and surveillance cameras. The weight of the metaphoric significance of the 

destruction of these houses was profound: the destruction of the Penny House (covered in 

pennies both real and painted) marked an ironic example of the destruction of value. With a plot 

fit for a Greek tragedy, the "Clock House," covered with painted clock faces, burned in 

December 2013, minutes before the newly formed night patrol arrived on the scene. Local news 

outlets lamented that even the quick 6-minute response time of the fire department couldn't save 

the house from the engulfing flames.  17

 The string of arsons and the continuing investigation surrounding the as yet unidentified 

arsonists has brought the ownership of the property under public scrutiny once again.  18

Speculation and rumors are rampant. All of the burned structures were unoccupied at the time of 

arson, leading Ms. Highfield to publicly suspect that someone is after the land. The flip-flopping 
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of ownership of the Heidelberg properties led one local news reporter to suggest that the HP was 

guilty of tax evasion and embezzlement. Smith refused to speak about such matters and 

Highfield redirected curious reporters to their lawyer, stating that the Heidelberg Project's 

property tax troubles are part of an "ongoing battle with the City of Detroit" over its refusal to 

grant the project tax-exempt status.   19
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 Figure 3.3: Map of Heidelberg Project fires. Image credit: Martha Thierry/Detroit Free Press.



 Indeed, property ownership in Detroit is rarely clear-cut, and often times even the city is 

unsure of what it owns. In late December 2013, the Director of Detroit's Planning and 

Development Department, Robert Anderson, responded to the Free Press's inquiries about the 

ownership of the Heidelberg Project properties saying that they are not aware that the city owned 

any of the Heidelberg Project houses until they were approached by the Free Press, adding that 

the property known as the "Party Animal House" is just one of 65,000 properties the city 

manages.  The "Party Animal House" burned to the ground on March 7, 2014. 20

From Social Critique to Social Engagement 

Confusion in the public record points to the significance of social contracts and the ways in 

which housing stock can also be exchanged to express relationships of trust and support outside 

of official record-keeping. In this way, these social contracts work around the defunct city and at 

times willfully subvert the city's power to seize properties. The "House of Soul," which burned to 

the ground in November of 2013, was reported in the Free Press as "formerly owned by Agnes 

Washington," but public record shows that she is still the owner, even though HP claims the 

house as part of its project and has begun to build a memorial house right on top of the charred 

foundation. Other properties on which HP art stand are also owned by private third-party owners. 

A HP staff member explained to me that they often can't track down the owners of an abandoned 

house, and so they just board it up and paint it. In the case of the "Number House," the owners 

handed the keys over to Smith, telling him to do with it as he pleased. The donation of old family 

homes to be used as artistic substrate expresses support of what Smith is doing in that 
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neighborhood. However, most of the donors and supporters no longer live in the neighborhood, 

displaying a spatialization of support that in Detroit also tends to fall along lines of racial and 

class division, making visible the demographic history of out-migration through public support 

for the arts. The supporters’ enthusiasm for the project is not always shared by the remaining 

neighbors, who often remain only because they cannot afford to move and thus are forced to 

tolerate or embrace the influx of tourists, occasional art workshops, and barbecues.  The value 21

and appreciation of the artwork lies in its spectacle; it is a tourist destination, something to see or 

visit for a moment and then leave. Beyond capitalizing on this spectacle, the project has little use 

value for the immediate community. Furthermore, its power as a form of social critique —

derived from its initial transformation from blight into spectacle—is weakened by the 

displacement of its supporters, whose social and political context is not rooted in the struggles of 

the local community. In this way, the HP becomes emblematic of a number of oversimplified 

processes that suburbanites and international visitors map onto the story of Detroit. 

 Initially Smith described the project as "protest art," one artist's material rant against the 

forces of poverty and crime that plagued his neighborhood and family (2007). In an edited 

volume about the Heidelberg Project, Smith writes, "Our government is not really 'for the people, 

by the people;' our government is for the rich. Our government is full of contradictions and 

hypocrisy, and as a result, people are sick and dying. Many of these messages were (and still are) 

found in my art. However, it was difficult for government, and, consequently, for people, to 

understand my message of hope in this new type of composition" (2007:vii). As HP grew, and 

criticisms of its role in the community were made public, it shifted its intentions towards benefits 

to its local community and largely away from the political message it espoused in its earlier days. 
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When Janet Highfield joined Smith in 1993 she developed his art works into a non-profit 

organization with new objectives and worked to make these objectives more explicit to the 

public.  She brought in staff and helped to "give structure" to Smith's work, attempting to make 22

it more palatable to a wider audience and beginning to mend some of his relationships with upset 

neighbors (personal communication, September 5, 2012). Under Highfield's direction, the HP 

added family-oriented workshops and partnered with a nearby Detroit Public School elementary 

school to offer art classes for youth. The HP now holds holiday events, barbecues, dances, and 

even opened up a gift shop inside the Number House (one of the two remaining structures).  

 Despite these efforts, the controversy that has always surrounded the HP, compounded by 

the recent arsons, have led many to re-question the role of the artist in the community. Referring 

to the HP, Detroit’s Director of Planning & Development Department, Robert Anderson 

remarked in the Free Press,  “I know some people are opposed to it; some people support it. I 

think Mr. Duggan’s administration is going to have to probably have a conversation about that, 

especially with the recent arsons. I think it really brings into question what role is that going to 

play in the community.”  Before the arsons took place, Michael Hodges, a reporter for the 23

Detroit News asked: "With the clear majority of neighbors either indifferent or hostile, what 

claim can Heidelberg make to community enrichment, a central part of its professed 

mission?" (2007:51). In the context of Detroit's "art houses" and the social positioning of artistic 

practice, the Heidelberg Project not only sets an interesting social and legal precedent, but also 

highlights a critical distinction between political art and community-based art in Detroit. Here, 

the value of art as public work hinges on other kinds of public work that are more readily valued 

by neighbors. This battle to make one's artistic work locally valuable and acquire and maintain 
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public approval is of paramount concern to artists using Detroit's material environment as its 

artistic medium. Despite the fact that the material landscape appears to be a desolate wasteland, 

the value that is and can be wrought from the material detritus of post-industrialism seems to be 

vehemently protected and vocally defended. 

 When I spoke with the marketing and communications manager of HP, Molly, she 

repeatedly described Smith's early endeavors as being fraught with "mistakes," explaining that he 

did not consult the neighbors or give them opportunities to express their opinions about the work 

or to participate in the project. Rather, he acted "out of necessity," meaning that he had felt 

compelled to make the art in response to what he saw happening around him. This coincides with 

much public rhetoric about art in Detroit today, which tends to look unfavorably upon modernist 

notions of the artist as an isolated individual working in their studio, while valorizing the artist-

as-entrepreneur, or the artist-as-community savior (as discussed in chapter 4). Smith no longer 

lives in the neighborhood, and for this reason too, he is criticized by those who have no choice 

but to live next to his art and contend with the busloads of photo-snapping tourists roaming 

across their lawns. Molly said that it is interesting for her to see the ways in which other local 

organizations have learned from Smith's "mistakes," noting "there's such a profound emphasis on 

including everyone --to the extent that you can or that they're willing to participate-- in that 

greater vision of what your community can be."   24

 Certainly this influence can be seen in the work of Power House Productions (discussed in 

the next section), who name the Heidelberg Project as one of their local artistic ancestors, while 

also publicly distancing themselves from Smith's work stating, "[the way] we differ from the HP 

is that he is basically one person that took over a street, and it had an important element [sic] in 
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the neighborhood at that time and in the city, but it hasn't really spun off other projects in the 

neighborhood. And his art hasn't even really progressed, in my opinion, beyond that."  The duo 25

that runs Power house Productions were inspired by HP, but they clearly see themselves as "the 

next generation."   26

 These shifts toward inclusion, or participatory art practice, resonate with broader trends in 

social-practice art, but also are situated within a field of production that not only valorizes, but in 

many ways, demands such goals of its artist-heroes. Molly explained that HP has shifted its focus 

toward embracing its role within the changing Detroit landscape. She said HP's mission is still 

"changing lives and neighborhoods through art." but admitted that the elements of social critique 

that were much of the impetus behind the project at the beginning have lessened.  She explained 27

that Smith has shifted his "headspace" into more of a "philosophical" plane in which he now is 

concerned with the ways in which he can use his art to help "recycle the human spirit," rather 

than directly effect change within local governance. Molly described his work today succinctly 

by saying: "its more about people than protest."  28

 Nevertheless, what seems to have stayed the same in Smith's politics is a notion that one 

shouldn't wait for the city to come in and fix the broken urban environment, but rather that 

people should take it upon themselves to remake their surroundings, to change their blighted 

urban landscapes into "beautiful" artscapes. The transformative nature of art is still central to his 

work, but it is addressing, and indeed interpellating, a different political subject. The HP of 1986 

was a call to action against the "powers that be," seeking to draw public attention to systems of 

crime, poverty, and urban decay spiraling out of control. The HP of 2014 is not concerned with 

the city or local governance at all, but rather advocates individual inner transformation, that will 
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manifest in outward changes in our shared urban environment.  In this way, the HP has 29

responded to shifts in the changing fields of cultural production and re-oriented its scope, 

mission, and politics to fit into the growing discourse about creative place-making, urban 

transformation, and ultimately, neoliberal policies of self-sufficiency. Moreover, the Heidelberg 

Project has been an indispensable weather vane in charting the role of art and artists in shaping 

the future of Detroit; a stalwart example of resourcefulness, resiliency, and the willingness to 

begin again that echo throughout much of the creative practices happening in the city today.  

Art for a “new” Detroit? 

Writing in 2001, after the major demolitions of 1999, but before the arsons, Professor of Literary 

Studies, Wendy S. Walters writes "A new Detroit is as elusive now as it ever was. What remains 

of Heidelberg embodies a stubbornness that is Detroit, unable to completely disassemble or make 

itself whole. The Project, both broken and rebuilding itself, lingers as the city waits for another 

‘new' vision of Detroit to appear" (2001:84). In post-bankruptcy Detroit, talk about a “new” city 

is pervasive and not always benign.  Yet, Smith has certainly inspired a new generation of artists 30

working in the city. After the 1999 demolitions Smith was enraged that the city would waste its 

limited resources on his art when tens of thousands of other structures in the city were awaiting 

demolition. He told the Detroit News, "My next project is the whole city; I'm going to polka-dot 

the city."  He set out painting large, brightly-colored, single polka-dots on abandoned structures 31

that were in need of removal.  
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 Seven years later, in 2006, a group of anonymous artists, acting under the name of Object 

Orange, built upon Smith's work and coated over a dozen dilapidated and abandoned houses in 

bright "Tiggeriffic" orange paint. Under the 

darkness of night, they would coat every 

shingle, every window frame and door, with a 

color often reserved for prison uniforms, 

traffic cones, and detour signs.  After the 32

first house was painted, the artists were 

shocked to see that the city demolished it 

within the month, and so they painted another 

and then another, hoping to force the city into 

taking action.  When NPR's Celeste Headlee 33

interviewed the spokesman for then-mayor 

Kwame Kilpatrick, he denied any connection between the paint and the city's actions. He called 

the artists law-breakers, not activists, and stated: "These people are trespassing, and they are 

defacing property that they do not own. So Object Orange is not helping the cause."  In this 34

context, Smith stands among a community of artists practicing art as a form of activism and 

social critique, an art of deviance, and a practice that seeks to elicit action on the part of the city. 

 However, while the initial impetus of the Heidelberg Project—its social critique and 

purported activism—was reflected in the bright orange facades of Object Orange, the Heidelberg 

Project's later instantiations, as a community center, and a non-profit organization have set the 

stage for another wave of artists working in the city. In the following sections I will discuss one 
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project of "appropriation art" by an artist duo that goes by the name, Design99, as well as a slew 

of art houses that are being transformed by that same duo, but under the auspices of their non-

profit organization, Power House Productions. These projects build upon and depart from the 

work of Smith. They are working on houses within the neighborhood in which they currently 

live, operating from a position of embeddedness (which carries it owns senses of accountability) 

but from different political positions. Design99 and Power House Productions have, in a 

relatively short time, garnered perhaps as much media attention as Tyrone Smith has over the 

course of his decades of work. They are young and savvy and know how to get grants and get 

noticed (despite their claims of not seeking all the attention they've gotten). For these reasons, 

among others, they are upheld by local and international media as a model of potential 

alternative forms of urban living, community development, and site-specific, socially-engaged 

art, which brings to the fore the complicated intersections of art, place, community, and 

development.  

 Ms. Highfield made this statement to the press following the sixth fire at the HP:  

"The HP is a sacred battle ground that has withstood damage by bulldozers and now 
WILLFUL [sic] destruction by fire.  However we must preserve and protect the 
ongoing creative and spiritual contribution of The Heidelberg Project.  If we can't 
get justice from our city, we must stand for justice. We must stand in defiance of 
evil! As we try and wrap our head around this we remember that it has been said 
everything happens for a reason.  Maybe the old is making room for the new. 
However we are certain that the Heidelberg Project will propel to a new and even 
greater Heidelberg Project and a new promise for the future of Detroit" (press 
release, December 24, 2013). 
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Art Houses as Appropriation Art: Design99's Displacement (13208 Klinger) 

In the art world, re-appropriation implies "'stealing' an image, symbol, or statement from outside 

the realm of art'" to be put into an art context (Schneider 2003:216). This definition follows 

closely upon the Latin root of the word appropriare, meaning 'to make one's own.’ Displacement 

(13208 Klinger) is a project that resonates most deeply with these variations of appropriation as 

it is quite concretely about the appropriation and recontextualization of others' property. In this 

way, the discussion of this piece will follow Schneider's lead in "situating appropriating practices 

in different power relations," however, without fully leaving the formal art historical approach, 

which analyzes 'appropriation' as "taking something out of one context and establishing it in a 

new one" (2003: 218-9).  

 The concrete recontextualization of artistic materials, which is in the title of the work 

itself, is also mirrored in the broader exporting of "Detroit" as an artistic brand both regionally 

and internationally. Detroit artists have been learning how to package and export their work as 

somehow representative of the city and its myriad problems, innovations, and triumphs; 

marketing their work internationally as indicative of broader trends in Detroit's so-called 

resurgence, but also regionally in art fairs such as ArtPrize, which takes place on the other side of 

the state. 

 In a large town otherwise known for its microbreweries, Dutch-Reformists, and 

household cleaner pyramid schemes, Grand Rapids, Michigan, occupies a peculiar space in the 

annals of art history. In 1969, it was the first city to receive funds from the now defunct program 

called Art in Public Places, which was an initiative of the then newly-formed National 

Endowment for the Arts.  Also, annually since 2009, one of the largest art festivals in the 35
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country takes place there, drawing crowds of approximately 400,000 visitors. The event is called 

"ArtPrize" and is scattered throughout hundreds of venues across the city and exhibits the work 

of thousands of artists. ArtPrize is remarkable not only for its scale, but also due to two rather 

unique characteristics: (1) it awards approximately $500,000 in prizes each year, and (2) until 

recently, these awards were solely juried by public vote. In an unabashed celebration of 

amateurism and an unwavering belief in the power of art to "speak" to the public, people from all 

over come to cast their vote for their favorite works of art.  

 In 2010, in an expressed attempt to educate the masses, the directors of ArtPrize decided to 

add a panel of jurors from the art world, who would select awardees within seven genre 

categories each receiving a $7,000 award. In 2011, these juried awards were raised to $20,000 

per category award, and in 2012, the first Juried Grand Prize award of $100,000 was added in 

addition to the Grand Prize awarded by popular vote. By 2014, both the Juried Grand Prize and 

the public vote Grand Prize awards were $200,000.  Art fairs such as ArtPrize have in recent 36

decades become an important bridge between artists and patrons, lessening the role of art dealers 

in setting the market. At ArtPrize, however, the ostensible democracy of the public vote, which 

seemed to radically thrust aesthetic evaluations into the hands of the public, has been tempered 

and even challenged by this decision to add an "expert" jury and to increase the amounts of funds 

awarded by the jury, such that the public and the Jurors have equal amounts of funds to 

distribute.    37

 In 2012, the inaugural Juried Grand Prize went to an artist couple from Detroit who go by 

the name Design99 and whom I will call "Bill" and "Melissa." The piece for which they received 

the award was called Displacement (13208 Klinger) and was installed inside the abandoned 
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Grand Rapids Public Museum, which had closed its doors in 1994. The museum still had the 

interior structures common to turn-of-the-century natural history museums such as glass vitrines 

and display cases for cabinets of curiosities. Recalling the 1990’s vitrine art of British artist, 

Damien Hirst, Displacement (13208 Klinger) was a curated selection of objects that the artists 

had painstakingly removed from an abandoned house in their Detroit neighborhood and arranged 

within the glass vitrines. Each vitrine's interior was painted a different color and seemed to have 

an implicit theme. One displayed a pyramid of prize ribbons for homing pigeons, bird cages, and 

old photographs of the former occupants with their prize pigeons. Another, with an orange 

background, displayed porcelain trinkets, vases with silk flowers, and wall calendars. Another, 

children toys and games: a wooden rocking horse, an old metal tricycle, a plastic toy trumpet. 

Others were more taxonomic. One vitrine with a light green background, for example, was filled 

with stick-shaped objects leaning upright against the wall: rakes, mops, flyswatters, brooms, 

pieces of wood trim. Another was filled with stacks of chairs; another with TV monitors. Using 

these abandoned objects, they painted an image of the lives of several generations of the family 

that had occupied the house at 13208 Klinger street. The 2012 Jury chose it as the Grand Prize 

winner, and they were awarded the $100,000 prize.  38
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Figures 3.5 and 3.6 Displacement (13208 Klinger); photo: ArtPrize photographer



 The house at 13208 Klinger was first brought to Bill and Melissa's attention when a 

neighbor alerted them to its vacancy. Over the past several years, Bill and Melissa had become 

the unofficial custodians of their northeast Detroit neighborhood. In 2005, they bought a house 

on a corner attached to a storefront that had at one time been a Polish deli. The storefront had 

been closed and boarded up for 30+ years. When Bill and Melissa first moved into the 

neighborhood, they had no intentions of building an artist community but when the Great 

Recession hit, the houses in their neighborhood were quickly being abandoned. They decided to 

secure their investment and stabilize the neighborhood by purchasing the houses that went vacant 

around them. They began to purchase vacant houses on the annual Wayne County Tax 

Foreclosure auction, and over the course of the next several years they bought (and sold) over 20 

properties in the near vicinity. Some of these houses they sold to other artists. Others were 

purchased with the intent of turning them into art houses and community centers. One of the 

houses they purchased became "The Power House," and the namesake of the non-profit 

organization Power House Productions (discussed in the following section). Melissa explained to 

me that they established the nonprofit in part to separate its activities from those done as their 

artist duo, Design99, which she and Bill established in 2007. Design99 was originally a design 

firm offering affordable design services to a non-elite clientele out of a storefront space. It now 

operates as the non-explicitly community-driven arm of their artistic endeavors. 

 In September of 2012, Bill and Melissa bought the house at 13208 Klinger on the tax 

auction and worked quickly and diligently to remove the piles of belongings that were left 

behind. Melissa describes the space when they first entered as barely navigable due to the layers 

of household items covering the floor. It is likely that the house was not left in this state of 
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disarray, but rather that when the last member of the family left or was deceased and the house 

sat empty, scrappers came in and scavenged all valuable pieces of metal and electronics. Once a 

house is scrapped and clearly abandoned, it can quickly turn into a den of seedier activities, and 

this was why the neighbor alerted them to its vacancy.  39

 I had witnessed this concern the previous year when I was living with a small group of 

artists just a few blocks down the street from this house. I had been there for the summer doing 

preliminary research, but at the end of August all the housemates were moving out for various 

reasons. I soon learned that a moving van, a herald of the excitement of new beginnings for 

some, is an ominous omen in Detroit. As the van pulled up in front of our place, a neighbor, 

whom I had seen sitting on his front porch but never spoken to before, came over to me. He was 

clearly concerned. Are you all moving out? he asked. Yes, I replied. Please tell me that someone 

else is moving in? he said as his eyes scanned the street searchingly, as if he might find someone 

to move in and stabilize the neighborhood casually walking down the sidewalk. I reassured him 

that indeed, a very nice young lady, also an artist, would be moving in shortly. He said, Oh, 

good. You know, it doesn't take long for the drug dealers and prostitutes to find an empty house. 

And I have kids here. We can't loose any more houses on this street. He was referring, in part, to 

houses that sit empty for as short as a week and become impromptu drug or prostitution dens, but 

also acknowledging the ones that meet more fiery fates.  

 Just one block down the street three hulking skeletons of former homes stand blackened 

from arson. They are a strange presence to live among. At first, you cannot peel your eyes from 

their striking devastation--the blackness of their charred wood, or the pine trees starting to grow 

inside them. Driving or walking by, you can see straight through the spaces where families used 
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to sit down for dinner, straight into the littered alleyways behind, now choked with "ghetto 

palms."  But soon, you learn like everyone else, to become completely blind to their disarray, or 40

to make peace with their presence in other ways. In 2010, after the gaping holes of one house had 

been covered with plywood, an artist carved the city motto into it: Speramus Meliora, Resurgit 

Cinerabus, (We hope for better things. It will rise from the ashes).  41

 As Melissa and Bill sifted through the decades of wreckage inside the small bungalow at 

13208, they found many things that Melissa described as carrying a certain aura or weight to 

them, such as a box of gold teeth that they found in the attic that had been overlooked by the 

roving eyes of scrappers. These items they set aside and began filtering, filing them away under 

shifting categories of renewed meaning. Melissa explained in an article for a local arts journal 
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Cinerabus



that she felt as if they had become the "editors" of the family's lives that had been lived in such 

proximity to theirs but of which they knew only what could be gleaned from the material 

remains.   42

 This type of extraction happens in Detroit on many levels. The scrapping and salvaging of 

materials from houses (both vacant and occupied) constitutes a complex, illegal economy 

crowded with metal scrappers, artists looking for “found materials,” and speculators and 

collectors rummaging through Detroit’s many ruins for bits and pieces of valuable refuse. Yet as 

metal scrapping is coming under new law enforcement, creative re-appropriation and salvage 

reclamation seem to be en vogue, despite the fact that the practices on the ground are hard to 

distinguish. 

 One day, Melissa and I were driving through the neighborhood with Rick and Lily, an artist 

couple that Melissa had helped purchase a home on the foreclosure auction. As we turned a 

corner Melissa shouted, Whoa, slow down, that's the truck that stripped your guys' house! Rick 

slowed our vehicle and Melissa snapped a photo of the license plate just as an older man with a 

grey beard and ragged clothing hauled an 8-ft cast iron pipe out from behind an abandoned and 

charred house. Lily explained that a few weeks earlier some people had "scrapped" their house—

first attempting to steal the aluminum siding right off the facade, and then breaking inside to get 

what apparently amounted to $25 worth of scrap metals.  

 Though Bill and Melissa do not break into occupied houses to create their art, ownership 

is often ambiguous, and artists and scrappers alike take what they need for whatever purpose and 

find many new uses for others' refuse. In an interview published in an arts and culture magazine, 

Bill and Melissa spoke candidly about this ambiguity, admitting that they learned their tactics of 
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creative appropriation by "watching criminals," who seemed to easily take possession of a 

property and "get away with it." Melissa added that at first she didn't feel right crossing into 

someone else's property but then realized “if you don't do it, someone else will, they will. The 

drug dealers do it; they set up shop in these abandoned houses. That's a strategy, and when we 

call the police and they tell us that if somebody has set up a residence in a house then they have 

to be evicted, that they can't be arrested for trespassing. That is the system; that is the legal 

structure. We're learning a lot of good strategies from criminals.”  43

 This interview exposes the interplay of what Michel de Certeau describes as "tactics" of 

practical investigation and the "strategies" deployed from a space of power (1984:xxiii). Through 

mimicking the actions of "criminals," Bill and Melissa effectively turn the tactics of 

appropriation and "making do" into strategies of re-use by insinuating them into the rhetoric and 

language of artistic appropriation and urban revitalization. In this way, they traverse through 

various regimes of value, turning blight into art and imbuing it with a renewed value made all the 

more visible by the marketing of their work as a part of neighborhood stabilization. It is no 

coincidence that Bill and Melissa, who both attended local art schools (Bill received his art 

degree from College for Creative Studies, and Mellisa, her MFA in architecture from the 

renowned Cranbrook Academy of Art) are able to leverage their social capital in ways that 

scrappers and even other artists are not. Their ability to “get away with” pilfering materials lays 

bare the policed boundaries of race and class in Detroit’s political economy of renewal. While 

"strategies" on a truly urban scale are certainly happening in Detroit's downtown core, the spatial 

practices and consequent production of space and value happening in the neighborhoods is 

enacted on the scale of the single-family home. Here de Certeau's pedestrian speech acts are 
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embodied through the transformation of the form and use of a house, rather than through walking 

(an activity neither common nor encouraged in Detroit). 

 Tyrone Smith also regularly acquires the materials to build his works at the Heidelberg 

Project through the scrapping and scavenging of abandoned spaces. While many Detroit artists 

work with “found materials” they glean from the post-industrial landscape, Smith is often 

referred to as an "outsider" artist on account of his use of such objects, despite the fact that he 

studied art at both Wayne State University and the College for Creative Studies. "Outsider" 

artists are typically artists who have not received formal art training, but this term has always 

carried not-so-subtle connotations of otherness, amateurism, primitivism, and classism. This 

again maps the overlapping regimes of aesthetic and social value onto Detroit’s political 

landscape. Smith is an African-American artist who grew up in Detroit, yet in the art world, he is 

given “outsider" status, while the white artists who have only recently moved to the city and are 

also using "found objects" are able to harness a type of insider status through their artistic 

interventions on the landscape and their ability to deftly transgress various regimes of real and 

perceived value. Moreover, the politics of who can claim to be a “Detroit” artist have been 

amplified as the city’s brand has gained cache in national and international markets. As discussed 

in the introduction, the rebranding of the city has been capitalized upon by boosters looking to be 

a “part of the change,” entrepreneurs looking for the exoticism of postindustrial grit, as well as 

artists, who have discovered that galleries from Berlin to New York are fascinated with what they 

perceive as Detroit’s rebirth.  

 The politics of insider/outsider artist (discussed in more detail in chapter 5) are, in part, 

enacted through discourse about Detroit that happens largely outside of its urban core— the 
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many forums and panels that ask (usually white) Detroiters to tell the audience what its really 

like in there and how they manage to survive in such a place. I, myself, have been asked such 

questions, and it is these moments when the urban ‘pioneer’ becomes the Buffalo Bill character, 

carrying tales of the Wild Western plains to the east coast socialites.  

 In 2014, Bill and Melissa were invited back to Grand Rapids to give a public talk about 

their project. The talk was entitled "Critical Dialogues: Creative Approaches to Detroit" and 

sums up much of the broader state's opinion about its largest city: that it is a problem that 

requires "Creative Approaches." In this presentation, Bill described their process of culling items 

of a certain value from the wreckage as "curation." To curate requires one to organize, to give 

order to, and to see values in things that somehow are given new meaning based upon their order 

and arrangement of display. This is precisely what Design99 did with the effluvia of this house: 

gave it new meaning, new value, and new context. The moderator of the artist talk was a young 

man in a plaid shirt and skinny jeans. He commented that this project conjures images of 

archeology, an art by way of excavating, and noted that this seemed to be a similar process to 

other artists working in Detroit. Bill replied that it is not uncommon to find houses like this all 

over the city. He said: "as an artist there is a plethora of meaning in it all," referring presumably 

to the many abandoned structures in the city. But Bill was less reflective about the meanings 

relative to different social actors who may have encountered, lived in, or transformed these 

spaces. In the case of the house at 13208 Klinger Street, Bill explained that they wanted to have 

some reverence for the space, implying a vague morality in which the audience feels compelled 

to go along with if only to feel better about one's voyeurism. Melissa, responding to the 

moderator's observation, replied: "Maybe its common in Detroit... it is [abandoned houses] a 
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resource, and Detroit is not such a society of consumption...[its about] value; what still holds 

value. It changes your perspective on the worth of things and what defines that worth." Indeed, 

Melissa is attuned to the social construction of value and predominance of reusing "found" 

objects for whatever purpose and she knows well how to navigate these potentialities. 

 It is unclear whether Bill and Melissa legally owned the house at 13208 Klinger when they 

went in and began curating the objects from its wreckage. They did eventually purchase the 

house on the foreclosure auction and then sold it to the neighbor that had initially alerted them to 

its vacancy and solicited their help in securing it. In a remarkable creation of value, Bill and 

Melissa won a $100,000 prize for their art installation, kept the objects they retrieved from the 

abandoned house, and then sold the structure for a little over $3,000 in 2013. They used the prize 

money to buy a warehouse on the east side of Detroit to house artist studios and store all their art 

and found objects .  44

 Displacement (13208 Klinger) highlights the way in which aesthetic value is extracted, re-

appropriated, created, rewarded and ultimately displaced; transforming not only an abandoned 

home into an occupied space (once they sold the property to their neighbor), but also 

transforming aesthetic value into both economic and social value. In this way, they exemplify the 

model “Detroit" artists by demonstrating their ability to transgress the boundaries between these 

entangled economies —to present a picture of a win-win situation—in ways that Tyrone Smith 

was unable. Yet, the displacement of value that is explicitly referenced in the title of the piece 

belies their self-awareness. The home address in parentheses recognizes the structure only 

secondarily as a domicile, a place, a location at which one time a family resided. But the elegiac 

gesture remains romantic and does not wax political to the point of recognition of the leverage of 
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their privilege. Nevertheless, in public discourse, Bill and Melissa’s work exemplifies the "good" 

art houses in the city, and they are lauded as paragons of the "Detroit artist."  

Art Houses as Social Practice: Power House Productions' Play House  

Social practice art relies on public participation and, according to Mooney and Page-Lieberman 

(2014), mutually implicates both the artist and the participants in experiences of risk and 

empathy. "Social practice" art, also referred to as "relational aesthetics," "social justice art," 

"participatory art," or "community art" (among others) has been spreading across cities and art-

school campuses. It draws upon prior art movements that took the art out of the gallery as a form 

of institutional critique—projects ranging from the Dada Caberet Voltaire, Joseph Beuy's "Social 

Sculpture," and Allan Kaprow's "happenings," to radical community theater of the 1960s and 

public art projects such as Rick Lowe's Project Row Houses, which saved a Houston 

neighborhood from demolition. In Detroit, very few of the artists I've spoken to have claimed 

this genre for their work, but a large portion of them operate along the tenets that gives it, albeit 

amorphous, form.  

 Proponents of the art genre, such as Nato Thompson, curator of the New York–based 

public arts institution Creative Time, denies that it is an art movement stating that, rather, these 

cultural practices indicate "a new social order—ways of life that emphasize participation, 

challenge power, and span disciplines ranging from urban planning [and] community work to 

theater and the visual arts" (Thompson, 2012 :19). In fact he goes so far as to claim spontaneous 

bike rides and technologically mediated political upheavals such as the Arab Spring being related 

to "social practice" art. Critics of the genre such as art historian, Claire Bishop, note that certain 
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tensions have existed within such art from its inception; namely, the tension between "equality 

and quality, between participation and spectatorship, and between art and real life" (Bishop in 

Thompson, 2012: 38). She notes that these conflicts "indicate that social and artistic judgments 

do not easily merge; indeed they seem to demand different criteria” (Bishop in Thompson, 

2012:38). She further proffers that the paradox of this situation is that although participatory 

artists "stand against neoliberal capitalism, the values they impute to their work are understood 

formally ... without recognizing that so many other aspects of this art practice dovetail... with 

neoliberalism's recent forms (networks, mobility, project work, affective labor)" (Bishop in 

Thompson, 2012: 38-39).  
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Figure 3.8 The Power House ( photo courtesy PHP website)



 In some ways the projects done by Power House Productions (Bill and Melissa’s non-

profit) fit this bill, but in crucial ways they also shape and are shaped by the particular aesthetic 

and economic climate in Detroit. The boon of socially-engaged art practice in Detroit seems to 

be less ostensibly politically motivated than Thompson’s descriptions and more an effect of the 

funding structures that encourage urban revitalization through the arts and the media coverage 

that valorizes the artist-as-savior (often in the guise of the artist-as-social-entreprenuer).  45

The Birth of Power House Productions 

In 2008, Bill and Melissa bought a house for $1,900 on the tax auction that had been 

disconnected from the power grid, as well as two adjacent lots for $3,000 each. Melissa, an 

architect by trade, and Bill a sculptor, set to work, sawing off half of the roof to open up the 

structure to natural sunlight, and installing wind turbines and solar panels to allow the house to 

generate all of its own energy needs. This house became the "Power House" and the namesake of 

the non-profit organization (Power House Productions) established in the following year.  

 Power House Productions (hereafter PHP) is described by Bill and Melissa as an artist-run, 

neighborhood-based nonprofit organization whose mission is to "develop and implement creative 

neighborhood stabilization strategies to revitalize, inspire, and advance the community. " They 46

advocate practices ranging from "marketing vacant properties to creating public art installations, 

dynamic performances and programming," ultimately seeking to "activate neighborhood 

spaces."  Demonstrating that they have learned from their time in the neighborhood, PHP offers 47

strategies to avoid the awkward presence of an artist who shows up claiming to do work "for the 

community," suggesting "integrating artist live-work spaces within the existing cultural resources 
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of the community, hosting workshops open to neighborhood residents, and performance events 

throughout the community."  The belief in the efficacy of their work is stated in no uncertain 48

terms. "It is our belief that through the skills and talent of artists and designers and their long 

term work in the community, a new kind of neighborhood will emerge – one that is creatively 

and actively enjoyable, safe and sustainable for all."  Yet despite these utopic proclamations, 49

many times throughout my ethnographic involvement with these artists, they expressed their 

ambivalence about their position as caretakers of the neighborhood and questioned the limits and 

boundaries of their responsibilities to their neighbors.  

  Bill and Melissa deliberately keep the activities of PHP and Design99 separate and 

purchase houses and properties under both affiliations, as well as their legal names, to distribute 

the properties and allow certain houses to be eligible for art funding and property tax exemption 

that requires non-profit status. In reality, to a passerby or a neighbor, it is indistinguishable which 

houses are a PHP project and which are not, which are lived in and which serve other purposes, 

aesthetic or pragmatic. Despite Melissa's expressed intent to display signage that more clearly 

delineates these projects, the slippage of accountability reveals that the non-profit organization 

exists as such only to funders, or other authorities that might require such status in order to 

support the project, rendering these distinctions invisible to their immediate neighbors.   

 The desire to keep their art and their work in the community separate arose from 

complications and ethnical quandaries they faced early on when doing artistic work in an 

economically struggling neighborhood. As Melissa said: "it gets complicated really 

fast" (personal communication, November 1, 2013). Many of their neighbors are recent 

immigrants from Bangladesh and have limited English skills. This only complicates their efforts 
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to communicate the nuanced, ambiguous, and culturally-defined relationships of their artistic 

practice to their community. She explained that many of their neighbors don't understand that the 

funds they have received (largely arts grants) aren't coming from their own coffers; but it is a lot 

to explain when house after house transforms into art. In 2014 alone, PHP has been awarded over 

$500,000 in grants from various local, national, and international funding agencies (including 

$100,000 from the National Endowment for the Arts "OurTown" program, $80,000 from the 

Warhol Foundation, and a $250,000 matching grant from the Knight Foundation). This is in 

addition to a $250,000 grant from the NEA's ArtPlace program in 2012 that was awarded for the 

build out of some of their art houses and $10,000 from the Kresge Foundation.  

 Witnessing their abundance of resources, some neighbors have mistaken Bill and Melissa 

as either independently wealthy or accessing grants from the U.S. Department of Housing and 

Urban Development. Melissa described instances in which people in the community asked them 

for jobs or how they can get these grants. They have at times enlisted their neighbors for things 

like pouring concrete, but don't regularly employ people in the neighborhood. While Bill and 

Melissa feel obligated to help their neighbors access resources (such as HUD grants), they have 

found it difficult to manage people's expectations of them. The transformation of private real 

estate in the neighborhood, however, seems to be the primary means through which they affect 

the community. 

 PHP has built (or is in the process of building) the Play House, the Sound House, the 

Squash House, the Skate House, the Yellow House, the Power House, and the Jar House, which 

has rendered the entire neighborhood a significant attraction on the "Detroit tour;" and Melissa 

and Bill are very conscientious about not allowing big tour busses to park in front of people's 
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houses, unloading camera-toting oglers onto the sidewalk (perhaps learning from Smith's 

"mistakes"). All of the houses were abandoned and bought on the foreclosure auction, and many 50

of them are now a spectacle. The Squash House, which was fire damaged, was completely 

gutted, painted bright yellow and pink on the exterior, and is in the process of having a squash 

court installed inside of it (to accompany a squash garden in the backyard). The Sound House 

was a collaboration between street artists Retna and Richard Colman and sound artist and local 

resident Jon Brumit. When you open the door, a motion sensor switches on a turntable and sub-

woofers from the basement rattle the whole house. This space is also used as a community 

recording studio.  
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Figure 3.9 Map of the Power House neighborhood (courtesy PHP website)



 Since Bill and Melissa moved into the neighborhood, they have attracted other artists into 

the area. Rick and Lily, like a handful of others, moved into the neighborhood initially as artists-

in-residence working with PHP but then bought their own house on the auction and settled in. 

They collaborated with PHP to write grants for the build out of the Play House and continue to 

collaborate with them on neighborhood events programming, festivals, and performances. 

The Play House 

"We're house-sitting," Lily explained as she kicked her tennis shoes off at the door and stepped 

onto the layers of oriental rugs in the living room. She had just picked me up and brought us both 

back up to her neighborhood where we'd be working on a house that PHP had recently acquired 

on the Wayne County Foreclosure Auction. The house was a former drug den that we would be 

gutting and turning into a performance and rehearsal space for use by their performance 

ensemble and other groups in the neighborhood. It was the day after the presidential elections, 

and President Obama had just been re-elected. His opponent Mitt Romney was something of a 

native-son to this area, although his childhood home in nearby Palmer Woods, a stately, tree-

lined neighborhood of mansions a few miles away, couldn't feel farther from the reality of this 

neighborhood.  "Bangla-town," as it has come to be known, is a working-class neighborhood of 51

immigrants. In the 20th century it was populated largely by Poles and Ukranians. Today only a 

handful of elderly Eastern-Europeans remain and the bulk of the small, modest bungalows are 

now home to Bangladeshi and Yemeni families. The main strip through this part of town is now 

an interesting mosaic of mosques and sari shops flanked by liquor stores, bars and strip clubs.  
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 The house that Rick and Lily were staying in belonged to a family that had returned to 

Bangladesh to marry off two of their daughters. The rug covered a dark green carpet, and Rick 

and Lily's costumes and props were strewn around on the overstuffed furniture. We gathered 

Rick and a few extra pairs of work gloves and went around the corner to meet with Bill. We 

found Bill in the former shop-space of his house on the corner and, with very few words, he 

handed us some tools and goggles. We then walked over to the site that would eventually become 

the Play House. It was a decent-sized, two-story house covered with white aluminum siding. The 

crumbling cement stairway to the front door was covered with green astroturf. A wooden fence, 

painted pink, lined the side of the backyard, and we went in through a chain-link gate to the back 

door. The grass was overgrown and wild and drew a stark contrast to the rubber tire planters and 

neat garden in the lot next door. Bill searched around for the right drill bit and unscrewed the 

plywood covering the door. 

 Inside, the house looked like a crime scene and I worried that I might find a corpse, or 

worse, a part of a human body, around any corner or in one of the dark, musty, and moldy 

closets. But instead, we found other artifacts—the belongings of people who either lived here or 

frequented it. The material remains of their lives told a story no less vivid. They told of lives or 

moments past. Of addictions dealt with. Of terrors lived. Of neglect enacted. Of desires 

feverishly fulfilled, but also sadly of desires and needs unfulfilled.  

 Rick peered around the stairwell and said, Julia, you should come see this, with a slightly 

devilish grin on his face. I came down the wooden stairs into the basement to find a "den" that 

made my skin crawl, but not due to any obvious signs of conflict or violence. It was much more 

subtly depressing—a bed made of dirty blankets and stacks of foam, a box-spring up against the 
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side wall. It could have been the site of child abuse, rape, drug abuse, but, equally, could have 

simply been the space that someone had made their home. Its ambiguity was perhaps the most 

disturbing aspect of it all. The barrettes on the concrete floor and the stuffed teddy bear with all 

of its innards missing didn't help to shake the feeling that many sad circumstances had unfolded 

between these molding walls.  This was the first of many days we spent in the house, clearing 52

away debris, ripping up carpet and tile, knocking down walls, hauling out old insulation, plaster, 

and lathe, and eventually removing most of the second floor.  

 On a chilly November afternoon we took a break from "demo-ing" and walked through 

the neighborhood to a nearby Bangladeshi restaurant. We passed several newly-foreclosed 

houses and Lily commented: "Oooo, we should take those stairs," eyeing a set of cement stairs 

leading up to a front porch. Melissa glanced at them, assessing their structure and durability. 

"Yeah, maybe," she replied. When I inquired about such procurement tactics, Melissa explained 

that they usually ask the neighbors first, but if no one wants them, they put the stuff to use. Lily 

added: "Yeah, but we have to be careful, because if we scrap a lot of stuff and people see us 

doing it, then we look like hypocrites when we make a big fuss over our houses being scrapped, 

especially cause some of them don't really look like anyone lives there right now." Lily's 

comment elaborates some of the nuances of dwelling in Detroit. Making a house look as if it is 

occupied is one way of securing it and demonstrating ownership. And, likewise, houses that 

appear unoccupied are commonly quickly stripped of any valuable or reusable materials. 

 After clearing out the old furniture, we donned Tyvec suits, goggles and respirators and 

started demolition. Melissa explained which walls to knock down and which ones to leave, 

handed us crowbars and set us to work. The floor rose beneath our feet as we ferociously hacked 
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away at the walls, first cracking a hole in the plaster layer with the hooked end of the crowbar, 

and then prying the plaster and lathe away from its skeletal 

frame. When all of us were ferociously knocking the lathe 

and plaster bits to the floor, the sound was like a loud, 

crackling fire or a discordant band of drummers cracking and 

popping incessantly. Bits of plaster and wood ricocheted off 

my head and goggles. Particles and plaster dust flew 

everywhere and coated our tongues and eyelashes, and as the 

walls came down, the afternoon sun broke through and cast a 

bright light into the closets and dark corners that had so 

recently been filled with the remnants of another's life. It felt 

as if we were releasing the laden pasts of these walls out into 

the crisp autumn air by literally removing layers of material 

history. No one spoke as we worked. Our hands were sore 

and blistered, and Lily's goggles were fogging up with sweat 

from her brow. Bill, a seasoned demo-er, could knock all the 

lath down with a few strong strokes of the crowbar. His 

movements seemed almost enraged as he kicked out the rest 

of the lathe with his steel-toed work boots. We pulled wood 

paneling off, knocked chunks of plaster across the rooms 

(sometimes hitting each other), cracked and tore off the lathe strips, and snipped any remaining 
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Figures 3.10, 3.11, 3.12 Interior 
demolition of the Play House (photos 
by the author)



electrical wires. Despite working in an unheated house in November, we were flush and sweaty 

from our full-on assault of the house. 

 Melissa, Lily, and I decided to take a break and get some fresh air. We stepped out into the 

back yard and quickly shed the masks and goggles suctioned to our faces. Lily's hair was coated 

in a fine white dust and her face was smudged with black making her look rather like the West 

Virginian coal-miners she descended from. I sighed. Lily sat on the steps with her head in her 

hands. She seemed exhausted and distraught. Bill walked up and said "another break?" with dry 

sarcasm. Melissa thought we should discuss what happens next before preceding. Lily seemed 

ready to be finished for the day. It was exhausting work. It took a real push of motivation to go 

back inside and pick up the hammers and crowbars with our aching and blistered hands. We 

pulled, pried, cracked, and hacked away for about another hour before we all decided that it was 

enough for the day. 
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Figure 3.13 Rick and Lily inside the Play House. Photo credit: Doug Coombes



 We worked like this throughout the winter, even on days when the temperatures were in the 

single digits. After weeks of demolition, weeks of pulling nails out of boards so that they could 

be reused for other projects, weeks of sweeping up insulation and plaster dust, weeks of pulling 

up carpet, wood paneling, and vinyl flooring; building began. Exterior walls were reinforced, an 

iron I-beam was slid into the roof to add structural integrity since we had removed almost all of 

the second floor. An aqua-thermal heating system and a bathroom were installed and plumbing 

hooked up, and the house slowly became The Play House. 

 The Play House is managed by Rick and Lily, who curate its performance series, 

workshops, and events that are open to the public, usually for little or no entry fees. A sandwich 

board sometimes stands on the front lawn advertising the evening’s events. The space is also 

shared with the Bangla School of Music, who use it for rehearsals and public performances. 

When the Bangla School of Music is holding an event, the Play House fills with smells of curry 

and garlic that rise through the now open two-story space, and women and girls in neat saris file 

in and take a seat. The white aluminum siding facade is the only thing that remains of its former 

self; its interior has been completed transformed into a model of adaptive re-use and a new type 

of creative destruction. 

 Today a growing number of artists and arts-related projects are moving into this 

neighborhood. Though these projects are not all directly affiliated with Power House 

Productions, they make up the growing community of artists that have been drawn to the area by 

Bill and Melissa's work there, at times garnering the neighborhood a new name: the Power 

House Neighborhood. Many of these projects also make use of Detroit's inexpensive housing 
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stock as their medium, and, in doing so, re-inscribe the systems of value and cultural production 

that intersect with regimes of real estate and the political economy of urban renewal.  53

 

Conclusion 

Houses as a site of artistic intervention and urban transformation make visible the various subject 

positions of the artist. These political positionalities and subjectivities are enacted through the 

ways in which the material culture of the post-industrial landscape are put to use (and re-use), 
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Figure 3.14: Other Art Houses in Detroit.



how the materials are acquired, what new values they are imbued with, and how this value 

creation articulates itself within a community of neighbors. These positionalities intersect with 

issues of race, place-based identities, belonging, and the changing role of the artist in the 

community, but are also crucially bolstered by the funding apparatuses that not only provide 

these projects with capital, but also use them to market their own private, philanthropic giving, 

which are often tied to regional or national strategies for urban revitalization. 

 The Play House renovations were done with a grant from ArtPlace America, a ten-year 

collaboration between a dozen large philanthropic foundations (including the John S. and James 

L. Knight Foundation and the Kresge Foundation, both discussed in more detail in chapter 4),  

that focuses its work on creative place-making, which they define as "the set of practices in 

which art and culture work intentionally help to transform a place."  The foundations’ explicit 54

focus on creative place-making nurtures projects that are "place-based" and transformational, 

dovetailing well with art practices that fall into the broad category of "social practice." Whether 

or not the Play House entirely fits within the amorphous emergent genre of "social practice" or 

"participatory art," the ostensible "good" of community engagement renders them a place of 

regard among news outlets who wish to tell the story of Detroit's upward climb and funding 

agencies looking for signs of healing in Detroit's neighborhoods.  

 The inclusion of the Bangladeshi community in the programming and use of the Play 

House allows PHP to make legitimate claims to the oft-recited notion of "engaging one's 

community," and it is indeed creating spaces for interaction between various ethnic and social 

groups in the neighborhood, a benefit particularly salient given the lack of such spaces within the 

public realm. These spatial practices, however, do not produce public space, but rather extend 
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private space into formerly public arenas, further divesting such spaces of any means of public 

accountability, and thus relying all the more so on a vague ethics of care promoted by the 

funding bodies who extoll the transformative effects of "place-based" arts and culture. Though 

these creative practices may have ameliorating effects on many postindustrial urban ills, they 

also serve to reinforce the power of private philanthropic foundations, whose influence of late on 

Detroit's social and political landscape have reached unprecedented levels. In this way, the social 

production of space, remains a tool of the hegemonic class and serves to reproduce its dominance 

(Lefebvre 1974) and replace the public realm with a moral mandate to provide for one's 

neighbors, thus delineating a socio-moral code for "good" citizenship in a bankrupt city.  

  Although the folding of social policy, municipal goals, and private-funding initiatives into 

economic regimes of impact assessment amounts to a veritable neoliberalization of the arts (c.f. 

Lloyd 2006, Bishop 2012), the complex relationships being navigated by PHP go beyond 

simplistic characterizations of artists as first-wave gentrifiers or as pawns of neoliberal policy. 

While both of these characterizations may be true to some extent, these artists are also 

negotiating their political and subject positions between public and private, and acting in both 

resistance to and compliance with municipal authorities to build upon their visions for their 

neighborhood. Through their positions as neighborhood custodians, they have fashioned 

themselves as exemplars of Detroit's resiliency and resurgence and paragons of community-

based art practice. 

 On the other hand, despite his attempts to retroactively be more community-oriented, 

Tyrone Smith forces the city to confront the reality of neoliberal Detroit (explicitly criticizing the 

city's urban renewal initiatives like subsidizing three casinos to be built downtown). As protest 
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art, his work calls attention to violence, blight, and racism. Rather than moving in a revanchist 

direction, making the houses dwellings again and working within (neo)liberal property regimes, 

he takes over properties (as Molly stated "out of necessity"), exposing the lack of administrative 

authority to enforce property regimes and forces it to perform—for a fleeting moment—a "space 

of governmentality" that rarely exists elsewhere in Detroit. He does not transform the house back 

into a dwelling (or a community center, or a squash court, skate park, or sound studio). Rather, 

his art preserves the haunting nature of the abandoned house, and all of the contradictions that it 

reveals (until someone burns it down).  

 Moreover, these projects throw into focus the ways in which art houses make visible issues 

of property ownership, definitions of property, and the production of value. "Found objects" are 

generally movable ("personal") property, thus, more easily stolen (or reappropriated) than 

immovable property, or "real" property (i.e. real estate). However, as is apparent from the string 

of arson attacks on the Heidelberg Project, immovable property can still be, in effect, stolen by 

fire—removing its value and transforming it into a pile of ash.  

 Furthermore, the spatiality of these property transformations speaks to the artists’ 

intentions. Tyrone Smith primarily transforms the exteriors of the houses, marking the space of 

engagement with his audience as one of spectacle. Entirely outdoors, the Heidelberg Project 

invites the free flow of passersby and can be seen from the public space of the sidewalk. 

Design99 used only the movable property found inside 13208 Klinger, yet displacing and 

recontextualizing it by moving it into the defunct, but re-sanctifed, space of the abandoned Grand 

Rapids Natural History Museum. It was "open to the public" during its period of installation as a 

part of ArtPrize but required one to enter into its space of reverence and look at the objects under 
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the glass of the old vitrines. The objects were thus injected with an aura wrought almost entirely 

from this new curation and context. PHP's Play House removed all the "movable" property 

(some of which was repurposed and some of which was taken to the city dump) and completely 

transformed the interior of the house, leaving the exterior virtually untouched. In this way, its 

transformation into something other than a domicile is invisible to the passerby, and only upon 

entering into it (a private space) can one know of its uses, thus making it an object of insider 

knowledge. In these ways, these projects make visible the politics of dwelling in Detroit. 

 That all of these projects use the single family home as the appropriated substrate of artistic 

intervention is materially, philosophically, historically, and phenomenologically significant. What 

is collectively retained in this substrate is the complex of meanings that have historically been 

significant to Detroiters—the house as a sign of arrival to the middle-class, the house as the 

symbol of what was once unattainable to African-Americans, the house as a shelter and domicile, 

but also the house as exploitable resource, an empty shell, a vacancy, a danger, a menace, a scar, 

and ultimately, something that can become feral.  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 Furthermore, it provides a counterpoint to the oft-heard rhetoric of developers and "change-makers" who boast about "activating 1

spaces" of presumed abandonment and inactivity around the city.

 Becker describes “art worlds” as the collective body of artists, critics, collectors, the art-consuming public, institutions, and the 2

art objects themselves entangled in interdependent social relationships (1982).

 Thames and Hudson Dictionary of Art and Artists, 1994.3

 All names of individuals, with the exception of public officials, have been changed.4

 Italicized dialogue indicates that it is paraphrased from a direct personal communication.5

 The child-like paintings of people in cars and houses lead uninformed journalists to describe his work as "outsider" art but 6

Smith studied at the College for Creative Studies under Charles McGee, another prominent Detroit artist, after returning from 
serving in the army and holding two short jobs with the Detroit Fire department and Ford Motor Company.

 In July 1967 a race riot erupted on 12th Street in Detroit and raged for two days. It was set off by a mass arrest made by 7

primarily white Detroit Police officers of a group of primarily African American patrons of a blind pig. In the end, 43 were 
people were dead, 1,189 were injured, over 7,200 were arrested, and more than 2,000 buildings were destroyed. For an in-depth 
account of the riot, see: Fine, Sidney. 2007. Violence in the Model City: The Cavanagh Administration, Race Relations, and the 
Detroit Riot of 1967, Lansing, Michigan: Michigan State University Press.

 Thomas Sugrue writes of the discriminatory housing practices in the postwar era, stating "African Americans in Detroit faced 8

formidable barriers in the city's housing market, a combination of forces that proved almost insurmountable" (1996:33-34).

 The city's motto was coined by Father Gabriel Richard, a Jesuit priest, as he stood amid the smoldering embers of the great fire 9

of 1805 that destroyed the city.

 As reported by the World Socialist Web Site: Jones, Shannon. 1998. “Protest turns back attempt to demolish Detroit art 10

project,” wsws.org., 23 September 1998. Accessed at: http://www.wsws.org/en/articles/1998/09/heid-s23.html (September 2015).

 Matheny, Keith and Tammy Stables Battaglia. 2013. “What now for Heidelberg, as it battles fires and tax problems?” Detroit 11

Free Press. December 29, 2013. Accessed at: http://archive.freep.com/article/20131229/NEWS01/312290075/Heidelberg-Project-
Fires-arson-taxes, 2015.

 ibid12

 The ethics of care are discussed in greater depth in chapter 4: “Moral Economies of Making: ethics of care, philanthropic 13

giving, and the Grand Bargain.”

 Locke, John. Second Treatise 18.82.14

 Discussed in greater depth in chapter 2: “Detroit as the ‘Wild [mid]West’ and the making of the post-industrial frontier.”15

 The only remaining houses are the Number House (3632 Heidelberg, owned by Thelma V Woods), and the People's House 16

(also known as the Dotty-Wotty House, 3658 Heidelberg, owned by Betty Jane Smith, Tyrone's mother, who still lives in the 
house).

 The national and international media coverage of Detroit's municipal bankruptcy led to a slew of oft-quoted statistics that 17

marked its state of sad decline. One of the more horrifying numbers was the average 58-minute response time of the city's first 
responders.

 The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives and the Detroit Fire Department are still currently investigating. 18

After the "House of Soul" fire, Detroit Fire Capt. Charles Simms stated that they would investigate the arson, adding "Normally 
it's a low priority because it's a vacant dwelling...The only reason (for an investigation) is because it's part of Heidelberg." [...] 
"Throughout the whole city, we get probably eight vacant dwellings a night right now," he said about fires. "Coincidentally it's 
close to Heidelberg. If we got another one tonight, I might become a little more suspicious. I wouldn't necessarily say it's 
targeting Heidelberg at this point.” Source: Battaglia, Tammy Stables. 2013. “Another Heidelberg Project building is destroyed 
by a fire.” Detroit Free Press. Nov. 13, 2013.

 Matheny, Keith and Tammy Stables Battaglia. 2013. “What now for Heidelberg, as it battles fires and tax problems?” Detroit 19

Free Press. December 29, 2013. Accessed at: http://archive.freep.com/article/20131229/NEWS01/312290075/Heidelberg-Project-
Fires-arson-taxes, 2015.

 Ibid20

For example, the neighbor who had contacted Oprah Winfrey and had Tyrone brought on the show for his nationally-broadcast 21

public shaming, has since embraced the project, or at least found a way to monetarily gain from the nuisance of tourists. She now 
asks for a small donation from tourists in exchange for letting them sign her house, turning it effectively into a huge visitors book 
for the Heidelberg Project.
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 HP does have 501(c)3 status, but is still unsure whether or not the city recognizes them as a non-profit organization to the 22

extent of acknowledging their tex-exempt status. This has been an on-going battle for over a decade.
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4 

Moral Economies of Making:  
ethics of care, philanthropic giving, 

and the "Grand Bargain” 

“Detroit: An American Autopsy” (LeDuff 2013). “Detroit City is the Place to Be: The Afterlife of 

an American Metropolis” (Binelli 2012). “Detroit: A Biography” (Martelle 2012). From local 

reporter Charlie LeDuff’s “autopsy” of Detroit (2013) to writer Mark Binelli’s reports on the 

“afterlife” of the city (2012), political scientist Peter Eisinger notes the proliferation of depictions 

of Detroit as a dead body, citing an array of scholars and journalists that cannot resist the literal 

take on the body politic when exploring notions of urban morbidity and mortality (2014). This 

body is not a dying body; it is a dead body, a body after the morgue, a zombie seeking its Dr. 

Frankenstein who will again breathe life into it. Eisinger notes that trends of viewing cities as 

organic phenomena can be traced to classic books such as Jane Jacob’s “Death and Life of Great 

American Cities” (1961) and William Baer’s essay “On the Death of Cities” (1967), though 



neither of these works “truly confront what it might mean for a city to die” (2014:1). Eisinger 

concedes, nonetheless, to the anthropomorphizing trend stating: “Yet today, after observing 

Detroit’s terrible deterioration for several decades, anything less dramatic than the language of 

pathology, curative intervention, and death seems inadequate for understanding what has 

occurred” (2014:1). 

 These writers certainly aren’t the only one’s articulating this metaphor. Artists Laila Dela 

Fuente and Julie Cohen  discuss their “Detroit House” project through idioms of feminized care. 1

Professor of critical studies, Michael Stone-Richards teaches a class at the local College for 

Creative Studies called “Detroit, Critical Theory, and the Care of the City.” A strong moral 

economy is articulated through funding provided by private philanthropic foundations, shaping 

an ethics of care for the city which sets up artists to be the stewards of their inherited, decayed, 

urban environments. Beyond a simple reinforcement of neoliberal policies of self-sufficiency, 

privatization, and decentralized civic services, the ethics and rhetoric of care shape the 

ideological contours of the post-industrial urban subject. 

 Detroit's housing stock acts as the site on which this care is enacted. It is, in a way, a proxy 

for the city—the avatar body, the surrogate cadaver—whose relative state of entropy reflects that 

of the larger city. Such characterizations of decayed urban spaces carry with them a set of 

polyvalent meanings loaded with moral and ethical implications of care, a relationship that has 

undoubtedly been picked up by practitioners of social-practice art, but also, crucially, reaffirms 

and maintains an uneven relationship of power and privilege by occupying the position of 

caregiver (and ameliorative or palliative provider) to the city and its people.  
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Erasing Domesticity: the "Detroit House" and the ethics of care  2

Houses display domestication through signs of care— curtains in the windows, well-kept lawns, 

and pictures hanging on the walls. These accoutrements call them into domestication, where they 

are made into, or brought into being, a home. The dual connotations of domestication — taming 

as well as the Medieval Latin root, domesticatus, which means "to dwell in a house”— are both 

articulated through Julie Cohen and Laila Dela Fuente’s Detroit House project. Though not 

exactly the re-wilding of James Griffieon’s feral houses, these two alumni of the Cranbrook 

Academy of Art describe their process of transforming one Detroit house as "erasing 
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Figure 4.1 The "Detroit House" by Julie Cohen and Laila Dela Fuente (all photos of this project are from 
www.thedetroithouse.com)

http://thedetroithouse.com
http://thedetroithouse.com


domesticity." In this project, they observed and gently facilitated the processes by which a house 

returned to a state of un-domesticity. A process that was completed, in a way, when it was 

demolished in 2000.  

 During the spring of 1998, Julie Cohen and Laila Dela Fuente struck out from the pastoral 

and secluded campus of Cranbrook Academy of Art and headed south toward the city. Cohen, a  

native of rural upstate New York, had spent a year living in Detroit before enrolling at Cranbrook 

for a masters in Architecture. "I was fascinated with the city and would just spend hours driving 

around, looking at the buildings, and you know, fascinated with the vacancy and the possibility 

of re-inhabiting, and the possibility for bringing back industry, and you know, I just had all these 

imaginations of what could be. And then when I enrolled in Cranbrook and they were saying: 

'ok, let's see what the world could be with architecture, and we were ignoring what was going on 

down there; it was very strange" (personal communication November 21, 2014). Cohen told me 

that she and her classmate, Laila Dela Fuente, were painfully aware of the disparities between 

Cranbrook's "pristine campus" and the city of Detroit just 20 minutes south on Woodward 

avenue, where "things were in this totally other state of being. At that point it was just crumbling; 

it was a whole social structure and architectural structure that was crumbing" (ibid).  The stark 

differences in material wealth apparent in these two spaces made Cohen feel uncomfortable. 

Dela Fuente also recalled a sense of intrigue with Detroit and unease with the privilege conferred 

upon her at this prestigious American school. She knew of a vanguard group of students who had 

left campus for the "inner city," but remarked that, in general, most Cranbrook students worked 

in their studios. 
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  Indeed, the dichotomy between the "studio" and the "community" is one that remains a 

salient feature in local artists’ understanding of their place in the region today. Although 

advocates of "socially-engaged" art are at pains not to demonize the studio, public discourse 

(conferences, panel discussion at local museums, blogs entries, arts journals, and journalism, etc) 

about "social innovators" today far outweighs discussions of the solitary artist working alone in 

his/her studio (a characterization that is commonly invoked as a straw man opposite to the 

socially-engaged artists, obscuring the many ways in which such artists are never truly 

autonomous). 

 I was given Dela Fuente and Cohen's names by a prominent local gallerist who pointed me 

toward their work when I inquired about artists using Detroit's housing stock as a medium for 

artistic explorations or transformations. I found it interesting that this pointed me back toward 

Cranbrook alumni. When I interviewed the director of the Academy, Reed Kroloff, he admitted 

that the school has no explicit mission to push its students toward the city of Detroit, but that, 

increasingly, they are doing projects there and settling there after graduation (personal 

communication, January 21, 2013). This was and is happening despite the institution’s intentions. 

Cranbrook Academy of Art was founded in 1932 by newspaper magnate George Booth. It was a 

mecca of modernist design and craft with notable teachers such as Eliel Saarinen and Charles 

and Ray Eames. Booth's plan for the school was to build a sequestered campus, away from the 

bustle of the city, where its students could flourish amid the pastoral landscapes and fresh 

country air.  Yet, as Detroit declined over the postwar decades, increasing numbers of 3

Cranbrook's students were drawn to the city's decaying landscape.  
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 In 2014 and 2015, I interviewed both Dela Fuente and Cohen and read their masters theses 

housed at the Cranbrook Academy of Art library. The two women now hold professorships in 

interior design at Ryerson University in Montreal, and Parsons The New School for Design in 

New York respectively.  

 Cohen recounted their introduction to the house in this way: 

"The professor of architecture there at the time was Peter Lynch and he said 'You 
know, I met this guy named Lee Burns, he lives downtown, on the eastside of 
Detroit, and maybe you want to meet him. He's kind of a grassroots organizer 
dude.' So, I asked Laila if she wanted to come, if she was interested. And she was 
also feeling similarly feisty about being in the studio at Cranbrook, so we went 
down to meet him and knocked on his door, and he promptly took us to his 
backyard. He was an amazing guy, a totally crazy and amazing guy. He had, um, 
combined several lots and was kind of farming them, gardening I should say. But 
he had created under a big tree, he had created a big fire pit where he would invite 
people to sit around the fire. And he lived with his daughter and his grand 
daughter and they would light a fire and he would start talking and tell stories and 
listen to us a little bit and then tell his own stories, and feed us some funny, I don't 
remember what we ate there, bean pie, ya know, stuff from the south, I didn't 
know what it was! 
  The first day we found ourselves there way into the night! We got there at 
4 o'clock in the afternoon or earlier and by 8:30 at night we were...[momentary 
problem with recording].. I felt like we were totally transported. We did a couple 
of those [visits]. And he said: 'Well, why don't you come back and tell me some 
more, 'cause he had just told us stories. After a couple of meetings he said, 'Ya 
know, I have another house. It’s across the street and if you guys want to do 
something over there, you take it. You do something. And so he offered it to us, 
and we kind of felt like indebted to him in a way, like what does he want from us? 
He said: 'No, no, you just do what you think needs to be. I trust you. I met you 
and we spent many, many hours together. I trust that you're going to do something 
that's meaningful, so go explore! Go! Start!' Yeah it was pretty amazing. And so 
we went over there, but we kept feeling like he wanted something from us. Does 
he want us to renovate it, and make it something for him. Or, ya know, what's his 
expectation; it can't be no strings attached; he just gave us a full house! What 
the!? And he just kept insisting that, you know, he didn't necessarily have an idea, 
that we should come up with the idea. And so even that was a struggle. It was 
hard to receive something that was really carte blanche and believe that it was 
that. So we felt a lot of responsibility to him in the beginning. But then we took it 
to heart [that] he really didn't need anything, that we really are going to explore 
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with—we wanted to explore through architecture" (personal communication, 
Nov. 21, 2014).  

Cohen's grappling with this "gift" from Lee Burns marks the beginning of the young women's 

relationship with the community as enacted through the house. They likely had differing 

conceptions of the value of the house as well. To Burns, it may have been a safety liability to 

have the house sit there, clearly empty, not boarded up . This was, perhaps, a way for him to 4

keep less desirable occupants from entering. The house was clearly not worth much on a real 

estate market, but to the young women it was an excavation site rich with knowledge for them to 

mine. 
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Figure 4.2: “Julie Cohen” and “Laila dela Fuente” working on the Detroit House in 1998.



And so Cohen and Dela Fuente set to work on the house, working alongside each other for the 

next three years, each delving into their own processes of inquiry through a slow excavation of 

the remains of the house. Cohen described their process as being driven by a desire to see the 

house as a pure structure and remove "any evidence of living." They slowly stripped away any 

objects left behind, such as remnants of curtains or rugs. They removed "any sign of life that 

clearly had to do with domestic life," in order to see the house as "a blank canvas," and to "see it 

for its layers of history rather than see it as that last moment it had been lived in" (personal 

communication, November 21, 2014).  

 The two women have been revisiting this project in recent years and reflecting on the ways 

in which it shaped their thinking about architecture and interiors. In a 2013 article in IDEA, a 

journal for interior design, Dela Fuente and Cohen write in the abstract: "An abandoned house in 

post-industrial, post-riot Detroit had been stripped of all its useable parts. The walls were 

cracking and peeling and nature was taking over. Erasure of domesticity was settling in, yet the 

unconscious house breathed lives lived through its painted surfaces and its broken 

utilities" (2013:44). This sets the tone of the rest of their article. They lay out the house as a 

body, its peeling paint like skin, cracked and shedding. Its creaky staircase a spine. Its curtain-

less and window-less windows like eyes without lids, forced to bear witness to its surrounding 

decay.  But it was also a body that bore its history; its layers of peeling paint were a palimpsest 5

of previous owners. Its damages were scars of former conflict. But Cohen's initial aim was to 

strip it of these histories and instead anthropomorphize the house itself as a specimen of pure 

form. 
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 Dela Fuente was more interested in elaborating a theory of an ethics of feminized care 

drawn largely from Carol Gilligan's writings. Cohen's inquiry was one led by the hand and 

making, drawing from Richard Sennet's writings on the craftsman. Taken together, however, 

their sensibilities outline an orientation to the house as body, which is cared for by and through 

the work of their hands. They likened themselves to surgeons and their investigations of the 

house to the dissection of a cadaver. The house as body is a dead body. By removing its signs and 

symbols of domestication, they marked it as dead, no longer useful to human habitation. 

 Cohen candidly recalled what soon became apparent. 

"I thought I was going to explore something pure about space and volume and 
proportion of space and explore with my own  hands and build architecture like 
sculpture. Ya know, I had all these ideas about the minimalist art movement and 
changing that into architecture, and how I might do all of that. But very quickly it 
was so obvious, it couldn't be. You couldn't divorce it from the intense community 
and vibration of that neighborhood and the place. [...] And there were neighbors 
that were doing all kinds of crazy stuff. And there was a little neighborhood and 
they were watching us all the time. All the time! So we could never ignore the 
place we were in. Ya know, and then people would come in and visit and drop in 
unexpectedly and ask us questions about what we were doing. And we were 
trying to explore these philosophical ideas of architecture which were totally 
disconnected. They were like: "Whattya makin'? You gonna move in 
here?" (Cohen, personal communication, November 21, 2014). 

Cohen's recollections of their interactions with the neighbors articulate a sense in which the 

house as body is not autonomous but a part of the fabric of a community and neighborhood, one 

in which their out-of-place-ness marked them as suspicious outsiders to be watched. The 

relationship between the interior of the house and their exterior relationship to the people in the 

neighborhood inadvertently mapped out two distinct worlds. The interior of the house, a space of 

artistic exploration and discovery, was frequented over the years by their classmates and teachers 

from Cranbrook, as well as gallerists and visiting artists from all over the country who came to 
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see the house and offer them feedback and critique on their on-going project. Kids from the 

neighborhood, however, were instructed by their parents to not go inside, just stay on the porch 

where they could see them. Cohen recounted one time that the kids had come into the house 

while they were working when some men from the neighborhood showed up and began yelling 

at them. She and Dela Fuente were wearing coveralls and respirators because the work was dirty 

and "we didn’t know what was in the dust and if there was asbestos." Their bodies obscured, the 

men thought they were men and accused them of taking advantage of the children sexually. 

Cohen remembers:  

"They were like: 'We don't know what goes on here. You should let them out of 
your grip.' They said, "Ya know its Friday night and you just don't know what 
happens on Friday night. Friday's payday, people go to the liquor store and then 
who knows what happens.' And it was pretty terrifying, ya know. [...] and then we 
took off the respirators and took of the hats, and they realized we were women 
and it changed their perspective very quickly. It was um... so there were a lot of 
incidents of visitors who expected one thing, or were protecting their 
neighborhood, or thought we were intruders, and so we made an agreement that 
we would just be there a lot. We were not going to be sporadic. We were going to 
be there everyday from nine to five, ya know, just very quietly show up into the 
place to anybody who's looking out their windows, and we knew there were eyes 
in every window, but we never saw half of them" (Cohen, personal 
communication, November 21, 2014). 

As the house was being erased of its domesticity, its usefulness to humans, it simultaneously 

became a specter of anthropomorphic form: "Yet somehow amongst the debris and residue there 

remained a mysterious soulfulness" (2013:45). The operating theatre had become a mask or 

costume, a Body Without Organs, a shell, a vessel, that they could slip into to occupy one world 

and slip out of to occupy another. Cohen spoke about the colliding of these worlds and explained 

that much of their intention with the project was to deal with "the politics of north and 
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south" (meaning Detroit's northern suburbs and the city). She wanted to "take the people of 

Birmingham and Bloomfield Hills and put them in a car and bring them downtown to experience 

the house itself, because you couldn't really get it all from an artifact. You need to be 

there" (personal communication Nov. 21, 2014). She and Dela Fuente had installed an exhibition 

in an up-scale gallery in the suburbs that had grown from their work in the house. Cohen, 

however, recognized that much of what she had learned from the house was a situated, site-

specific kind of affect that taught her things "about care, about politics, about economy, about 

privacy," through spending lots of time in and around the house and through their slow 

excavation of the built form. This is what she wanted to share with her audience, so she and Dela 

Fuente made plans to hold an opening of the project at the house. 

 Perhaps their intentions to expose the upper crust to the affective qualities of a cadaver-

house were not as appreciated by all. Cohen recalled that Lee Burns knew what they were doing 

with the house and that they were bringing all these visitors into it. "He kind of got what was 

going on" but wasn't interested in going to the gallery in Birmingham to see the exhibition. Just a 

few days before the opening, city employees came by and put a "big sign" on the door. Cohen 

recounts, "'Please get all of your things out of here. Any valuables out of here. This building has 

been set for demolition. It’s now owned by the City of Detroit. Get all of your belongings out by 

tomorrow,' or something like that. And . . .it was pretty official" (Cohen, Nov. 21, 2014). Cohen 

doesn't know if it was Lee Burns who called the city in, or someone else in the neighborhood, 

but the timing was too close to the opening of the project to not suspect that someone wanted 

them to stop. 
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"And it wasn't demolished right away. It was still up for a while. But because, you 
know, there were guns involved in everything going on down there; ya know, 
people were armed. Lee Burns was armed. You know, it wasn't lightweight 
danger. We were OK. We knew it; but it could easily flip. And ya know, the 
thought of ignoring that side; thinking, well, how real could this really be? which 
is usually my skeptical attitude. But because of what we knew, it was messing 
with fire, so we had to just respect it. We didn't know if it was coming from Lee, 
or it was from the city, or it was coming from someone in the neighborhood, but it 
had to be respected" (Cohen, personal communication, November 21, 2014). 

Cohen and Dela Fuente abandoned the project and the house was eventually demolished. Now 

three of the four corners at the intersection of Concord and Warren are vacant. Even when Dela 

Fuente and Cohen were working in the house, "all that remained was skin and bones. The skin 

was dry, cracking and peeling. The skeleton – the interior structure and foundation – was 
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Figure 4.3: The “Detroit House” project, insides out; photo copyright of the artists



crumbling" (2013:45). Now the organs are reconstructed outside the body, and chairs sit in an 

empty lot where a house once stood. 

 While Cohen exuberantly told me about much of their interactions with the neighbors and 

Lee Burns, she and Dela Fuente do not discuss this aspect in any depth in their writing about the 

project. Here, Dela Fuente's concern is to elaborate an ethics of care that draws from eco-

feminist theory and the writings of psychologist Carol Gilligan (1982). In this way their process 

of excavation gets labeled as feminine in comparison to a masculine wholesale deconstruction of 

the house . In the IDEA article they write: "Our research drew on women's ways of experiencing, 6

understanding, and valuing the world" (2013:54). The women's way of valuing and 

understanding the world is articulated through an "ethics of care," in which "cooperation, 

relationships and care for others, essentially replace conflict, confrontation, and notions 

regarding 'rights' and 'duties'" (2013:54) They describe their investigative process as one in 

which they position themselves "away from the conventional approach of imposing 'expert' 

knowledge" (2013:54). The ethics of their practice are grounded in this positioning of themselves 

as inquirers rather than experts. Nevertheless, this position of inquiry, which espouses a humble 

stance, here is used to describe their relationship to the house, not their neighbors. The wish to 

create a horizontal relationship through an ethics of care is enacted through their interventions 

and interactions with the house as body. The house is the site of their political intervention and 

the mediator of their relationship to their neighbors. Yet, Dela Fuente's elaboration of the project 

as feminine forms of care-giving, ironically pushes it into an uncomfortable supposition of 

neutrality, neutering its ability to truly acknowledge the politics at play. 
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 When the gallerist first informed me of the "Detroit House" project, it was the second time 

in one week that I had come across the phrase "ethics of care" in relation to artistic practices in 

Detroit. Why care? What about Detroit was soliciting this particular characterization of the 

relationship of artist to city or urban fabric? The first invocation of these ethics I heard came 

from professor of critical theory at the College for Creative Studies, Michael Stone-Richards.  

 At a conference on Social Practice art in Cleveland, Stone-Richards argued that through the 

relational aesthetics of social practice art, "what we are looking at, fundamentally, is the 

production of a new kind of subject." He argued:  

"this new subject is both a product of and in tension with the neoliberal 
framework, but the neoliberal framework is not David Harvey; it is Michel 
Foucault because the neoliberal framework has absolutely nothing whatsoever to 
do with classical free market theory as Adam Smith might have understood this 
and has everything, instead, to do with the question of the technological 
intervention into life itself, that is to say: biopolitics. What would this framework 
be: the framework would be this: care" (public talk, November 7, 2014).  

He traced this framework first through theology, then through philosophical anthropology (citing 

Heidegger), and finally through feminist psychology (citing Carol Gilligan); essentially arguing 

that "social practice" art in Detroit is a relationship of care in which the caring enacted is for the 

city of Detroit as a body in need of recovery, rehabilitation, and repair.   Stone-Richards went on 7

to assert that the house is the mediation between the body and the city and gave examples of 

several artists in Detroit that have painted images of houses,  or used lists of foreclosed homes in 8

collage pieces,  or built house-like forms out of neon lights.  However, Stone-Richards’ 9 10

conclusion was that an ethics of care affords a horizontal relationship rather than one in which 

the gift-giving sustains or even reinforces one's power over the recipient. His reading of Foucault 

seems to ignore the politics of biopolitics in favor of a generalized reciprocity of care. To see 
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care for (and management of) Detroit's post-industrial landscape as a form of biopolitics would 

require an inquiry into the ways in which these bodies (whether the bodies of the people, the 

body politic, or the city as body) are being managed by the state and, in this case, non-

govenrmental forces (such as corporate and private philanthropic interests). In the following 

section, I will describe some of the ways in which private philanthropic foundations shape these 

moral economies, thus managing the body politic and, indeed, as Stone-Richards argues, 

producing a new kind of subject. 

 The occlusion of power in these relationships of care is one that I have encountered many 

times in public forums about the state of the arts in Detroit. It seems that care-giving within this 

discourse is seen unequivocally as a horizontal relationship of equity, or even a responsibility of 

the artist. This is perhaps due to the conflation of types of relationality being discussed. Social 

practice art is often seen as an outgrowth of what is called "Relational Aesthetics," a term coined 

by Nicholas Bourriaud in 1998 to describe emergent art practices that he saw increasingly using 

social encounters and exchanges as the medium of the work itself. "Art is a state of encounter," 

he writes (1998:7). However, this shift from the interpersonal relationships that characterize 

Bourriaud's "Relational Aesthetics" to a relationality that describes the artist-as-steward of their 

post-industrial environment, is perhaps the point of friction in much of the discourse about 

Detroit, art, and revitalization. In this slippage, Gilligan's relational ethics gets subsumed into 

relational aesthetics and Detroiter's become merely symptoms of the health of the city, a veritable 

litmus test of the city as an ailing or dead body. This relegates the residents of the city to either 

secondary beneficiaries or victims of the city's health  with "art" (deliberately broadly defined) 11

acting as the gatekeeper of care—as we will see in the description of the Grand Bargain below. 
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Furthermore, much of the creative labor enacted on houses in Detroit, even if seen as a 

relationship of care or relational ethics, is often not a practice of Relational Aesthetics as defined 

by Bourriaud because the primary aim or intervention is not necessarily an art of encounter but 

rather a transformation of property and the creation of private value. As was the case with Dela 

Fuente and Cohen's Detroit house, the elements of encounter were secondary, an unexpected 

result of their primary goal to explore the interior of the house. 

 To appeal to an ethics of care as a way to conjure a horizontal relationship between urban 

beings is to collapse a relational aesthetics into relational ethics and ignore the politics of care. 

Moral economies such as these inevitably set up some as the judge and others as the judged. 

Those in a position to craft the moral ideologies shape and define their subjects all the while 

giving them recourse to believe they have dominion over the land. In Detroit, the private 

philanthropic foundations confer rights of stewardship upon individuals and organizations by 

appealing to their sense of sovereignty, all the while shepherding recipients of their funds toward 

their goals and plans for the city. These moral economies are elaborated through various fields of 

interaction: through a notion of Detroit as a body in need of care, through the funding 

structures--both philanthropic and public-- that attempt to heal this ailing behemoth, and the 

valorizations of the work of the hands as a conduit of care and, both, a literal and figurative locus 

of giving. In this way, the hand that makes is the (presupposed) hand that cares.  

The Hand that Gives: Designing Cities Through Philanthropy  12

Early in September of 2013, the red carpet was rolled out onto the uneven sidewalk in front of 

the Fillmore in downtown Detroit. In an air of excitement, the movers and shakers of Detroit's art 
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scene were ushered in to celebrate the first round of grants being awarded by the Knight 

Foundation's Arts Challenge. In the previous year, the foundation ceremoniously announced its 

intentions to invest $19.25 million in Detroit's arts and culture sector, acting on what it believes 

to be a critical mass of individuals who are "blending entrepreneurship, creativity, and civic 

activism in imaginative ways" (website). Dennis Scholl, Knight's Vice President of the Arts is 

primarily responsible for this philanthropic focus, and on this evening he kept his introductory 

speech brief. He was, however, sure to mention the cost of being a beneficiary of the foundation's 

largess. Speaking to the 56 awardees, he said: "This is not a one way street". . ."we're expecting a 

lot from you: nothing short of changing a city." 

 Such grand expectations of artists are increasingly being leveraged in Detroit through the 

funding apparatuses of philanthropic foundations, the rhetoric of civic leaders, and the coverage 

of specific projects in local and national media outlets. Under the tenure of Dennis Scholl, the 

Knight Foundation has spearheaded a focused mission to fund arts and culture in its core cities  13

through a combination of sustained giving (funding of larger organizations such as the Detroit 

Symphony orchestra, and the Detroit Institute for the Arts) as well as annual competitive arts 

grants, called Arts Challenges that are open to anyone (individuals or organizations). Dennis 

Scholl's gloss on the arts, however, is decidedly not the kind of art  that one "does alone in a 

room;" it is explicitly (though vaguely) "community"-centered, and builds upon the Foundation's 

commitment to "informed and engaged communities".  In attempts to keep barriers to entry low, 14

the Knight Arts Challenge (KAC) initial submission process requires only a 150-word 

description of your idea. The KAC grants are matching grants that focus on funding innovative 

ideas in the arts. They are not concerned with the long-term feasibility or sustainability of 
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projects, but rather, as Detroit Program Director, Katy Locker, explained, they see these grants as 

seeds of change (personal communication April 30, 2014). The Knight Foundation, more so than 

other funding agencies operating in the city, saddles its arts mission to an explicit goal of social 

change and community development, fostering a watershed of rhetoric and claims-making 

among the artistic and creative community with little or no means for assessment. 

 Another major funder of the arts in Detroit, the Kresge Foundation, dominates the media 

with its annual announcements of its Kresge Artist Fellows and its biannual ArtX Detroit (a 

multi-day, multi-venue exhibition of the work of it's Artist Fellows). Kresge has been funding the 

arts in Detroit for a longer period of time than the Knight Foundation (the Kresge Artist 

Fellowship awards are in their seventh year), but since the Knight has taken on an explicit 

mission of funding "arts for social change" Kresge has subtly shifted its funding focus. Kresge 

Artist Fellowships, which are just one arm of the Kresge Foundation, annually award $25,000 to 

about 20 individual artists in the tri-county area that includes Wayne, Macomb, and Oakland 

counties (encompassing Detroit and its surrounding metropolitan area). This commitment to 

supporting artists in the metro-Detroit region requires that artists submit proof of residency 

(evidence of tax payments, a lease, or title on a house, or utility bills), which functionally bars 

applicants without legal documentation of resident status and rewards artists in "good" standing 

with the state.   15

 The application for "a Kresge" (as they're colloquially called) requires a "Community 

Impact Statement" that should "explain how your work impacts and inspires individuals and 

groups around you." However, there was a subtle but significant shift in the language of this 

question in the subsequent year. It changed from: "How does your work reflect and/or enhance 
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communities within metropolitan Detroit?" to how does your work reflect or enhance 

"communities, locally or nationally, such as artistic communities, educational communities, 

neighborhoods, specific populations or audiences, or those you mentor. It is up to you to consider 

and define the community or communities that your work impacts" (emphasis added). This shift 

from a marked focus on the metro-Detroit area as a "community" to the recognition of an artist’s 

work having impact on a broader, national or international community of artists freed applicants 

from feeling beholden to vague notions of social uplift in their neighborhoods and allowed artists 

to continue their "studio-based" practice without (or with less) shame. 

 Nevertheless, local blogs (such as ModelD media) and other media outlets tend to valorize 

artistic projects that perform some perceived social good. This moralism, which articulates finely 

with the "ethics of care" described above, elaborates an intricate moral economy of making that 

situates creative production within the political economy of urban renewal and subsumes one's 

ethics under a rubric of economic (i.e. financial, jobs creation, etc) indicators. In this way, 

creative production is instrumentalized as part of the broader (largely privately-funded) efforts at 

urban revitalization. 

 I had the unique experience of feeling instrumentalized in this way when I was awarded a 

small grant from an international foundation for the microcinema that my partner and I had 

started in our loft in downtown Detroit. In this case, we experienced the added "sexiness" or lure 

of Detroit as gem in the crown of achievements of philanthropic identity construction. This 

foundation described our project in a newsletter subheading as: "Free film furthers urban 

revitalization." They went on to describe our project as connecting "entertainment, people, and 

activism" by offering "a free local screening with a program that creates awareness and 
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support for related social causes." These were not our words, and we had never purported such 

social "causes" to be a driving force behind our endeavor. Indeed, our focus on experimental and 

avant-garde films may have absolutely nothing to do with building awareness about locally-

specific social causes. This perhaps typical, but egregious, error was met with an email to the 

foundation staff, pointing out their insensitivity to histories of urban renewal, and particularly the 

tension in Detroit around media depictions of young, white saviors of a city that is 83% African-

American. We tried quite hard to distance ourselves from the stink of neo-colonialism and 

accusations of gentrification, but by accepting money from these institutions we were effectively 

not only allowing them to use us as marketing ploys for their broader agenda of "socially-

engaged" arts, but inadvertently contributing to the narrative of Detroit-as-frontier-for-do-

gooderism.  

 Through these uneven relationships of patronage, private philanthropic foundations 

encourage artists' commitment to their local community, setting an agenda of what is often in 

grant-speak referred to as "place-making," while constructing a straw-man of "the community" 

as a charged idiom of authenticity and placed-ness. Indeed the Kresge, Knight and many other 

foundations joined a nation-wide coalition and federally-backed branch of the National 

Endowment for the Arts called "ArtPlace." ArtPlace, in particular, takes up the mantle of 

"creative place-making," which was coined by Anne Markusen for a study commissioned by the 

NEA. ArtPlace holds three tenets to its philosophy: place, community engagement, and outward 

orientation. The recognition on a national and federal level that arts and culture sectors should 

play more active roles in the revitalization of communities and their funding of projects to do so 

cannot be overstated. The rhetoric of place, and even, as president of NEA, Rocco Landesmann 
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has called it "terrior," evokes the kind of placedness of French vineyards and saddles the arts and 

culture with grand expectations of authenticity to "place." To be sure, there is a big difference 

between a community-based youth theatre and an individual artist pursuing their craft, but, 

nevertheless, the explicit imperative of many funding agencies to "give back" yokes artistic 

practice to vague moral values while the success of such projects is primarily measured in terms 

of economic indicators of revitalization and job creation (see figure 4.4), thus instrumentalizing 

artistic labor towards economic revitalization efforts and positioning it within a neoliberal frame

—we might call this the "neo-liberal arts.” 

 When my fieldwork began in 2011, there was very little public or even private critical 

discourse about the role of the foundations in arts and culture funding. The city was still very 

happy to blindly take any form of investment. There was a sense at that time that when you're at 

rock bottom you can't make demands or ask questions, a city-wide version of the "beggars can't 

be choosers" adage. However, over the course of the next several years, as Detroit built up its 
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reputation as a hub for the arts, and even influential arts organizations such as Galapagos Arts 

Space were moving their entire operations from Brooklyn to Detroit,  a space for critical 16

discourse slowly opened.  

 In 2015, at a public conversation inside the aptly named Kresge Court in the recently saved 

Detroit Institute of the Arts, three artists sat on stools in front of microphones and addressed an 

audience of museum-goers, fellow artists, gallery-owners, and collectors. The conversation was 

called Detroit Responds and these three artists were asked to respond to a series of talks that the 

museum had sponsored over the past several months dealing with the arts in contemporary 

society. One of the moderator's first questions got right into the mud: "Throughout history artists 

have often played an adversarial role challenging cultural and social norms. We're seeing a 

number of artists in Detroit create projects that revitalize communities. Is the role of the artists as 

disruptor diametrically opposed to the artist as community builder?" (public forum, March 18, 

2015). A heavy silence sat in the air, then some slightly nervous laughter before one artist 

replied: "The artist has to be everything in this day and age. I'm sort of joking but I'm sort of not 

joking." As the discussion progressed, the artists on the panel expressed frustration with what 

they perceived to be a trend in the championing and funding of "safe art" (meaning not 

aesthetically or conceptually or even affectively challenging) and that the implicit question being 

asked by funders was "will your art make it safe for speculators?" One artist succinctly put it this 

way: "the idea that your art should uplift the community does not come from the 

community" (ibid). This was the first time I had heard people publicly speak criticality about this 

trend in Detroit with the exception of an article by artist-anthropologist, (and my sister) Rachel 

Yezbick, published in a new online arts and culture journal called infinite mile in April of 2014.   17
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 Yezbick notes that the encouragement by arts funders for "community-based" art, not only 

encourages "artists to prioritize and personify the city in their art practice" but also indemnifies 

the foundations, shifts the risk to the artists, and turns the artist into veritable poster-children for 

a rebound that Detroit has yet to truly experience (2014). She argues that the funders are using 

the artists to rebrand the city and that artists that accept their money are tacitly agreeing to being 

propped up as "cultural gatekeepers" who authentically represent the city. In her estimation, 

when the Knight Foundation asks artists to describe the ways in which their work "reflects the 

identity of Detroit," this often forfeits recognition of their work within broader art scenes in favor 

of "the insight and voyeurism they provide into a highly mythologized and misunderstood 

city" (ibid). This systemic and focused giving thus conflates artistic labor and vitality with that of 

the city; a "vibrant" art scene equates to a vibrant city, and again the private money plays Dr. 

Frankenstein to the dead body of the city; animating it with an air of authenticity to the Detroit of 

its own design. In this way, the artists are being utilized to produce and distribute “socially-

produced values” rendering their artistic work the mere byproduct of these larger processes 

(Szreder 2013:41). Warsaw-based curator Kuba Szreder describes this process of the annexation 

of artistic labor stating: “What matters is a control over the social processes of valorization and 

distributed symbolic production” (2013:41). The philanthropic foundations funding the arts in 

Detroit seem to have a monopoly on the valuation of artistic labor and thus have largely 

harnessed this labor force toward their own philanthropic agendas. 

 In 2012, the Knight Foundation held a grand soirée to announce its new commitment to the 

arts in Detroit. In his closing remarks, President Alberto Ibargüen invoked their role as 

metaphorical palliative caregivers, wielding the arts and artistic labor as a scalpel; saying:  
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"So with this investment we hope to bring new energy to the artists and the 
entrepreneurs driving the future of Detroit. So when somebody years from now 
asks how we succeeded in our quest to lift the soul of a dying community in 
Detroit, I hope they'll point to some of the things we'll do starting tonight, some 
art things, some surprising things, some amazing things, and some genuinely, 
authentically Detroit things. Thank you very much” (October 23, 2012).  

 

The Detroit Institute for the Arts (DIA) and the "Grand Bargain" 

The ethics of care and the placement of arts within society as a gate-keeper of care-giving was 

also demonstrated at this time through the municipal bankruptcy proceedings. As Detroit was 

nearing the end of Emergency Financial Manager Kevin Orr's appointment, tension mounted 

over whether he'd be able to come up with an adjustment plan that would satisfy the city's many 

creditors and be approved by the federal Judge Steven Rhodes, who was presiding over the 
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bankruptcy case. A new hope emerged as talk of a "Grand Bargain" bubbled up in local and 

national news. The Grand Bargain was a central negotiating deal that allowed the city to settle its 

bankruptcy within the remarkably fast 18-month period. What actually went into this complex 

deal between philanthropic foundations, the city, the state, creditors, and pensioners is largely 

obscured to the public. But the emergent public dialogue about it was framed as a simple either/

or relationship: art (from the museum collection) or pensions.  

 As the bankruptcy proceedings unfolded, there was a critical moment in public and 

political discourse when Kevin Orr (backed by Republican governor Rick Snyder) announced 

that the city was going to have its art collection appraised by Christie's Auction House.  18

National and local uproar ensued, including a literal fire-breathing dragon created by a local 

artist, which was driven up to the DIA's front lawn before it ignited a flaming sign that read: 
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"#Save the art” (see figure 4.6). Protesters rallied in front of the DIA chanting "No more 

corporate vultures, keep you hands off our culture," and museums across the nation watched as 

the DIA's Van Gogh's and Picasso's seemingly went on the chopping block. As the smoke of the 

initial media frenzy cleared, it became clear that the intention was never to sell the art outright 

but to use it as leverage for loans to pay off the city's creditors. Nevertheless, the blurry 

ownership of the art and the ability for it to be seized as city assets worried museums, patrons, 

and art-loving citizens across the country. 

 In Detroit, this took on a very particular meaning. In order to comprehend the true 

magnitude of these proceedings, some recent and deep-seated histories need to be brought to 

bear. The DIA has had a fraught financial relationship to the city and the state since its inception. 

The museum was initially charted as a "public arts institution" and then incorporated in 1885 as 

the Detroit Institute of Arts Corporation (DIA Corp), with the expressed purpose of "founding of 

a public art institute in the City of Detroit." Much of the art donated to the institution came from 

the collections of rising auto barons. Eventually the city began to provide funds to support the 

museum, but due to the fact that the museum was not a municipal entity, the Michigan Supreme 

Court ruled this support unconstitutional in 1899. To resolve that tension, DIA Corp placed some 

of its assets in the City of Detroit itself, with the understanding that the city would maintain them 

for public benefit. In 1918 an amendment was made to this charter giving the city the authority to 

take and to hold charitable gifts for art purposes. These gifts were formally deeded to the city 

(including the building, the land, and the collection) in 1919, beginning what was to become 

several decades of public-private collaboration (Abt 2001). Already at this point, donations had 

lessened as Detroit’s auto boom was already on the decline. By becoming a municipal 
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department, the museum was able to secure its holdings, but its fortunes were then linked to the 

city whose own finances became increasingly unstable . 19

 Since then, the DIA has been surviving primarily on private donations and struggling to run 

this world-class museum on a budget that was a fraction of comparable museums in the country. 

In August of 2012, a proposal showed up on regional ballots that asked for a 0.2 mill property tax 

to be added for residents in the tri-county area of metro Detroit.   Much, but not all of, the DIA's 20

collection, its building, and grounds, at the time, were still owned by the City of Detroit, but the 

city was not providing any support. The institution was managed by a non-profit operating 

authority overseen by a board of directors from the tri-county area. Museum director, Graham 

Beal told the Detroit Free Press "If it passes it means that for the first time in decades we'll be a 

normal museum... We'll have predictably stable incomes for operations. We can raise money for 

endowment, we can plan programs and exhibitions for the future and other museums will want to 

work with us because they'll know we're going to be here.”  The museum had, indeed, been 21

forced to close its doors in the past when it couldn't maintain sufficient revenue to cover 

operating costs (see figure 4.7).  

 The proposed millage would tax residents of Wayne, Macomb, and Oakland counties, 0.2 

mills, which means 20 cents per $1000 of taxable property value for the next ten years (ending in 

2021). This was a strategic plan to attempt to leverage some of the wealth that sits just outside of 

Detroit's border. Detroit is in Wayne county. Macomb county, immediately north-east of the city 

is a working class area and 85% white . Oakland county, northwest of the city is 77% white, and 22

is among the ten highest income counties in the United States . This millage raised sensitive 23

issues that have lingered in the region for decades. Many in Detroit's wealthier suburbs, 
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particularly those old enough to remember the 1967 "race riots" are unsympathetic when asked 

to provide financial support to the region (including the long-dying city of Detroit). The wealth 

disparity between Detroit and its surrounding suburbs is often mapped onto the racially distinct 

line north and south of 8 Mile, providing much fodder for the expression of racist ideologies. In 

one highly publicized incident, the 6-time re-elected County Executive of Oakland County, L. 

Brooks Patterson, was quoted in an article in the New Yorker entitled "Drop Dead, Detroit!" as 

saying that he had "made a prediction a long time ago, and it's come to pass. I said, 'What we're 

gonna do is turn Detroit into an Indian reservation, where we herd all the Indians into the city, 

build a fence around it, and then throw in the blankets and  corn. " Many white suburbanites 24

also often remember the decades of white flight in the 1960s and 1970s with a remarkably 
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consistent misquotation of then-Mayor Coleman Young telling all the white people to leave and 

that the city didn't need them. This history of antagonism made many in the suburbs tight-fisted 

even though they were the primary patrons of the museum. In the end, the millage passed by a 

narrow margin, but the fate of the museum was far from settled.  

 The “Grand Bargain” was a deal struck by a coalition of private foundations, the State of 

Michigan, and the City of Detroit to protect the art in the DIA’s collection from being sold off to 

satisfy debt collectors and save city pensions. As part of the "Grand Bargain,” in June of 2014, 

the DIA negotiated to have the building, grounds, and all of the city-owned art to be transferred 

to a charitable trust to protect it from being sold to creditors. On November 7, 2014, Judge 

Steven Rhodes approved the plan of adjustment and Detroit emerged from Chapter 9 bankruptcy. 

In the end, philanthropic foundations (including the Knight Foundation and the Kresge 

Foundation) contributed a combined $366 million to be given over 20 years, the DIA pledged 

$100 million. This was matched by an offer from the state of $350 million ($195 million of 

which was given up front, and which came with a caveat of 20 years of state oversight of the 

city's budget) . City employees also agreed to a reduction in their pensions.  Nevertheless, the 25 26

ostensible purpose of these grand gestures was a tangled discourse that had set up the scales of 

opposition as a choice between the art or the pensions.  

 The Grand Bargain was "grand" because it was a way to fund the pensions that essentially 

"saved" the art and satisfied the creditors. How, exactly, this was orchestrated is less relevant 

than the discourse that surrounded this heroic and unprecedented maneuver of public and private 

interest and investment. The decision to frame the discussion as 'pensions vs art' is critical. Many 

residents in Detroit saw Orr as a puppet of Republican Governor Rick Snyder, and as a pawn for 
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Snyder’s ulterior motives to bring Detroit more closely under the rule of the state. When the 

Michigan legislation was debating the prospect of the state chipping in to allocate funds to the 

Grand Bargain, State Rep. David Nathan (D-Detroit) was the only lawmaker to oppose the 

package on the House floor, suggesting the state oversight "could go on forever" and would 

essentially represent a "takeover" of the city;" saying  "I do not trust this will work out for the 

betterment of my community."   Orr could have set pensions on the bargaining table in 27

opposition to any number of things - the fire department, police department, water, etc - but he 

chose art. It played out well for the Governor, who in 2014 was awarded the Public Leadership in 

the Arts for State Arts Leadership presented by the Americans for the Arts in honor of his efforts 

to support the arts in Detroit. Gov. Snyder was seen as the hero in a crisis that many believed to 

be constructed by him. The nominating body, ArtServe Michigan, praised Gov Snyder for his 

"efforts in keeping the creative economy afloat by increasing state funding for the arts and 

culture." "Just a couple of days ago," the announcement continues, "the Governor proposed 

committing up to $350 million of state money for protecting Detroit pension benefits and 

securing art works from the Detroit Institute of Arts. " 28

 The role of the foundations in the Grand Bargain was enormous, but their commitment to 

filling the gap of public sector funding in the city of Detroit was not unprecedented. In March of 

2013, coincidentally on Orr's first day as EFM, Mayor Dave Bing announced a deal made 

between seven Detroit-based businesses,  the Kresge Foundation, and the city, through the 29

Downtown Detroit Partnership. The $8 million deal provided the cash-strapped city with 100 

new police cars and 23 new ambulances , and set the stage for future partnerships between city 30

and foundations. Rip Rapson, president of the Kresge Foundation, noted that it was 
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"unprecedented"  for the foundation to fund city expenses in this way, but this has been an 31

increasing trend. When I asked the Detroit Program Director for the Knight Foundation, Katy 

Locker, if there was anything in the public sector that Knight would not fund on principle, she 

paused and asked me to elaborate. Stumbling to clarify, I said "like for reasons of setting 

precedent...putting too much private investment in something that should be public...for reasons 

of accountability ...?" "No," she replied. "I think Knight is particularly willing to be 

entrepreneurial and responsive to a situation. So there's not much that they would just blanket 

say they won't fund." She explained that the Knight Foundation was one of the first to commit 

support for the Grand Bargain. She continued:   

"It is so outside the box for foundations to participate in something like this. It 
would be very reasonable for any foundation to say that we don't want to set a 
precedent of bailing out the public sector, or we don't want to be involved in 
something so controversial. However, all the foundations involved, 6-8 now, 
really were able to take that step back and say: 'Well, we say that we're investing 
in these cities, so if we're really investing, then maybe we have to take a step 
more than just funding some fun thing, or some interesting building, or an 
education program. This is about the future of the city, so how could we say no. 
For me, it was very revealing going through that conversation and to see that not 
just Knight foundation but other foundations were willing to take that step. At this 
point I'm like, well, there's nothing we wouldn't do! If it, ya know, if it made 
sense to our board. It all comes down to our board support and our president. So I 
think we're pretty open. Just like any foundation we have a viewpoint built off of 
our mission and our leadership, but we also..." She interrupted herself, took a 
breath and started again: "the beauty of foundations is that they're accountable to 
the IRS to maintain things as charitable, and they're accountable to their board 
and the rest is up to them. So its...and I think people miss that sometimes, 
particularly in Detroit, there's a perception like: 'Hey, the foundations are 
accountable!' Actually, ya know, we're accountable to the IRS to maintain 
charitable status, but its private dollars and private folks who get to determine 
what happens to them. So it leaves a lot of flexibility if you have a leadership 
structure that's willing to use that flexibility." (Personal communication April 30, 
2014). 
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Conclusion 

In the precarious climate of bankruptcy and its immediate aftermath, the city of Detroit has had 

to rely on the largess of both corporate interests and private philanthropic foundations. The 

veritable erosion, if not complete decimation, of the public sphere leaves a skeleton of a body 

politic that leans heavily upon corporate and philanthropic social agendas. These missions are 

agenda-driven, and as Katy Locker explained, private interests are ultimately only accountable to 

their own board members. In this way, the public becomes dependent upon a moral agenda of 

philanthropic giving, forced to trust that the hand that feeds has its best interest in mind. Care is 

not, as Michael Stone-Richards would have it, a horizontal relationship, but rather one that 

maintains positions of power by reinforcing the notion that the powerless (i.e. the city) cannot 

take care of itself—a notion that pervades racist ideologies spouted by former Detroiter's and 

those that migrated north (i.e. L. Brooks Patterson). Despite the intentions of philanthropic 

foundations, ideologies of care provide fuel for those seeking legitimacy for racist 

characterizations of the city. Public pensions are the state-managed care of bodies -- a clear 

instantiation of Foucault's biopolitics (1978, 1997). When these systems of public care-giving are 

fulfilled by private money, the management of those bodies gets subsumed under an ethics of 

care, and the body politic becomes the body philanthropic as it is removed from the public realm. 

While the foundations funded the pensions in order to "save" the art, the artists in turn are being 

asked to care for the "community." Through the funding apparatuses and the rhetoric of an ethics 

of care, the normalization of neoliberal economic policies is daily reaffirmed in the construction 

and valorization of the "artist-as-care-giver," or the "community-engaged" artist," enacting an 

instrumentalization of creative production.  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 pseudonyms1

 I was tempted to title this section “The Schizophrenic and the Little Girls” making reference to the title of the chapter in which 2

Gilles Delouse first lays out his notion of a Body without Organs in his book, The Logic of Sense. It strikes me as apropos that 
the little "girls" in this story, too, are interested in surfaces, while the "schizophrenic" presumed to explore depths, here played by 
critical theory professor Michael Stone-Richards. The Body without Organs is, of course, the House.

 The landscape itself was constructed. Rolling hills were made out of flat land and water re-routed to create babbling brooks 3

throughout the wooded campus.

 As was discussed in earlier chapters, when houses sit empty they become potential targets for unwanted squatters, drug dealers, 4

and/or prostitution rings, and most neighborhoods do what they can to keep empty houses securely boarded to prevent these 
activities from entering their neighborhood.

 In this way, Dela Fuente and Cohen are following in a tradition of architectural writing that draws upon and references the 5

human body as a philosophical and metaphorical correlate. These analogies can be traced back to the Roman architect Vitruvius, 
writing in the 1st century BC, whose work later led Leonardo Da Vinci to draw what is now referred to as the Vitruvian Man (the 
male human body drawn inside a circle and a square to represent patterns of proportion to be replicated in all other forms). This 
long tradition of referencing the human form is believed to have been abandoned with the rise of modernist architecture (see: 
Vidler 1994:69).

 Cohen mentioned that a group of male architecture students in years previous had gone into the city and  completely 6

deconstructed a house, organizing all of its raw materials into 5-gallon drums and piles based on their elements.

 Presentation at Cleveland conference "Unruly Engagements," November 7, 2014.  7

 The notion of city as body has a long history as well. In discussing the shift in medical opinions in 18th century France, 
in which a healthy body was one whose skin could properly breathe and whose blood could easily flow, Sennet describes how the 
circulating body led to the desire for cities to also be free-flowing, where excrement and waste are carried away in sewers rather 
than thrown into the streets, and surfaces were flattened for easy cleaning. He writes that in this way, Enlightenment planners 
made motion an end in itself, and words such as "arteries" and "veins" were applied to city streets by designers who sought to 
model traffic systems on the circulation of blood through the body (1994:264). 
 It was these notions of the circulatory city that led Pierre L'Enfant to design Washington DC on a model of several 
radial nodes overlaid upon a grid, such that the seats of power were not the only nodal point. L'Enfants' multi-centered, multi-use 
plan reflected Enlightenment beliefs about the importance of circulation in a city (1994:267). After the fire that destroyed Detroit 
in 1805 had been contained, Judge Augustus Woodward came up from the capital to survey the damage. He declared that Detroit 
would be rebuilt based on the planning done by L'Enfant in Washington, DC and quickly declared the central artery after himself 
("Woodward Avenue"). However, the plan was never fully executed, and still today, Detroit's downtown only bares one full node 
at the center plaza, Campus Martius, and one half circle node at the misnamed "Grand Circus" park, ironically mitigating the 
decentralizing intentions of L'Enfant’s original plans. Detroit's downtown became dominated by its outgoing radial spokes, five 
main arteries that by the postwar era were draining the city of its lifeblood, rather than equally circulating people and goods in 
and out. These infrastructural and planning decisions continue to mitigate the proper flow of people through the cities, favoring 
instead the quick commute into the city center on highways carrying personal automobiles. Thus, paradoxically, the highway 
system in Detroit, is not only like a sick circulatory system that keeps certain parts of the body deprived of oxygen, but maintains 
such malady through the protection and support of isolated, and racially- and economically-segregated neighborhoods.

 Nancy Mitchnick8

 Ed Fraega9

 Osman Khan10

 Meanwhile, when Detroiters are given agency, there seems to be an equal but opposite conflation of person and city, as is 11

invoked in much of the activist rhetoric that chants, “Be the change you want to see in the world.” This endowment of 
individuals' agency asks them to enact the changes that they believe must be made to continue life in this bankrupt and precarious 
environment, but does little to hold governing bodies accountable and demand that systems be changed.

 In September of 2014, I attended a talk entitled "Designing Cities through Philanthropy." It was being held as part of the first 12

Urban Innovation Exchange Symposium, an event put on by a coalition of media and community partners with common goals to 
“advance Detroit's growing innovation movement.” Crowds filled the unfinished, gutted first floor of a former office building in 
downtown Detroit that was being transformed into an art studio and residency. The President, Alberto Ibarguen, and Vice 
president for Community and National Initiatives, Carol Colette, both of the Knight Foundation,sat on stools and addressed the 
eager audience. They used this platform to announce another new initiative of the Knight Foundation called Knight Cities 
Challenge, that, much like the Arts Challenge, accepts proposals for innovative ideas in making the city a better place. This is not 
design by consensus, this is design by philanthropy, just as they proclaimed.

 The Knight Foundation is a national foundation that has core cities in which it funds the arts. They include: Philadelphia, 13

Detroit, and Miami and are all cities in which the Knight brothers owned newspapers.
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 personal communication, Katy Locker, Director of Detroit Program at knight Foundation, interviewed on April 30, 2014.14

 I first heard this critique publicly expressed by local art historian and professor at Wayne State University, Jeffrey Abt, who 15

was sitting on a panel discussion at the Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit. The panel discussion was titled: "What makes a 
Detroit Artist?" and several local members of the intelligentsia chimed in, including Michael Stone-Richards.

 This case involved a highly publicized purchase of nine abandoned industrial buildings across the city. See this article in Artnet 16

News: David Ebony, "High Rents Drive Brooklyn's Galapagos Art Space to the motor City," December 8, 2014. accessed April 
21, 2015. file://localhost/Users/juliayezbick/Library/Application%20Support/Firefox/Profiles/csgjie9w.default/zotero/storage/
RDD95R77/high-rents-drive-brooklyns-galapagos-art-space-to-the-motor-city-191405.html

 Rachel's article grew largely out of conversations that she and I had been having with each other and her artist-partner, Cedric 17

Tai, since we had all lived together during the summer of 2011—the summer in which our other housemate, Corrie Bauldalf and 
friend and informant, Olayami Dabls received Kresge Artist Fellowships. 

 Local newspapers reported that the DIA's collection was appraised at $8.1 billion, nearly half of Detroit's debt at the time 18

(estimated at $18 billion). However, the portion of that work that was owned by the city (about 2,800 pieces) was appraised to be 
worth $454-867 million, with one Van Gogh being worth $150 million.

 Kennedy, Randy. 2014. “‘Grand Bargain’ Saves the Detroit Institute of Arts,” New York Times, November 7, 2014. http://19

www.nytimes.com/2014/11/08/arts/design/grand-bargain-saves-the-detroit-institute-of-arts.html, accessed March 2016.

 The tri-county area includes Wayne, Macomb, and Oakland Counties. The wealth and income disparity between Wayne and 20

Oakland counties is great.

 Stryker, Mark. 2012. “DIA’s past puts its future in jeopardy.” Detroit Free Press. July 22, 2012.21

 2010 US Census22

 Detroit Regional Chamber of Commerce23

 Williams, Paige. 2014. "Drop Dead, Detroit!" New Yorker Magazine. January 27, 2014 Accessed at http://24

www.newyorker.com/magazine/2014/01/27/drop-dead-detroit, April 2015.

 "In addition to the money, the House package approved Thursday would attach several "strings" to the state's financial 25

contribution, provisions designed to win over skeptical lawmakers and protect taxpayer investment in Detroit. […] 
A financial oversight commission modeled after a similar board in New York City would have broad authority to review and 
approve city contracts, collective bargaining agreements and budgets. The commission could go dormant if the city meets certain 
financial goals over a three-year period and could be dissolved if it is dormant for 10 straight years.” Source: Oosting, Jonathan. 
2014. “Michigan House approves $195 million for Detroit 'grand bargain' bankruptcy deal.” Mlive, May 22, 2014. Accessed at: 
http://www.mlive.com/lansing-news/index.ssf/2014/05/michigan_detroit_grand_bargain.html, July 25, 2014.

 Greenblatt, Alan. 2014. “Deal in Detroit Could Signal Cuts to Pensions Elsewhere.” National Public Radio. June 22, 2014. 26

http://www.npr.org/2014/07/22/334054904/deal-in-detroit-could-signal-cuts-to-pensions-elsewhere, accessed March 2015.

 Oosting, Jonathan. 2014. “Michigan House approves $195 million for Detroit 'grand bargain' bankruptcy deal.” Mlive, May 22, 27

2014. Accessed at: http://www.mlive.com/lansing-news/index.ssf/2014/05/michigan_detroit_grand_bargain.html, July 25, 2014.

 “Governor Rick Snyder is awarded the 2014 Public Leadership in the Arts for State Arts Leadership,” ArtServe in the News, 28

News and Media, 2014 [see: http://www.americansforthearts.org/by-program/promotion-and-recognition/awards-for-arts-
achievement/annual-awards/public-leadership-in-the-arts]. Another aspect of the disingenuousness of the state in this matter is 
that the state had defaulted on a previously established agreement (made back in the 1990s when Engler was governor, but 
defaulted on by Governor Granholm) to give revenue sharing money ($200 million) to Detroit for lowering its city taxes.  Detroit 
only lowered its taxes part of the agreed amount so the state didn’t pay anything. See: Wattrick, Jeff. 2012. “A $220M Question: 
Why doesn't Detroit sue for the revenue sharing money it says it's owed?” MLive, March 21, 2012. Accessed at: http://
www.mlive.com/news/detroit/index.ssf/2012/03/a_220m_question_why_doesnt_det.html

 According to Detroit Unspun, the eight business donors were Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan, Chrysler group, Ford Motor 29

Company, General Motors, Quicken Loans, Penske Corporation, Platinum Equity LLC (who own Palace Sports and 
Entertainment). Accessed April 15, 2015: http://blog.thedetroithub.com/2013/03/25/innovative-deal-provides-100-new-police-
cars-23-ambulances-to-boost-city-of-detroit-public-safety/).

 The vehicles were offered for lease. The city does not own them.30

 Unknown Author. “Volunteers Step Up to Supplement Slashed Detroit Services.” Chronicle of Philanthropy, May 10, 2013. 31

https://philanthropy.com/article/Volunteers-Step-Up-to/219439
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5 

Dismantling the Master’s House: 
creative de(con)struction and 

acts of resistance 

“The nkisi has life; if it had not, how could it help and heal people? 
But the life of a nkisi is different from the life of people; it is such that 
one can damage its flesh, burn it, break it or throw it away, but it will 
not bleed or cry out” (Janzen and MacGaffey 1974: 35, qtd. in 
Schildkrout and Keim 1998). 

“Fordist Urbanism” is described by urban planner Michael McCulloch as the culture that 

arose from a boom in worker housing created by Detroit industrialists, real estate developers, and 

workers from the beginning of Ford’s “Five Dollar Day” to the Great Depression (2015). 

McCulloch describes workers’ homes of this era, exploring the ways in which housing 

simultaneously provided a space of agency —through the outfitting, care, and maintenance of 

homes—as well as a source of precarity through “crises of racial violence and home foreclosure” 

(2015:xiii). In these first decades of the twentieth century, homeownership was linked to the 



notion of the “middle class.” Realtors presented homeownership as a means of financial security 

yet “speculative investment and racial segregation undermined that security from the 

beginning” (2015:xii). McCulloch elaborates upon the struggles to realize the Fordist promise of 

domestic security in exchange for hard work, arguing that Detroit’s narrative of boom and bust is 

ultimately inaccurate, and that it’s ‘glory days’ of stable prosperity for workers never existed. 

Rather, he proposes that a “Fordist Urbanism” is most clearly conceptualized as a “single, 

precarious and contradictory process of modernization” (2015:2). 

McCulloch suggests that this history of precarity is instructive for understanding housing in 

Detroit today—that we might look to the ways in which housing “can influence the management 

of risk within society, the social construction of difference, and worker’s continued struggle for 

security.” (2015:xiii). Though the workers being addressed in this dissertation are cultural 

workers, rather than factory workers, one might ask: What has become of these struggles for 

domestic security? How do Detroiters today manage risk in the face of realty cultures of 

speculation? And in what ways do these struggles intersect with race, class, and civic identity in 

the proverbial postindustrial frontier? Furthermore, in what ways are artists using the material of 

Detroit’s housing stock to resist the legacy of “Fordist Urbanism”? 

Houses maintain promises of prosperity but are undeniably fraught with precarity today. 

They are the last vestige of dreams of middle-class stability, mementos of days that were 

presumed to be more stable than today. Yet, as many entrepreneurs and artists have discovered, 

even in their state of feralis, some houses can still be reworked, made value-generating through 

either reassembling them into something new (at times, a new product), or redefining them into a 

new relationship of communitarian exchange. This chapter explores the ways in which creative 
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transformations of housing stock enable acts of resistance—resistance to real estate markets, 

resistance to municipal oversight, resistance to ascribed identities. As prompted by McCulloch, it 

explores the management of risk, the continued struggle for security, and the social construction 

of difference (as articulated through race and the notion of the “Detroit artist”). Crucially, these 

projects also highlight some of the racial politics of creative production in Detroit. How are 

transformations to the housing stock differentially coded when done by black Detroit artists? 

How do race and privilege intersect with the enforcement of municipal programs? And what do 

the politics of aesthetics (c.f. Ranciere 2004) reveal about race relations in the city? If the 

hegemonic processes described thus far in this dissertation—private sector take-over of 

downtown, the valorization by philanthropic foundations of the artist-as-steward of an ailing city, 

the cycles of foreclosure and the municipal management of emptiness— are forms of 

domestication, how, then, is domestication resisted, and how do acts of subversion elaborate 

political subjectivities of resistance? 

Deconstruction has become an organized process since establishments like Reclaim Detroit 

have begun working in the city. Founded in 2011, Reclaim Detroit is a “social enterprise” that 

diverts materials from landfills by deconstructing Detroit houses rather than demolishing them. 

They work with the city to identify houses slated for demolition that can be dismantled in a cost 

effective manner. They gather and store salvageable wood and architectural features in a 

warehouse where they offer vocational training programs through partnerships with other jobs-

training, nonprofit organizations. They also sell the wood to “countless woodworkers, designers, 

and entrepreneurs to use materials from our past to reinvent Detroit” .  1
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 Several small businesses use such reclaimed materials to make products out of the dregs of 

decay, essentially inserting the materials back into the market and re-commodifying them.  

Wallace Detroit Guitars (established 2014) makes guitars from reclaimed wood from Detroit 

houses.  Homes Eyewear (established 2012) makes sunglasses from the city’s “deconstructed 2

housing stock.” LeadHead Glass (established 2013) makes handcrafted terrariums from windows 

reclaimed from Detroit’s fallen mansions. They state, “We only use responsibly sourced materials 

from hand deconstructed homes. Our commitment is to recycle and reuse our local resources by 

creating fine American-crafted terrariums.”  The language of environmentalism, sustainability, 3

“craftivism, ” and natural resources here is applied to the decaying houses of Detroit, invoking a 4

sense of stewardship and civic responsibility in their proper (hand-deconstructed) dismantling, 

turning blight into “responsibly sourced” artisanal material and injecting it with a dose of local 

pride and social capital.  

While guitars, terrariums, and eyeglasses thrust the materials back into a state of commodity, 

other dismantling projects have aspirations to remove the houses forever from the “perennial gale 

of creative destruction” (Schumpeter,1942:84) . The difference between reinserting the materials 5

of Detroit’s decayed housing stock into the market and the projects discussed below are 

significant. While they may all share a common desire to better their urban environments through 

utilizing the abundant “resource” of Detroit’s housing stock, the fact that the latter resist the 

commodification of the houses and their elemental materials reveals a fundamental difference in 

their motivations and their relationship to forces of ‘domestication-by-capitalism.’ By either 

entirely removing the houses from the market or through subtle forms of subversion, the projects 

discussed below avert risk through communitarian organizing and appeals to higher powers. By 
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managing their risk through processes of creative deconstruction, they create value that exists in 

excess of formal “real” estate. They demonstrate Ingold’s notion of creativity as improvisation, 

rather than creativity as innovation; creativity as process and relationship-building, rather than as 

product creation (2007). 

Skill-sharing, Community Land Trusts, and working off the grid 

“This is a two-family house,” Halima explained when I told her that I was interested in the 

transformation of single-family homes in Detroit. Halima is an artist, activist, and a single 

mother of two in her mid thirties. Born and raised in Detroit, she identifies herself as a “child of 

God on planet Earth in the present tense." She lived on the East Coast of the United States for a 

decade, attended Howard University, and has strong leftist and anti-capitalist convictions. We sat 

in the living room of a home that had been in her family for three generations. “My grandfather 

was one of thirteen, so there were always aunts and uncles coming through from Ohio and West 

Virginia” (personal communication, February 17, 2016). Like any well-worn house, the wood 

floors creaked and the walls showed signs of many layers of paint. Her cat lazily wandered over 

our laps and lounged in the cradle of the windowsills as we spoke. 

 Her description of the house as “two-family” belied a historically significant distinction. 

She explained that her neighborhood, on the east side of Woodward Avenue in Detroit’s North 

End, had been a Jewish enclave until about the 1930’s when many African-American families 

moved in. “This was one of the first areas to break the restrictive deed covenants based on race,” 

she explained (ibid). Her paternal grandparents bought the 5,445 square-foot multiple-family 
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home in the 1930’s. It was built in 1915 and, as Halima described it, was built “like a 

tank” (ibid). 

 Just blocks away, the mansions of the Boston Edison neighborhood, with many houses 

exceeding 10,000 square feet, were exclusively single-family residences. During the height of 

Detroit’s auto boom, these were the residences of the Olds (of Oldsmobile), the Dodges, and 

Fords. Halima explained that a friend of hers who owns a coop in that neighborhood today 

cannot actively advertise it as such because of old city ordinances that restrict these houses from 

having more than three non-related residents. The large houses in her neighborhood, on the other 

hand, were made for multiple-family living arrangements. 

In 2013, Halima bought the house next door to hers in the Wayne County Tax Foreclosure 

Auction for $600. The house had been vacant for five years with the exception of a few squatters 

who stayed for about six months. Also a two-family residence, it is over 4,000 square feet and in 

need of a complete renovation. She bought the house with the intention of renovating it using a 

skill-share system so as to avoid using the dollar in exchange for labor. Her plan was to have 

tradespeople with home construction and renovation skills (plumbers, plaster-workers and 

finishers, electricians, carpenters, etc) help her fix up the house and she, in return, would create 

short ‘how-to’ videos to share with the local community to educate people on how to fix and 

maintain their own homes. She supplemented the skill-share with funds from a crowdsourced 

fundraising campaign. She also had intentions of outfitting the house to exist off the grid; 

harnessing its energy needs from renewable sources like solar and wind energy and setting up a 

rain catchment system with 255-gallon drums to provide the house with water. When the house is 

fully renovated, she wants to live upstairs and use the first floor as a residency or meeting place 
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where people can visit, share ideas, and hold workshops or conferences. She has begun this 

process of renovation and keeps documentation of her progress on a blog that includes the “how-

to” videos, but she has run into a few unexpected obstacles along the way—some material (like 

lead in the paint and asbestos in the walls) and some authoritarian (i.e. the Detroit Land Bank 

Authority). 

“Eventually I’d like to have several houses right around here and link into the community 

land trust” (ibid). Halima is motivated by a long-term view and a desire to make good for future 

generations. She hopes to change systems of oppression and dispossession to ensure a better life 

for, as she put it, “all the grand-babies” not just her own (ibid). A community land trust is an 

affordable housing model that entered into federal law in 1992 as Section 213 of the Housing and 

Community Development Act. Ideally, community land trusts (CLTs) ensure the continuance of 

affordable housing, help to stabilize neighborhoods, mitigate against market-driven 

displacement, and prevent foreclosures by purchasing contiguous parcels in a neighborhood with 

a combination of philanthropic funds and public funds (including federal housing subsidies). 

They then sell the homes to residents who lease the land from them. The CLT maintains 

permanent ownership of the land and sets the prices at which the houses can be bought and sold, 

thus ensuring permanent affordable housing.   6

Community land trusts have the potential to allow communities to escape the cycles of 

foreclosure that have plagued Detroit. Crucially, they also signal an incremental move towards 

autonomy in the face of gentrification and urban development schemes by securing themselves 

against the fluctuations of the real-estate market. Although Halima did not put it in these terms 
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explicitly during our conversation on that day, there is also a racial motivation behind these 

efforts to secure affordable housing in Detroit.  

Race and sovereignty  

As discussed in chapter one, the gentrification and developments happening in the city’s central 

core are seen by many long-term and African-American Detroiters as a revanchist take-over of 

the city. One African-American informant described it to me, saying: “All that stuff happening in 

midtown is great, but it’s clearly not for us” (personal communication, October 25, 2013). 

As political scientist Peter Eisinger explains: “the desire for local autonomy and the 

prescriptions and interventions of outsiders plays out inevitably along racial lines” (2014:5). The 

sense among African-American Detroiters that they needed to fiercely guard their sovereignty 

was heightened after the establishment of black political control in 1973 (when the city elected 

its first black mayor, labor activist, Coleman Young) (Eisinger 1980). Though this was a big gain 

for black sovereignty, the transition to black political dominance was fragile and many black 

Detroiters feared whites would take away what they had worked so hard for (Eisinger 1980). 

Though today the city has seen its first measurable increase in its Caucasian population since 

1950 and in 2012 elected its first white Mayor in 40 years, the population remains over 80% 

African-American.  The State government, however, is led by a Caucasian Republican governor. 7

These racial disparities contribute to persistent antagonisms between the city (Black and 

Democrat) and the state (White and Republican). For example, during the bankruptcy 

proceedings the city relinquished management of its large island park, Belle Isle, to the State 

Department of Natural Resources (DNR) on a 30-year land lease agreement. The city was 
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struggling to maintain the grounds of the 985-acre park, which includes a zoo that has been 

abandoned since the 1980s and is completely overgrown with foliage. Before the bankruptcy, on 

any given day, you could find many people picnicking, barbecuing and listening to music from 

their cars on Belle Isle, which under city management allowed free access to the island. The 

DNR now charges a nominal entrance fee to all vehicular traffic entering the park (as they do for 

all state parks). People still use the park, but many Detroiters saw this as part of larger efforts by 

the state to control city assets and seize the city’s public gems, as well as fodder for racist 

sentiments that hold that Detroiters are incapable of caring for their own city (as described in the 

previous chapter).  

The notion that Detroit can’t take care of itself and that it requires charity from the state and 

surrounding counties to function fails to recognize the historic role the metropolitan area played 

in creating the wealth and infrastructure disparities that we see today, as well as the ways in 

which the broader metropolitan region is currently dependent on Detroit economically, socially, 

and politically. The overtly racist statements of Oakland County Executive, L. Brooks Patterson 

(discussed in chapter four) echo other more subtle, but no less deleterious, racist sentiments often 

heard from the largely Caucasian cities surrounding Detroit. 

The placing of public lands into conservancies which are often developed by public-private 

partnerships is seen by many Detroiters as a thinly-veiled expropriation of public goods by state 

and private sector interests.  Many Detroiters feel that the state (both the State of Michigan and 8

institutionalized structures of power more generally) has been systematically robbing them of 

their rights and their property for decades, essentially, leaving the city to rot for decades and only 

providing assistance as a means to exercise their power over the city and manage it, or tame it 
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from afar. These sentiments are not unfounded. Between 2011 and 2015, eight out of the ten 

cities in Michigan that had State-appointed emergency financial managers were predominantly 

African-American, leaving almost 50% of Michigan’s African-American population with no 

elected local governance (see figure 5.1). Activists in Detroit have called this dictatorial and 

racist and see it as an extension of the dispossession of African-Americans in the 20th century. 

The State of Michigan Public Act 72, first introduced in 1990, allowed the state to intervene 

in financially distraught municipalities and school districts by appointing emergency financial 

managers (EFMs).  In 2011, Governor Snyder’s administration attempted to pass Public Act 4, 9
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Figure 5.1: Chart showing percentage of African-Americans under receivership in 10 Michigan cities.



which would extend the powers of EFMs. In 2012 residents of Michigan voted against PA 4 in a 

state-wide ballot. Nonetheless, Governor Snyder pushed legislation through in a lame-duck 

session that, in effect, upheld PA 4, empowering EFMs to dismiss locally elected officials, to re-

write or repeal labor contracts, to sell public assets, and to implement new taxes on residents. 

Furthermore, this act blocked residents from being able to vote on such matters in the future. 

The appointment by the state of Emergency Financial Managers is essentially a temporary 

dismantling of democracy. It allows the state to wrest power from all locally-elected officials for 

an indeterminate amount of time in order to “manage” a problem in the city’s finances. The EFM 

is a physical manifestation of the state within the city, presenting very real extensions of state 

power. For many Detroiters this also symbolized a broader trend of their political dispossession. 

For these reasons, and others, many African-American Detroiters I spoke to expressed a 

concern with protecting what was rightfully theirs, but also acted upon a penchant for 

subversion, recognizing that for decades state and municipal systems have not necessarily been 

in their favor. Whether not paying their property taxes or illegally siphoning water or electricity 

from the grid, tactics of subversion are a relatively common means of survival. In the past 

decade, and increasingly since the housing market crash, the management of vacant or tax-

delinquent properties has become a hotly-contested space upon which these struggles for 

sovereignty and self-determination play out vis-a-vis city and/or state power.  

Many of Detroit’s financial ills come from the atrophied tax-base, which has fallen to such a 

degree that the city cannot afford to pick up garbage or light street lamps in all of its vast 

territory. Simplistically put, this denuded tax-base (together with decades of mismanagement) is 

what placed the city under $18 billion dollars of debt and prompted the bankruptcy proceedings. 
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Once the EFM was removed and city officials were able to reclaim power over city operations, 

one of Mayor Duggan’s first orders of business was to begin cracking down on absentee owners 

and tax-delinquent properties through a nuisance abatement program  — essentially attempting 10

to rebuild the tax base by getting more properties back ‘on the books.’ In 2012 he formed the 

Detroit Land Bank Authority (DLBA), a public-private partnership, to manage the city’s 

residential property holdings (currently nearly 46,000), auctioning off a few per day starting at 

$1000 each. The DLBA is “a public authority dedicated to returning Detroit’s vacant, abandoned, 

and foreclosed property to productive use.”  The nuisance abatement plan enacted by the DLBA 11

mandated that owners of vacant homes bring those homes up to code and have them occupied 

within six months or risk forfeiture of the property to the DLBA. This measure was put in place 

to mitigate speculators who were purchasing inexpensive homes (often for $500- $1000) in the 

auctions and then sitting on them presuming perhaps that they could “flip” the houses after 

Detroit makes its projected comeback. Absentee owners would often take advantage of the fact 

that it takes three years of tax delinquency to fall into foreclosure and risk losing ownership of 

the property. Because nearly 50% of the properties in the tax foreclosure auction were falling 

back in the hands of the city or county (after three years of not paying property taxes, c.f. Detroit 

Future City Strategic Framework), Mayor Duggan sought to stymie this cycle of foreclosure by 

enforcing a stringent attack on blight, vacant houses, and absentee ownership in the city.  

Mayor Duggan’s nuisance abatement program defines a certain “enemy of the state” as those 

who are not actively participating in the rebuilding of Detroit’s tax base through residential 

occupancy. A certificate of occupancy, however, requires that the property have running water 

and electric facilities. While it does not mandate that these utilities must be provided by 
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municipal grids (managed and provided by private utility companies), the relatively short turn-

around time of six months has proven detrimental to renovation projects that aim to exist outside 

of this norm.  

The “Master’s House” 

Halima had been working on renovating the house through her skill-share program for a few 

months before she ran into the DLBA. She had worked with local electricians, for example, to 

tear out most of the old knob and tube electrical system in the house, hoping to outfit it for solar 

powered electricity when she was halted one day by notice of seizure taped to her door.   

During our conversation, Halima mentioned several times that she feels cornered into 

compliance with the state. “I keep running into these contradictions,” she opined, “how [can I] 
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Figure 5.2: Notice of Seizure from the DLBA (photo provided by the informant).



live a life intent-fully and in alignment with what I truly believe in and navigate easily the 

myriad systems that are superimposed on top of everybody’s body?” (personal communication, 

February 17, 2016). Exasperated at the city’s intervention in her plans, she said: “Its like, OK. [I] 

bought it, [I’m] working on it, and all of a sudden, I get this seizure notice on the door from the 

Detroit Land Bank so-called Authority.” Her voice raised as she sarcastically remarked, “I love 

how quasi-governmental agencies can pop up out of no where and then be given authority over 

other aspects of peoples lives. So, you know. Its like, OK, you’re gonna seize my property? And 

then they coerce me into signing this thing, because this is their new policy. This is the new 

Duggan policy” (ibid). Halima notes that for the last couple of years she has made less than 

$15,000 annually. For her, to be able to purchase the property next door and slowly renovate it 

using little to no capital investment, is both politically and individually empowering. It is her 

way to circumvent the economic system that tells her that she is poor. Halima described the 

enforcement of the nuisance abatement program, as “the most ridiculous bully tactic for the 

residents” (ibid). She points out that the program is applied generally and does not distinguish 

between absentee owners and owners such as herself, who may have intentions to renovate but 

need a little more time to gather the social or economic capital to bring the property up to code. 

Moreover, she sees it as unevenly applied to residents as opposed to bank-owned properties, 

stating that the bank-owned house right next to hers has been left open to the elements and 

squatters, scrappers, or drug dealers, unless she boards it up herself using her own labor and 

material resources. To her knowledge, the vacant bank-owned house has not been given a notice 

of seizure from the DLBA. 
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Halima’s frustration with the city’s uneven enforcement of nuisance abatement codes is 

echoed by other Detroiters who feel that it unfairly hurts those who do not have the capital to 

renovate their homes that quickly. Many of the vacant houses in Detroit are in need of major 

renovations that can cost anywhere from a couple thousand dollars to hundreds of thousands, 

depending on the size of the house and the condition of the property. In this way, the Mayor’s 

efforts to clean up the blight is unintentionally harming many of Detroit’s residents who are 

trying to do just that, while simultaneously forcing them into compliance with codes of 

occupancy and favoring the quick-fix-ups of “flippers” who can afford the initial capital 

investment required to renovate expediently. 

The uneven enforcement of the nuisance abatement program was made clear to me when I 

spoke with Melissa (of Power House Productions) a few days later. She informed me that they 

had bought a house in their neighborhood from the DLBA auctions after learning that none of the 

adjacent neighbors wanted it. It had some fire damage as do many of the homes in her 

neighborhood, but she said it was not a total loss. The time frame of the auction was short and no 

one was bidding on the house, so rather than see it demolished, Power House Productions shelled 

out the $1000 to buy it from the city and paid its back taxes (another requirement for DLBA-

purchased houses). However, with all the other houses they were working on (six in total at the 

time), they were unable to fully renovate the house within the six-month period. They decided to 

board it up and wait until they had the time and grant money to fully renovate the house. It has 

been over a year since they acquired the house and the DLBA has not delivered a notice of 

seizure. When I asked Melissa why she thinks they were overlooked, she said, “Part of me keeps 

thinking: ‘they’re going to bust us, they’re going to take it back,’ or ‘they’re going to come 
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calling.’ They haven’t yet, and I don’t know if it’s just because they’re so bogged down that they 

haven’t noticed, or if they’re cutting us some slack. They actually used our project houses and 

our work in the neighborhood as a selling point on the listings, so I was like, ‘we can do 

whatever we want!’” (personal communication, February 21, 2016). If the DLBA were to 

repossess a house they had sold in their auction, the buyer loses the money spent to purchase the 

house and payment for back taxes in addition to losing the deed—this is the risk, the gamble 

when purchasing these low equity homes.  

Melissa recognizes the uneven enforcement of such programs and is aware of the privileges 

she is afforded as a Caucasian with access to many financial and social capital resources. In an 

earlier interview, she had gone to great length to explain her awareness of her privilege; that she 

has knowledge (i.e. about how to apply for and win grants, what key language to use, and where 

to find such pockets of money), experience (as an architect and designer), and access to networks 

and resources that she knows most people do not have. She admitted that these privileges provide 

her with a safety net, of sorts, that protects her from many of the risks that others take on when 

doing such work (personal communication November 1, 2013). But she and Power House 

Productions have not been completely free from their own run-ins with municipal authority. 

While Power House Productions has a working relationship with the city, they, too, have had to 

struggle over the years.  

For example, when they got a grant from the Tony Hawk Foundation to build a skate park in 

their neighborhood, the city fined them for not having a commercial trash pick up at the site of 

the skate park, which they were building in phases over the course of several years. The skate 

park is on private land that they bought from the city. They tried to negotiate with the city to 
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have it remain in public ownership (so that the city could also cover it with injury liability 

insurance), but the city refused. They then had to create clauses in the contracts with the funders 

because the park was on privately owned land. After all this, she exclaims, “we get notices from 

the building department because we’re taking too long to build the park; it’s like we’re 

fundraising, fuck you” (personal communication, November 1, 2013).  

She also described going through permitting processes for their Power House (which is also 

off the power grid) and that the city sent the wrong inspector out to the house twice. They also 

had their application for property tax exemption rejected the first time on grounds that it was 

missing some requirements and then on account of the house being “abandoned” (PHP is eligible 

for tax exemption because they are a non-profit). Like Halima, Melissa was exasperated at the 

city’s rigidity, saying “its not abandoned, we’re trying to renovate it!” (ibid). “I mean, I don’t 

want favoritism or hand-outs,” she said, “but the process is so oblique and not transparent and its 

so trial and error, and its like you have to figure it out. You have to go to the city building and 

figure it out” (ibid). 
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Figure 5.3: Before and After photos of Halima’s house repairs (images courtesy of the informant)



Halima is still fighting the city, trying to fashion her house into the vision of what she 

imagined it to be without losing the property to the DLBA. After she received the notice of 

seizure, Halima was forced to comply with the DLBA’s demands or risk losing the property. The 

DLBA requires owners of unoccupied houses to submit reports of progress being made on the 

house every 30 days. This could be in the form of “Before and After” photos emailed to them, or 

printed out and mailed in to their office. They are vague about what constitutes adequate 

“progress” in the renovations,  but if you are unable to pass an inspection for a certificate of 12

occupancy after six months, you can apply for a 90-day extension. Halima is on her third such 

extension.  

As Halima was telling me about taking her before-and-after photos, showing that they had 

cleared all the debris from inside the house, or that she had shoveled the front sidewalk, or 

cleared the trash from the surrounding property, I could not help but think about Ford Motor 

Company’s “Helpful Hints and Advice” pamphlets that illustrated in ‘Before and After’ pictures 

the “good” worker houses from the “bad,” and the sanitary kitchens from the unsanitary. Though 

not fully a corporate entity, the DLBA is a public-private partnership, thus its enforcement of the 

city’s occupancy codes comes to reinscribe a position of corporatized, quasi-public power over 

the residents of Detroit and the management of their homes.  

Halima sees the DLBA as part of a land- and property-grabbing campaign sanctioned by the 

city government, but fueled by corporate interests. She was exasperated by being told that she 

had three days to act on the seizure notice and being forced into action by an “authority” that is 

not fully a part of elected public governance structures. “It feels like an ever tightening, um, 

constraint/boundary/encroachment on what is under a person’s control versus corporate, 'cause 
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Figure 5.4: Before and After images of Ford employees’ homes (images: Benson Ford Research Center)



I’m not even calling the government ‘the people,’ it’s not. You [the government] are clearly 

against us. It’s corporate control” (personal communication, February 17, 2016). 

Her frustrations with this expression of governmentality and the “little encroachments against 

personal freedoms” led her to publish a series of Haiku poems accompanied by photographs of 

the house. The piece, entitled “dis-MAN-tl-ing the Master’s House” was published in a local art 

journal. “The master’s house,” she explained, “is this global, capitalist, Euro-centric, fear-based, 

scarcity-based super-construct that in 2015 we are born into” (ibid). Halima sat with her legs 

crossed on a chair in her living room, her thin frame vibrating with vexation. She said that the 

DLBA’s actions seem to be a part of broader forces of dispossession plaguing the poor in Detroit. 

“This doesn’t feel like my house,” she said, angered that she has to fight for ownership over a 

property that she already purchased. She explained that blight removal programs such as these 

make her feel as if she is in “somebody else’s house and somebody else’s construct;” but she 

recognizes that things could be different (ibid).  

She is now working with a local, low-profit, limited liability company (L3C) that has been 

given permission by the city to begin building a pilot eco-district on Detroit’s east side. This 

district would be a community of several houses built on their own micro-grid of geothermal 

energy, allowing the houses to be net-zero energy consumers. Hoping to protect the fragile status 

of this nascent project, Halima was hesitant to reveal too many details. When I asked her where 

the pilot was being developed, she replied that it was in an area that the Detroit Future City 

Framework had designated as a dead zone of sorts (an area that is unplowed with no utilities or 

municipal services, etc). This, she explained, laughing, was exactly what they were looking for: a 

space they could develop without being forced to be on the city’s power grid and without the law 
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enforcement agents coming to tell them to stop. For Halima, this model presents the promise of 

“self-interdependence” — a communal living environment that is not beholden to the state. 

“There are way different ways of being in the world” she exclaimed “and reclaiming that self-

determination and right to autonomy is going to be super key in the next ten years for folks who 

live in cities” (ibid). 

Of Water and Money: the toxic vitalism of Flint’s Water Crisis  

As Halima described these aspirations, it became apparent that, to her, a clear link existed 

between self-determination, autonomy, and energy and utility sources. She had previously been 

quite involved as an activist protesting the Detroit water shut-offs of 2014. During this time, the 

Detroit Water and Sewerage Department (DWSD) was shutting off the water of thousands of 

families a day on account of outstanding water bills (delinquent for three or more months). Local 

activists appealed to Amnesty International who deemed access to water a basic human right and 

condemned the DWSD for their actions. The water shut-offs became caustic when Child 

Protective Services got involved and began removing children from homes without running 

water. Halima explained that in an effort to recover their losses the DWSD was coming after 

people’s property as well. “It never used to be that a water bill could turn into a lien against your 

property,” she said, “and now, you must be tied to the grid or they’re coming for your children, 

too!” (ibid) But just a year later this water crisis was dwarfed by the inhumanity of the Flint 

water crisis.  

 Flint, just 60 miles north of Detroit, is a small postindustrial city that faces many of the 

same challenges as Detroit—a dwindling tax base, rampant blight, struggling schools, etc. The 
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story of Flint’s lead-tainted water is a complicated one and still unfolding. Many local and state 

officials, including the governor, are currently testifying in a congressional hearing to determine 

their complicity in the lead poisoning of Flint’s residents. Thus far, it has been confirmed that in 

April of 2014 Flint’s state-appointed Emergency Financial Manager approved plans to switch 

from using water from DWSD and temporarily source Flint’s water from the Flint River (a 

notoriously polluted river) while a pipeline was being constructed to get the water from Lake 

Huron. In the interest of cutting costs, decisions were made to forego adding an anti-corrosive 

chemical to the water supply (a cost estimated to have been around $100/day). The heavily 

polluted Flint River water corroded the pipes causing lead to leach into the water. Flint residents 

were not informed of the presence of harmful levels of lead until residents and local doctors 

began to complain of skin rashes and other signs of lead poisoning (i.e. hair falling out and even 

blindness).  

 In early 2016, the issue has garnered international media attention and huge efforts are 

underway to provide Flint residents with clean drinking water and bring those accountable to 

justice. Though media attention has helped to bring complicit parties to justice, the long-term 

effects of lead poisoning, particularly to the health and development of Flint’s children, will be a 

social, environmental, and public health issue for decades to come. The legacies of toxic 

chemicals and particulate matter in industrial and postindustrial landscapes mark the bodies of 

Flint residents. Their bodies, like their houses, are porous, vulnerable to toxic wastes that carry 

class distinctions with them inscribed in and through these permeable boundaries (Similar 

industrial toxic ecologies are described by Walley 2013, Nash 2006, and Fortun 2001). Indeed, 

when the media has had its moment and the Flint water crisis has ceased to be breaking news, or 
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a pawn in political stump speeches,  the long duree of this disaster will continue to effect the 13

lives of Flint residents for generations.  14

 In the short term, the water crisis has effectively trapped Flint residents in their homes. At 

the time of writing, there is still contaminated water coming through their pipes, and, to add 

insult to injury, they are still being forced to pay for their water bills. Many who would like to 

sell their homes and move out of the city are finding that their home values have plummeted, and 

they are, understandably, having a hard time finding willing buyers. Here, again, the 

governmentality of the state is deployed strategically vis-a-vis single-family homes. The state 

can exercise its power of repossession when a real estate development promises large enough 

returns or when the privately-owned water company needs to reclaim its losses, but shirks 

responsibility when an entire city is poisoned by its failing infrastructure. The service lines 

leading up to individual homes were not initially tested for lead, drawing the line of municipal 

responsibility at the front door, thus marking the house as a boundary permeable by the agency 

of the toxic water and with no public (or public-private) accountability. 

 In this case, the water, a fluid agent that literally connects the body, the house, and the 

city, has become what Kim Fortun calls “toxic vitalism” (2014: 315). In her critique of Latour’s 

ontological anthropology, Fortun points to the implications of “late industrialism” in the vitality 

of matter. “Late industrialism,” she writes, is characterized by “deteriorating industrial 

infrastructure, landscapes dotted with toxic waste ponds, climate instability, [and the] incredible 

imbrication of commercial interest in knowledge production, in legal decisions, in governance at 

all scales” (2014:310). Flint’s water crisis seems to be a clear indictment of such forces. While 

commercial interests are still being revealed in this case, Governor Snyder is being roundly 
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criticized by democrats in the Congress for running the state like a business and making 

governance decisions based solely on seemingly cost-efficient bottom-line assessments. 

Moreover, the privatization of utilities and the increasing number of public-private partnerships 

(PPPs), such as the DLBA, allow corporate interests to dictate governance while evading the 

accountability that usually attends public services. 

 The case of the Flint Water Crisis exposes the ways in which the State-PPP-EFM 

complex acts as a ‘domesticating’ force. In their efforts to re-vitalize cities such as Flint and 

Detroit, these forces of “late capitalism” have introduced a toxic vitality that not only dictates 

a particularized vision of “good” neighborhoods, but exposes residents to new vulnerabilities and 

risks. Thus for Halima, being able to own property that is off the municipal grid is not only a way 

to maintain civic sovereignty but to also ensure her personal safety and that of her children.  

Iron Teaching Rocks How to Rust: Dabls Reassembles the Byproducts of Fordism 

If you are facing east as the sun sets over I-96 in Detroit, your eye might be caught by a 

shimmering building. Hundreds of shards of mirrors catch the fading sunlight and reflect the 

lights from cars whipping by on Ford Freeway, turning the west-facing wall of an old flea market 

into what looks like a swarm of fireflies. As one mural covering the facade of an empty row 

house building declares in big black letters, this is "Where African-town Begins" and this is 

where I first met Olayami Dabls. 

 In the summer heat of 2011, I knocked on a wooden door caked with layers of paint on a 

building covered with shards of broken mirrors and painted with large depictions of beads. 
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Dabls, an African-American man in his 60's who has been running the MBAD/ABA African 

Bead Museum since 2000, came to the door. Covered head to toe in paint-spattered clothes, he 

led us into his museum, a small one-room shop with a cash register situated on a central counter 

like an island amidst a menagerie of beads hanging from every inch of wall space. Beads of 

glass, plastic, bone, shell, metal, and wood hung in strands of every imaginable shape and color. 

Along the back wall and around the central counter, individual beads filled small glass jars and 

vials like specimens lined up on shelves. The scent of incense filled the space and clung to our 

clothes when we left. On this first encounter, Dabls was soft-spoken and reserved, but I soon 

learned that if I was patient he would engage in lengthy discussions of Detroit, its art scene, and 

his favorite topic: African material culture. Over the next several months, I spent almost every 

day sitting and talking with Dabls as he worked on his art and manned the museum. In the warm 

summer nights we would sit on his front porch as streams of people would stop in to visit and 

chat and perhaps buy some beads. 

Dabls worked for General Motors as a draftsman until his skills were deemed redundant by 

the increasing use of 3D rendering software such as AutoCAD (computer aided design). He left 

GM and went to Wayne State University to study mechanical engineering and minored in Art. 

Around this time he was the victim of a hit and run accident that left him with chronic back pain. 

He convalesced in the hospital for weeks, and art was part of his pain management. Many of 

Dabls' life experiences are entangled with the auto industry. His stories recount the direct and 

indirect legacies left on the bodies of Detroiters and the material landscapes of the city. His 

stories are replete with references to man's relationship to machines, to industry, and ultimately 

to the very elemental materials that have spawned them.  
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Though most people who know him would call him an artist, Dabls prefers the appellation of 

storyteller and describes his work as first and foremost intended to communicate a story through 

one overarching metaphor. He recognizes the power of myths in society and actively creates his 

own mythologies to shape and solicit discourse between "Africans" and "Europeans." In Dabls 

cosmological construction, hyphenations such as African-American are simply a denial of one's 

true roots as an African; and anyone who isn't an African, is usually a “European.”  15

*** 

"African-town," though not colloquially called this by many people, was once a thriving 

residential area called The Black West Side populated by middle-class African-Americans with a 

high rate of single-family homeownership. In the 1920's, this area around the intersection of 

Tireman and West Grand Boulevard was settled by upwardly mobile African-American families 

seeking to escape the overcrowded slums of the inner city and the black neighborhoods of 

Paradise Valley as they were being populated by growing numbers of migrants from the south. 

The Black West Side was home to about one third of Detroit's African-American population, and 

its beautiful homes attracted black business leaders and professionals. Residents of the Black 

West Side were proud of their neighborhood and "founded a community organization, the Entre 

Nous Club, to 'keep their homes on a high level' by sponsoring community home improvement 

and gardening activities'" (Sugrue 1996:38). The upkeep and appearance of owner-occupied, 

single-family homes were not only indicators of a family's financial stability, they were symbolic 

extensions of the self and signaled a family that complied with the values of the day. Thus, for 
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African-American families, they were an important marker of class and a way for them to draw a 

distinction between themselves and blacks living in the overcrowded "slums" of downtown (who 

were often characterized as breeders of disease, malaise, and corrupt lifestyles) (Sugrue 1996). 

By the early 1940's, 37 percent of West Side residents were homeowners,  as compared to 16

10 percent in Paradise Valley (the other large black enclave in Detroit at the time). Also, 

compared to the over sixty percent of Paradise Valley homes that were deemed "substandard" by 

government officials, only seventeen percent of West Side houses garnered such a status. 

However, despite these markers of upright citizenry, government officials responsible for rating 

Detroit's neighborhoods for the Federal Home Loan Bank System marked the West Side as "D" 

or "Red" on Home Owners Loan Corporation (HOLC) appraisal maps based on the racial make-

up of its residents, effectively barring the area from attaining any federal loans or subsidies 

(Sugrue 1996:38). World War II brought an influx of migrants to the West Side causing many 

families to double or triple-up in single-family homes and landlords to divide properties into 

smaller and smaller apartments to accommodate the growing demand.  Over time, the 17

overcrowding led to many of the same issues that plagued Paradise Valley: deteriorating housing 

stocks, sanitation problems, and fire and safety hazards.  

Today, there are still large houses in the black West Side, but like the rest of the city it is 

marred by blight and vacancy. You won't find stately homes at Tireman and West Grand 

Boulevard; the intersection has been plowed through by Interstate-96. Two Missionary Baptist 

churches, a gas station, and Dabls’ sprawling "African-town" installation now flank the corners 

and are nestled alongside the roaring freeway. Dabls’ installation is built on about twelve large 

parcels of land where residential homes once stood. The houses are now gone save for a few 
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remains of foundations that have been covered over by dirt and grass and a block of four former 

row houses on the back of the lot. In fact, one day I was giving a tour of Dabls space to a group 

of anthropologists who were in town for the Society for Cultural Anthropology conference,when 

one observant budding anthropologist looked up and guffawed at the audacity of a billboard 

jutting up from Dabls field that read: “Your home: here today, gone tomorrow.” The billboard 

displayed a phone number to call the young white real estate agent pictured in the center with his 

arms crossed around his chest and an impish smile across his face.  

 On this site, so marked with absence, Dabls has fashioned a memorial to the forces that 

led to this current state of divestment. This space, “the field” as he calls it, is now home to an 

evolving landscape of found-object sculptures that make up his story-telling installation called 

“Iron Teaching Rocks How to Rust.” His installation acts as a monument of sorts to the legacy of 

slavery and racism and I would add, a response to Fordist systems of production. The evolving 

installation is a paragon of bricolage. It reassembles the detritus of deindustrialization and mocks 

the uniformity of mechanical reproduction. It rejects homogeneity, coherence, replicability, and 
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Figure 5.5: The stage,“Iron Teaching Rocks How to Rust” sign, and the bead gallery. Photo by Ben Gaydos.



completeness. But this is not simply a postmodern cultural production of assemblage, Dabls 

fashions himself as a postindustrial griot of sorts and sees the installation as a pedagogical tool to 

educate Detroiters in their cultural heritage.  

He built “Iron Teaching Rocks How to Rust” over the course of fifteen years and it grew to 

envelope several buildings and approximately 24,000 square feet of vacant lots near the bead 

museum. Each of the sculptural installations is made from reclaimed, and often donated, 

materials (rebar, a car chassis, bricks, wooden boards, mirrors, chairs, desks, paint cans, file 

cabinets, tractors, old tires, etc) and together they form his elaborate material allegory. The work 

covers a set of former row houses at the back of the vacant lots now called the “Nkisi House,” a 

150-foot length of a wall of an old flea market now deemed the “African language wall,” and the 

bead museum, which was also at one time a set of three single-family row houses. 

 The bead museum is connected to two other row houses; the front house, facing Grand River 

is in a severe state of disrepair on account of the roof having collapsed in 2010. Dabls had been 

storing much of his artwork and collections of African material culture in that space. He 

managed to salvage some of it, but much was lost to exposure to the elements. The third row 

house he has turned into a community center. A sign near the front door reads: American Black 

Artists, LLC. The space is often used by friends of Dabls who wish to hold workshops or 

meetings for local youth or fellow artists. Over the years, Dabls has established the entire space 

(the bead museum, adjacent converted row houses, and the “field”) as a destination for 

community events. He built a stage on the front of the field facing the side street and holds 

annual events such as a fish fry, quilt festival, and other gatherings that often attract hundreds of 

people and include live music, food, and various local vendors selling their wares.  
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 “Iron Teaching Rocks How to Rust” is made up of several discrete installations that each 

have their own titles but together tell a story of the subjection of "the African" to "the European.” 

Dabls tells this story to visitors and tourists who come from all over the world (and who have, of 

late, included celebrities such as the retail billionaire, Luciano Benetton, and film director, 

Quentin Tarantino). The story is virtually the same every time with some minor changes or 

additions as he adds new work to the installation. Dabls begins his story with an anecdote of how 

he originally got the idea for "Iron Teaching Rocks How to Rust."  

One day when he was out on the field he saw a piece of iron sticking out of a rock. The iron 

had stained the rock red as its rust had seeped into the pores of the rock. Dabls thought: "Hmm, 

iron teaching rocks how to rust; its the perfect metaphor!" He began building upon and 

elaborating his vision, never asking the city for permission to work on the abandoned lots. He did 

not want to "empower others by asking for permission;" instead, he first built an nkisi out of a 

large tree trunk. He painted a mask on it, put some herbs and grasses inside the tree trunk, and 

drove hundreds of nails into it. Derived from west-central African traditions, nkisi, which is the 

Congolese word for medicine, are primarily containers of some sort, usually vessels, clay pots, 

gourds, shells, etc. But an nkisi can be anything that can contain “spiritually charged 

substances” (Blackmun Visona, 2008:376).  

A subset of nkisi that usually take the form of wooden anthropomorphic statues are called 

nkisi nkondi (ibid). These nkisi are generally regarded as formidable and spiritually powerful and 

are activated by driving nails or other pieces of sharp iron into them. When he installed this first 

nkisi on the field, Dabls asked it to do three things: (1) to keep vandals and graffiti artists away, 

(2) to make his work invisible to the city or to any officials who might want to take it down, and 
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(3) to keep scrappers away. Scrapping for metal has been a problem in Detroit for decades, but 

the recent economic downturn (which was accompanied by a rise in global metal prices) has 

mobilized an army of scrappers who take aluminum siding off of houses, strip copper piping, 

radiators, door handles, and any metal they can from abandoned homes. Rumors have circulated 

that manhole covers have gone missing when the iron prices are high enough. Dabls estimates 

that the amount of scrap metal that he has used in his installation, if harvested, could be sold to a 

scrap yard for close to a thousand dollars.  

Three material elements —iron, rocks, and wood— carry metaphorical significance in Dabls 

installation. Iron represents the European, wood: Native-Americans, and Rocks: Africans. The 

cosmology elaborated through the installation has many chapters. Each sculptural piece tells 

another chapter of the story. One sculptural vignette is a large table with a cake made out of 

concrete sitting in the center. Plates are set out with bits of rusted iron on them, and rocks are 

propped up in the chairs around the table. The rocks in Dabls’ installation primarily consist of 

large chunks of broken concrete with silhouettes of heads painted on them. This piece is called 

“Iron Teaching Rocks Table Manners” and demonstrates a portion of Dabls’ narrative that 

describes the ways in which Africans were stripped of their culture once they had been enslaved 

by the European. He explains that this forced cultural assimilation included eating with utensils, 

instead of one’s hands, but also stripping them of their indigenous languages. “I am speaking to 

you in English, and I am not an English person,” he says. “My mother she was forced to speak 

English about eight or nine generations ago. … So I lost contact with my mother's tongue, but I 

also lost contact with my creation myth” (ibid). 
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An adjacent sculpture is a set of tall file cabinets with their backs facing each other. They are 

encircled with rusting rebar, as if tied with their hands behind their backs. A hand-painted sign 

hangs loosely above them stating: “Iron’s Art and History.” Dabls explains that what is inside the 

file cabinets is really Rock’s art and history, but that Iron claims it as its own and keeps it locked 

up and away from Rocks so that they cannot know their true power. Wood was also forced to 

assimilate to Iron’s culture and ways of living. Dissenters were thrown into “detention centers” 

with their fellow Rock dissenters, and those that were more compliant were put on reservations. 

Dabls depictions of the reservations are raised platforms filled with stacks of rusting paint cans, 

which he says represent casinos. 

Mirrors are also used extensively throughout the installation and figure prominently in Dabls’ 

cosmology. All of the buildings are covered with shards of broken mirrors, and much of the 

wood of the installation is also speckled with cracked bits of mirror. The effect is stunning and 

plays tricks on your eyes when viewed from afar. Dabls explains “mirrors are used for all kinds 

of purposes, primarily, to communicate with the ancestors. Mirrors are used to go into dark 

places, to cast light into dark places. Mirrors are used to look forward and see what's behind you” 

(personal communication, July 10, 2011). While saying this Dabls speaks slowly and gestures in 

a way that belies the deeper significance of his words: that seeing what is behind you is how we 

remember our ancestors and our history, which allows us to move forward in a meaningful way. 

The “Iron Teaching Rocks How to Rust” allegory acts much like a cosmology for Dabls. He 

sees many of the social relations around him through these material metaphors. He has a deep 

conviction in the once-intuitive knowledge of "the African people" and considers himself an 
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exile who will never see his homeland. Though this cosmology locates Dabls in a space of exile, 

his material interventions resolutely assert his presence in the face of vacancy and blight. 

 

The Nkisi House 

Dabls tree-trunk nkisi is not the only one protecting the property. He also transformed an entire 

structure of four row houses at the back of the field into a large “Nkisi House.” On one occasion, 

he told the story of the Nkisi House to a group of tourists.  

"This house, there was a squatter who had lived in this house ten years. And when 
he left …he told his friends, so they stripped the house of anything of value. They 
took all the bricks off the side, they left the bricks on the front. So, one day the 
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Figure 5.6: Textures and color of Dabls’ installation. Photos by Ben Gaydos.
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Figures 5.7 and 5.8: Nkisi House (as a work in progress) Images from the City of Detroit; public 
property records; BS&A Software.



[city] Inspector was out here, and I said: Man, can we board this house up? and he 
said: Well, its out of my control now. There's a process that we go through. It will 
take three years before we can take possession of the house and demolish it. I 
said: oh, you gave me too much information," he said with a sly grin. "So my goal 
was to just do this and then just watch them destroy it--that's what they [the city] 
do, they destroy stuff. But they never came back to do anything to this house. And 
when we did this house, people from all over the planet came to take pictures of 
this house. It kinda caught me off guard because its not the first house that an 
artist has painted, but what I forgot was that the materials that I am using in this 
house and this installation; there's a connection to all of us and our 
ancestors” (personal communication, May 10, 2014). 

Dabls explained that as an nkisi the house is imbued with protective powers. “If I were a 

vandal,” he explained “this [referring to the whole installation] would just act like a magnet, so I 

made an nkisi out of it.” Dabls believes in the power of iron and reclaims scraps of this metal 

from his environment, attaching them to the nkisi however he can. “In the back you can see, 

because I didn't know how people would, uh, respond to images that they had not seen before. 

There's a friend of mine, [who] did Heidelberg Project, when he did his outside stuff, the 

community just went berserk because they couldn't digest what exactly was going on. The nkisi 

part is in the back of the building here. Iron is the key to an nkisi” (ibid). As he ushers the group 

to the backside of the building, this facade of the Nkisi House is revealed to be covered with 

rusted paint cans, bed springs, parts of old rakes and other garden tools nailed to the exterior. 

 Protection and safety are subtle undercurrent themes of Dabls’ installation. The precarity of 

the installation is evident in its fading paint and worn wooden beams. Dabls never thought that it 

would last. As he was painting and building over the course of many years, he always thought 

that any day the city could come and tear it all down. He began this project in 2000, shortly after 

parts of the Heidelberg Project had been demolished by the city for a third time.  18
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 Dabls decision to use the powers of the nkisi to protect his work is significant on several 

levels. Firstly, in the cosmology of his metaphor of “Iron Teaching Rocks How to Rust,” this 

action reappropriates iron —in the form of iron nails activating the nkisi—for the use and 

manipulation of “Africans” against “Europeans.” Additionally, the Nkisi House is hollowed out 

and made into a vessel that not only protects the grounds of the installation against scrappers, the 

city, and vandals, but also imbues the vacant house with a new power that is at once grounded in 

its materiality, while simultaneously surpassing its material form. The animating spirit of the 

nkisi enlivens the objects, and that spirit cannot be destroyed even if the object is destroyed. The 
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Figure 5.9: The Nkisi House: “Where Africantown begins”



house could be burned to the ground but the powers charged within the material would remain. It 

thus, has an agency beyond its value as material in the form of a former home and even beyond 

its value as materials stripped from the house in the form of scrap metals or bricks. As a stripped 

down shell, the house resists commodification within the real estate market. As a piece of art, it 

gains value as spectacle, much like the Heidelberg project, drawing thousands of curious 

onlookers every year. However, as an nkisi it gains an immaterial value that cannot be taken 

away, burned down, stolen, or sold. In this way, Dabls protects his property and his investment. It 

has also proven to be a very effective security system. 

 Though Dabls has never been to Africa, nor has any desire to go, he has full faith in the 

efficacy of his nkisi. Fifteen years free of vandalism and theft is certainly safer than even those 

with the highest fences can claim. In a way, the Nkisi House is a replacement for homeowners 

insurance; one that acts in a preventative way, rather than through remuneration. Dabls seems to 

have found a way to communicate to those in his community (friends and potential foes) through 

the materiality of his work. The Nkisi House demands respect because the nkisi demands respect. 

Taking the long view of the social life of materials reveals the significance of iron as an 

element in Dabls installations. The recent turn in social science toward a study of materials (c.f. 

Drain and Kuchler, 2015), not just materiality, enlivens discussions surrounding the agency of 

non-human objects as well as the social life of deconstructed materials. Kuchler argues that while 

the 20th century was ruled by industrial capitalism, the 21st century is seeing the emergence of a 

new materials economy (2015). Dabls use of iron, both as a metaphor, and as a material, 

reappropriates the metal as a substantive and efficacious material through what he calls “African 

systems of thought.” Situated as it is, just above the Ford Freeway where tens of thousands of 
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automobiles pass daily,— their drivers living out the utopian visions expressed in the 1939 

World's Fair Futurama exhibit (sponsored by General Motors) of a city connected by a high-

speed motorways—Dabls installation is also a profound comment upon the half-life of Fordism, 

indicting the legacy of industrial capitalism and its traces on the material environment.  

It is also significant that Dabls chose to make the house an nkisi as opposed to any other 

symbol of African power or protection. Beginning at the turn of the twentieth century, nkisi 

statues became a highly-valued item traded in ethnographic collections and transcultural art 

markets. A subset of nkisi, the nkondi, or “nail fetishes” were popular items in what Clifford calls 

the “‘art-culture system’ through which in the last century exotic objects have been 

contextualized and given value in the West” (1988:215). Nkisi nkondi, in particular, greatly 

influenced Western views of African “art” (MacGaffey 1998). Through the Nkisi House, Dabls is 

reclaiming the symbolism of nkisi nkondi, wresting it from the annals of the Western art world 

and re-placing within a new semiotic context. But, the fact that it is set within the context of a 

vacant lot in a postindustrial city in the midwestern United States cannot be ignored.  

The Nkisi House transforms the former row houses into an artifact of appropriated 

postindustrial byproducts, and in so doing reverses the trajectory of ‘artifactualization’ common 

to nineteenth and early twentieth century collecting (Clifford 1988). The inhabiting nkisi spirit 

renders the house as an artifact. Indeed, the shape, form, and shell of a house becomes the 

ultimate artifact of this postindustrial moment. It is perhaps ‘the Artifact’ that Mendoza’s “White 

House” sought to recover, to reify a former home into a house-cum-artifact complete with a 

plaque to mount on the proverbial museum wall that would read something like: “single-family 

home, America, twentieth to twenty-first centuries.” The layers of appropriation happening here 
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are thick. If both Mendoza and Dabls are turning houses into artifacts, through what regimes of 

value is each measured? Through what modes of creativity does each become valuable? And 

who claims, recognizes and validates this value? 

The MBAD/ABA African Bead Museum 

Inside Dabls’ African Bead Museum there are many distractions to one's eye. However, if you 

look up, you will notice the wood beams across the ceiling of what was once the formal dining 

room, and only then does the transformation of this space become impressed upon you. The 

building was built in 1918, and though it was once a residential dwelling, today it is zoned as 

"General Business District." When Dabls acquired the 5,619 square-foot building in 2000, it had 

been abandoned since 1989. The building was donated to him by a friend, and they had to board 

it up until they could move in. It had most previously been a resale shop, so its interior walls had 

already been partially removed to open up the space and adapt it for retail. Dabls lives on the 

upstairs floor where he has a small bedroom and bathroom.  

 The row houses that Dabls works with (notably not the symbolically laden single-family 

homes of “Fordist Urbanism”) make claims to significance through Dabls own system of 

museum-ification. Dabls has transformed one former row house into an anti-museum of sorts: 

the MBAD/ABA African Bead Museum.  The museum was founded in 1985, after Dabls had 19

been an artiste-in-residence at the Museum of African American History (now called the Charles 

H. Wright Museum of African American History) from 1973-1982. Dabls is outspoken about his 

convictions in the primacy of African culture and the denial of “African-American” as a cultural 
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heritage. On account of his convictions and attendant criticisms of his fellow black Detroiters, he 

has, over the years, estranged some otherwise potential allies.  

 After a falling out with his colleagues at the Charles H. Wright Museum over disputes 

about the exhibit and display of African material culture, Dabls left the museum and took his 

large collection of African statues, nkisi, and masks with him. Many of these artifacts are now 

stored in his basement. Dabls has recently received a $100,000 matching grant from The Knight 

Foundation to “enhance an educational center for African culture by creating and renovating an 

exhibition and programming space for the African Bead Museum.”  Dabls teamed up with a 20

group of architects from the University of Michigan who are helping him raise the matching 

funds and will be spearheading the renovation. 

 The transformation of this space from row houses to a museum for African material 

culture exposes what Jacques Ranciere describes as the politics of aesthetics (2004). The 

visibility and invisibility of claims to ownership both over land and “immovable property” (real 

estate) as well as immaterial and movable property reveals Dabls tactics in “the distribution of 

the sensible” (Ranciere 2004). To date, Dabls has been careful to avoid the gaze of the city, 

recognizing that if they do not “see” what he is doing, he can continue his work. The Nkisi house 

was built to ensure this invisibility through magic, but Dabls has also sought to strategically 

camouflage his project through the use of mirrors. As described above, shards of mirrors cover 

the facades of his buildings and operate as deflectors, serving to hide his massive installation in 

plain sight. 

 The land on which Dabls' installations sit is primarily owned by the City of Detroit and 

he is cautious not to make visible signs of ownership or possession of the land, despite his hard-
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to-miss installations. He said, “A guy gave me all these picket fences; I gotta figure out what I'm 

gonna do with them, because I can't do anything to enclose this installation because that’s a sign 

of possession, and then the city would come down on me faster than a Michigan weather 

change.” However, as his work has grown in the public eye (due in part, to the reception of large, 

highly-publicized arts grants), he knows it will become increasingly difficult to control his 

visibility in the public eye. 

In the summer of 2015 a member of the city planning commission visited the bead gallery 

and installation and was deeply impressed by his work. Since then, the city has promised to 

donate the land to Dabls so that he can develop it into a cultural center. Dabls was initially elated 

that the city would finally give him the land but later confided that he was deliberately not 

following up on their offer because he knows that if he legally acquires the land, he will be 

required to pay taxes on it. He is trying to delay this “domestication” as long as possible and, in 

the meantime, save money by continuing to squat on the land as he has done for the past fifteen 

years.  

Though non-profit status would allow him to apply for property tax exemption, Dabls has 

also been delaying this legal interpellation to save the $400 dollars he claims is necessary to file 

for the 501(c)3 status. In the meantime, he has learned to use the granting foundations as 

fiduciary sponsors, effectively dodging this overhead expense and making things work for him 

outside of state or legal oversight. Dabls is aware of the fact that once the space is renovated and 

opened as a public museum of African culture, it will be harder for him to remain “invisible” or 

noncompliant to certain municipal zoning regulations. With the reception of grant money, he 

becomes enmeshed into systems that he had previously managed to avoid. For example, he will 
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likely be required to make the space handicap-accessible. For the time being, however, he plans 

to fly under the city’s radar and says that if confronted about zoning ordinances, his “back-up 

would be to say that the installation is all outside” (personal communication, February 2016). 

 The establishment of the African bead museum affords Dabls a means of resistance to the 

interpellations of him as an “African-American.” Through the repurposed materiality of the row 

house and the appropriated symbolism of iron and mirrors, Dabls creates his own semiotic 

network of identity construction, and thus resists the hegemonic forces that seek to ‘domesticate’  

his endeavors.  

Outsider Artists and the Politics of Authenticity 

As Detroit’s cache as an emergent art hub grew, the ability to call yourself a “Detroit artist” 

gained social capital in the regional  and international art world. From Berlin to New York, 21

curators wanted to see what Detroit artists were doing in there with all that decay and blight. The 

postindustrial frontier had become the new land of fetishized artifacts to be exported to the 

Western world  (i.e. Mendoza’s White House). Dabls and Smith both became icons of 22

authenticity— “real” Detroit artists, as opposed to the flush of newcomers who had just moved 

into the hip parts of town from Brooklyn or Los Angeles. Yet, Dabls and Smith are also both 

spoken about as “outsider” artists despite the fact that both received formal training in the arts 

(Dabls studied art at Wayne State University, and Smith at WSU and College for Creative 

Studies). Their “outsider” status somehow paradoxically marks them as insiders and authentic 

arbiters of Detroit’s true grit. Reinforcing the notion of Detroit as a wild, untamed city, their 
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status as “folk artists” ascribed largely by outsiders (non-Detroiters) confers a valence of 

authenticity that maps the exotic other onto the terrain of the city. 

 Despite surface similarities between Smith and Dabls (they are both black Detroiters of 

similar generation and use the cast-offs of their material environment to create their work), their 

creations trade in very different systems of meaning. Dabls’ describes Smith’s work as “art for 

art’s sake,” while he considers his own to be a mode of communication and an educational tool 

with which to inform people about African systems of thought and material culture. Smith’s 

work, particularly during the the mid-1980s to the mid 1990s, participated in a form of art that 

some critics called “anti-art”  for its challenge to institutional art worlds. It was thus insinuated 23

into a self-critical conversation in the art world about materials suitable as artistic media and the 

contexts of their display. A review in Newsweek declared Smith “a real artist who challenges the 

assumption that only precious materials and privileged surroundings are suitable for serious 

art” (Plagens and Washington, 1990). Yet Dabls’ Afrocentric viewpoint denies these categories of 

validation entirely. Instead, he wishes to recuperate the systems of value of his African ancestors. 

His is an anti-colonialist project. Dabls will cite the fact that much African material culture is not 

“Art” by the definitions put forth by the Western art world, but rather they serve other purposes. 

Because the nails driven into an nkisi nkondi, for example, are a record of its use—each nail 

being driven in with a specific request or supplication—,the primary intention of the form is “the 

organization of a visual effect in the context of ritual use” not the creation of a work of art 

(Blackmun Visona 2008: 377). Nonetheless, Dabls was interpellated (Althusser 1971) as an 

‘Artist’ through one of the most prestigious local systems of validation and discourse: the Kresge 

Artist Fellowships. 
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 As part of the Kresge Foundation's commitment to the city of Detroit, they launched the 

Kresge Arts in Detroit Artists Fellowships in 2009. Each year, this fellowship awards $25,000 to 

individual “emerging” artists based in the tri-county area of metropolitan Detroit. It has become a 

source of validation and legitimization for area artists, particularly due to the ways in which it 

publicly proclaims one's status as a "Detroit Artist.” The winners are announced each year with 

fanfare and press releases, and these artists are then given the spotlight in Detroit's art scene for 

the next several years. Dabls had been working on "Iron Teaching Rocks How to Rust" for over a 

decade when he received the fellowship in 2011.  

The politics of place and civic identity are entrenched in this fellowship, as was pointed out 

by professor of art at Wayne State University, Jeffrey Abt, in a conversation at the Museum of 

Contemporary Art Detroit (MOCAD) entitled “What is a Detroit Artist?” Abt took umbrage with 

the premise behind the question of the panel, stating that it raises “potentially divisive issues of 

civic identity in the context of an institution that has the power to act on our 

answers” (September 13, 2014). Abt noted that, though meant as hypothetical, the question of 

‘What is a Detroit Artist?’ “could only be so in a context where nothing is at stake” (ibid). As an 

art historian and scholar of museum studies, he noted that MOCAD is just the most recent in a 

long line of Detroit institutions that have had to grapple with this “taxonomic” issue in the 

process of shaping their missions, gathering resources, and setting institutional priorities. He 

used the Kresge Fellowship as an example to illustrate his point, stating that their definition of 

“Detroit” artist as a resident of the tri-county (Wayne, Macomb, and Oakland) metropolitan area 

is arbitrary when compared to other measures of Detroit's metropolitan region (such as the US 
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Office of Management and Budget, which defines the metropolitan statistical area as a much 

wider berth).  

Far more noteworthy, however, Abt noted that the Kresge Foundation’s definition limits 

fellowship eligibility to current residents, requiring awardees to provide evidence of their 

residency status through submitting two year’s of documentation (in the form of income tax 

forms, utility bills, lease agreements, auto registration, etc.) that clearly display the awardees 

name and address. Additionally, the fellowship requires residents to be legal, functionally barring 

undocumented residents from competing in the fellowship pool. Abt rightfully pointed out that 

these institutional definitions have real impact in the lives of local artists, conferring a status 

upon those that comply that can ultimately validate their work. I happened to be sitting right next 

to the director of Kresge Arts in Detroit during this panel discussion. She did not respond to 

Abt’s critique, but sat quietly listening. 

In the days before the awards ceremony, Dabls explained that he had received a phone call 

from the foundation asking him to verify his residency in Detroit by showing proof of payment 

of property taxes. He had struggled to locate such documentation, nearly costing him the 

fellowship. Additionally, his fellowship check was made out to his birth name, not the name he 

had given himself: “Olayami Dabls.” In this way, the foundation is participating in a 

“governmentality,” or management of populations (Foucault 1997), through aesthetic production 

whereby they create the “Detroit artist” through systems of compliance to municipal residency 

and thus determine the relationship of these artists to their civic identity. 

"I never would have thought to apply," Dabls explained to me that summer as we sat 

underneath the trees that provide shade to his outdoor studio behind the museum. A friend of his, 
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a local street photographer, came by one day and encouraged him to apply for this grant, offering 

to photograph his work to use for submission documentation. Dabls was wary of the process but 

submitted his application anyway. I had the privilege of accompanying him to the awards 

ceremony on the 11th floor of the Taubman Center at the College for Creative Studies—a 

building that figures prominently in Detroit’s narrative of creative production.  24

Dabls' photographer friend, Kevin,  drove us to the ceremony in his pick-up truck and I sat 25

in the back cab soaking in their excitement as we approached the building. Kevin was also 

receiving a Kresge award this year, and the anticipation in the car was palpable. Kevin said, 

"Dabls, what are you going to do with the money?" Dabls replied, "I dunno. Twenty-five 

thousand really isn't all that much. By the time I repair the roof and pay my bills it'll be gone. But 

I'm happy to take their money anyway" (personal communication, July 24, 2011).  

The reception room buzzed with people excitedly introducing themselves and sharing in their 

mutual good fortune. The Kresge Artist Fellowships are administered by the College for Creative 

Studies, an institutions that has had a long relationship to the arts in Detroit. The director of 

Kresge Arts in Detroit (KAID) began the introduction of the awardees. When she got to Dabls, 

she described him as "one of Detroit's quiet jewels." This somewhat paternalistic description 

fueled some of Dabls' critiques of the foundation. "I wasn't chosen based on the merit of my 

work; that installation has been up for 10 years!" he exclaimed (personal communication, July 

11, 2011). Dabls felt that the foundation needed to acknowledge the "elephant in the room" 

meaning both his hard-to-miss sprawling outdoor installations as well as the many African-

American artists who have been working in the city long before the New York Times started 
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covering Detroit’s creative renaissance. But the director of KAID was also not the first to 

describe Dabls work with a twinge of exoticism and allure. 

On the very first day that I went to Dabls’ museum  in January of 2011, he was visited by a 

television crew from a newly funded Public Broadcasting Service program called Under the 

Radar, Michigan. A regional travel show of sorts, Under the Radar highlights little known 

destinations across the state of Michigan. The host and crew of about seven men crowded into 

the small bead museum with industrial lighting and several small GoPro cameras attached to the 

end of boom poles roving over the beads like groping hands seeking to know their every texture. 

The crew were all white males and presented pitch-perfect archetypes of men I had come to 

know as Michigan suburbanites. Many of them had broomstick mustaches, wore light-colored 

denim, white tennis shoes, and polo shirts.  

The producer and host of the show explained to me that he and his crew got tired of doing 

video for corporate clients so they came up with this idea, pitched it to PBS, and got a five-year 

contract. “On Michigan public television, you’d get the picture that all we do here is paint 

lighthouses and fry up Perch!” he exclaimed in a seemingly over-caffeinated intensity. “But we 

want to show everyone that there is much much more to Michigan… like this fellow!”  he said, 

gesturing towards Dabls, who he awkwardly kept calling by his full African name— Olayami 

Dabls—each time getting the pronunciation slightly wrong. He and his crew quickly interviewed 

Dabls, recorded footage of the grounds, filmed Dabls’ friend, Efe play the cora (a West African 

stringed instrument), and were on their way.  

When the episode aired a few months later, the entire visit to Dabls was covered in about two 

minutes as the host breathlessly described his adventure into Detroit and the “colorful 
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characters” that he met there. This was just the first of many filmmakers and reporters that would 

flock to Dabls’ space in the coming years (including myself). But unlike the German television 

crews, or the indie documentarians making films about Detroit’s grand ruins and its imminent 

rise, this encounter spoke to the deep-seated relationships between Detroit and the rest of the 

State. The descriptions of Dabls and Efe as “colorful characters” or hidden “jewels” belies the 

traces of neocolonial hegemony of Detroit’s affluent white suburbs over its blacker, poorer city, 

exposing the fetishized desire for the exotic other. The conceptualization of Detroit as a deep and 

mysterious place, only for the adventurous and stout of heart, is echoed throughout the suburbs. 

At this time (2011), there was a palpable sense of discovery that pervaded the white community 

and simultaneously marked Dabls and many other of Detroit’s “gems” and “oddities” as peculiar 

experiences that urban adventurers would collect like pelts. 

The understanding of Dabls as an “outsider” or “folk” artist comes from a position of 

whiteness and privilege that seeks to tame the virulence of his work and blunt the sharpness of 

his critique by inscribing it into a Western framework of aesthetic categories. The evaluation of 

Dabls’ and Smith’s work as perhaps quintessential Detroit artists is a strategic move in the 

politics of aesthetics being played out in this game of legitimacy— one in which the power-

holders deem significant the work of certain artists as participating in the social uplift of a 

community while inadvertently stripping such creative production of its more political agendas. 

It is an attempt to tame the art by conscripting the artist into a group of normative understandings 

(c.f. Deutsche and Gendel Ryan 1984, Lloyd 2006). Discussing what she calls the “urban-

aesthetic discourse,” art historian Rosalyn Deutsche questions the use of art in urban 

redevelopment projects, arguing that these over-simplified alliances neutralize the political 
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character of both art and the city (1996:xiii). She writes, “spatial tactics developed in postmodern 

art—site-specificity, institutional critique, critiques of representation [are necessary] to reveal the 

social relations that constitute both aesthetic and urban spaces” (1996: xvii). 

The interpellation of Smith and Dabls as outsider artists reveals the social relations of the 

metro-Detroit art scene. If this art “world” (c.f Becker 1982) is being validated and managed by 

White outsiders to Detroit, then Smith and Dabls’ “folk” art gets labeled as both “insider Detroit” 

and “outsider artist” simultaneously. The irony of Dabls and Smith as “outsider” insiders 

representing an “authentic” Detroit may arise from the fact that they both makes things “out of 

necessity,” not to please an art-going audience, or get their picture in the New York Times travel 

and leisure section. However, both the Heidelberg Project and Dabls African Bead Museum 

have, inadvertently, become significant attractions in the “Detroit tour,” where their authenticity 

is paraded around for admiring tourists, contributing to the production of difference. Nether 

Dabls nor Smith seem to mind the significant tourist attention they have garnered. While in the 

case of the Heidelberg Project, the turning of Smith’s art into a tourist attraction seems to have 

dulled the effect of his social critique, Dabls has managed to find a way to make his critique 

palatable, or at least less confrontational, in the form of an elaborate metaphor (“Iron Teaching 

Rocks How to Rust”). These artists’ different responses to the changing art scene under 

neoliberal capitalism in Detroit have played out quite differently for each of them and is based 

largely on the ways in which they situate their work within their respective local communities. 

Indeed, as art theorist Martha Rosler asserts “It is not the [art] market alone, after all, with its 

hordes of hucksters and advisors, and bitter critics, that determines meaning and resonance: there 

is also the community of artists and the potential counterpublics they implicate” (2013:66). Both 
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Dabls and Smith implicate counter publics through the materiality of their work. This is where 

the agency of iron and plastic baby dolls push up against normative systems of constructing 

meaning. Iron rusts and stuffed toys nailed to the facades of houses rot under years of rain and 

snow. The half-life of these materials, extracted from the unfulfilled promises of Fordism, 

articulate their own vitality and speak loudly through their processes of decay and deterioration. 

  

Conclusion 

Despite the Kresge Foundation’s and the public television crew’s conscription of Dabls into a 

framework of the romanticized other, the house-turned-African bead museum affords Dabls the 

space to express his ethnic identity on his terms and through his materials. Surrounded by 

hundreds of strings of beads, he cloaks the material of Fordist Urbanism with African material 

culture and reclaims iron as a symbol of African knowledge and power. Dabls enacts and defines 

his own creative regime of value by establishing his own museum. Not willing to be swallowed 

into the categories of validation as defined by foundations and local institutions, Dabls creates 

his own network and rubric of assessment based on the aesthetics of African material culture as 

he defines it. The bead museum also becomes a way for him to educate others in this alternative 

aesthetic realm of evaluation.   

Kim Fortun describes Derrida’s theorization of hospitality stating: “hospitality requires one 

to be the master of the house or nation, a controlling agent who sets the table and stage for 

encounters with foreigners and foreignness. To be hospitable, one has to have the power to host; 

one has to exercise control over the space. One must also, however, give up mastery, ownership, 

one’s possessions, if the foreigner is really to come in, if hospitality is to be realized (Derrida 
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2000)” (2014:318). With the African Bead Museum, Dabls wrests the power to set the stage of 

encounter, as he simultaneously divests himself of ownership by refusing to enclose the grounds 

and lock away his valuables. Dabls’ project (the Nkisis house, the bead museum, and the whole 

“Iron Teaching Rocks How to rust” installation) thus afford him the privileged position of master 

of the house; while all the while he dismantles it.  

The hegemonic processes described thus far in this dissertation—corporate welfare schemes 

that police domestic spaces, the private sector take-over of downtown, the valorization by 

philanthropic foundations of the artist-as-steward of an ailing city, the cycles of foreclosure, and 

the municipal management of emptiness through ‘Before and After’ frameworks— presume that 

houses as property should take a singular, normative shape and form. These are forms of 

domestication, the bending of matter to the master’s will. How, then, is domestication resisted? 

What is the stuff that makes our houses “good”? Why must it be organized and arranged just so? 

What keeps the houses from being anything else? A guitar? A terrarium? A pair of eyeglasses? A 

community center? A poison dispenser? An nkisi?  A museum? A flower garden?  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 Reclaim Detroit website: http://reclaim-detroit.myshopify.com/pages/about-us-1, accessed March 2016.1

 Wallace Detroit Guitars “story”: “Detroit has always been about music. And it’s always been about making things. Smokey 2

Robinson. Jack White. Iggy. The Model T. The Mustang. The Coupe de Ville. They all have the same things in common: the 
vision to break all the rules in pursuit of something new—and the discipline to make whatever we make with obsessive attention 
to detail. In 2014, Mark Wallace founded Wallace Detroit Guitars to literally build guitars from Detroit history. We use reclaimed 
wood from Detroit buildings to build fine guitars that continue Detroit’s proud tradition of making good things, and great music.” 
http://wallacedetroitguitars.com/our-story/, accessed November 29, 2015.

 http://www.leadheadglass.com/about/, accessed November 29, 2015 3

 Craftivism is a term used by craft artists who are also activists of/for hand-crafted production processes.4

 Schumpeter’s notion of “creative destruction” describes capitalism as a system that continually destroys itself. See: Schumpeter, 5

Joseph. 1942[1976]. Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy. George Allen & Unwin Publishers, Ltd.

 Peterson, Tom. 1996. “Community Land Trusts: An Introduction,” Planning Commissioners Journal, Summer 1996; pp.10-12.6

 US Census Data, 20107

 Detroit’s river front park was also developed into a conservancy.8

 Michigan is not alone in this legislation, but it has one of the most far-reaching EFM laws in the United States.9

 See discussion of this in chapter 1.10

 Detroit Land Bank Authority website, http://www.buildingdetroit.org/who-we-are/overview/, accessed march 21, 2016.11

 In 2016, a new mortgage program was started to close the gap between the assessment values of houses and sale prices, 12

allowing people to get mortgages on homes that otherwise would not. When a house sells for a price above its assessed value, the 
banks would often deny mortgage loans; but now the mortgage loans are being guaranteed by financing from Kresge and Ford 
Foundation up to a set amount. “Detroit Home Mortgage” is a unique collaboration between banks, non-profits, philanthropic 
foundations such as Kresge and Ford Foundation, the city of Detroit, and the Michigan State Housing Development Authority. 
http://detroithomemortgage.org/, accessed March 3, 2016.

 In this election year, the Flint Water Crisis became a rallying point particularly in the Democratic primary race. Presidential 13

hopefuls Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders jockeyed for votes during a debate in Flint, Michigan on March 6, 2016, trying to 
prove their allegiances to the downtrodden (and poisoned!) working class of Michigan.

 Severe lead poisoning in children is linked to lower IQs, increased rates of violence and incarceration, and many 14

developmental challenges. The newly elected Mayor of Flint, Karen Weaver, reported that the estimated long-term costs to deal 
with the ramifications of the water crisis (including developmental programs, health programs, etc) is $1.5 billion.

 Dabls does, however, recognize the strength and cohesion of the large Arab(-American) community just west of Detroit in 15

Dearborn

 Sugrue notes "The western section of the West Side had rates of homeownership between 40 and 49 percent, greatly exceeding 16

the rate of the city as a whole" (1996:38).

 ibid, pg. 38.17

 I recently asked Dabls if he worried that the owner of the building would see the publicity he’s gotten and come back to 18

reclaim his building. Dabls replied he owns the building. Public property records retrieved from the city of Detroit’s online 
service indicate otherwise, but I am not sure what to make of Dabls’ insistence that he owns the Nkisi House. It is certainly 
possible that the city’s records are wrong.

According to its website the “MBAD African Bead Museum, founded in 1985 by S. Jill Miller and Olayami Dabls, was 19

incorporated in the State of Michigan in 1996 by Dabls, Sonja Lockhart, Chris Woodard, Frank Coston, Efe Bes and Larry 
Mitchell. In 1998, thanks to the generous heart of Mrs. Ardie Reddick, the now-home of the MBAD Bead Museum was humbly 
donated-- a 17,500 sq. ft. building for Dabls to house his museum and exquisite artifacts.” Source: http://www.mbad.org/
about.html, accessed March 21, 2016.

 Knight Foundation website: http://knightfoundation.org/grants/2014998051/, accessed February 15, 201620

 The Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit ran a Speaker Series that included a panel session called "What is a Detroit Artist?" 21

on September 13, 2014, and similar questions were raised in the “Detroit Responds” panel discussion as part of the Friends of 
Modern and Contemporary Art “Which Side Up?” Speaker series at the Detroit Institute for Arts on March 18, 2015.

 Indeed, Detroit is often painted as a “third world” city within the “first world.” It is certainly plagued by many of the same 22

issues as developing countries: clean water, corrupt political governance, extremely low literacy rates, high poverty rates, etc. 
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 MacGaffey, 1998.23

 The Taubman Center, named for Alfred Taubman, is an Albert Khan designed building that used to be the engineering 24

headquarters for General Motors and now houses classrooms for the College for Creative Studies (CCS), in addition to the 
Detroit Creative Corridor Center and Shinola's small assembly plant where they assemble high-end watches.

 pseudonym 25
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Conclusion 

Brick glass concrete wood grass trash paint can rubber tire fishing 
line parking lot electric pole pot hole street light housefire rebar 
rubber tire house fire paint can motor oil heating coil tomato vine 
telephone  line  buffalo  nickel  dime  lime  hum  drum  popsicle 
pavement stone backbone flat line supine mile high water pipe salt 
mine  train  time  backyard  hard  rain  roof  gutter  sewage  drain 
smokestack haystack Model-T chicken shack factory made model-
D trade-in sit-in handmade retrograde1

How does a house resist domestication? We might think again of the “feral houses” of James 

Griffieon’s photography blog or Ryan Mendoza’s “White House” that “died,” traveled across the 

sea, and was embalmed in a ‘refuge’ of art in the Netherlands. How might a state of feralis or 

decay enact the agency of the house? The final art house that I’d like to discuss is a case in which 

the interventions made resulted not in a new domicile, or a community center, or in a long-term 

tourist attraction. Rather, it was demolished.  This project was called the Flower House and all of 2

the ephemerality that it evoked seemed to fly in the face of the conservationist and 

communitarian efforts of artists such as the Power House Productions, whose training in 

architecture leads them to see value in even the most dilapidated of structures. The Flower 

House, rather, seemed to linger in the beauty of decay and to suggest that houses, like flowers, 

bloom and die. 



*** 

It was an unseasonably warm Sunday in February. I came by Bill and Melissa’s (of Power 

House Productions and Design99) to speak to them one last time about their work and see what 

progress had been made on the various art houses in the neighborhood. Melissa answered the 

door in jeans and a sweater, her hair pulled back into a ponytail. Her 6-year-old daughter stood 

just inside eager to see who the new visitor was. As I walked in and shed my coat Melissa said, 

so it seems that today is social Sunday, gesturing toward her kitchen table full of people. Her 

partner, Bill, sat with three writers from the Write-a-house program, some of whom had just 

moved in to the neighborhood. Write-a-house is a project started by two local journalists that 

uses vocational training to renovate homes that it buys on the Wayne County Foreclosure 

Auction. The intention of the program is to find professional writers to move in permanently 

once the house is renovated. The writers apply for the program and agree to live in the house for 

at least two years before the title is handed over to them. There are two (soon to be four) Write-a-

house houses in Melissa’s neighborhood. The writers had been “wrangled” into teaching an 

English class to a group of their adult Bangladeshi neighbors. Melissa smiled saying “Welcome 

to the neighborhood!” 

The writers were just the first of a slew of artists that came through Melissa’s kitchen that 

afternoon. One sound artist needed the keys to the Sound House so he could prepare for some 

workshops and programming he would be doing in the coming months. Another, a photographer 

who had been living in the neighborhood for several years, was moving a block over into a house 
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owned by Bill and Melissa and needed to know what to do with all the food she would be 

leaving behind in the fridge at her previous residence (another artist residency house owned by a 

German artist who splits her time between Detroit and Hamburg). This was clearly Power house 

Production’s headquarters and it was bustling. 

I had come because I was eager to talk to Melissa about another house project, not one of 

their own but quite near their neighborhood, that had garnered some high profile press. The artist 

and her project, The Flower House, (which Melissa lamented that its name so closely resembled 

their “Power House” project) were featured on local and national radio shows, on Martha 

Stewart’s website, and in the New York Times. The Flower House was the conception of a 

Detroit-based floral artist who bought an abandoned house in the foreclosure auction and decided 

to fill all fifteen rooms of it with fresh flowers. She and her florist collaborators brought in 

36,000 flowers and draped the walls and ceilings of the house. They sold tickets for $15 each and 

led groups of people through the house in 20-minute slots over the course of three days in 

October 2015. The project sold out for all three days and in the end over 3,500 visitors were 

ushered through. The artist had gathered a substantial amount of sponsors for the project, 

including GMC (General Motors), who had parked a shiny new GMC sport utility vehicle in the 

yard with a pedestal holding flyers about the model and its trunk open and filled with flowers. 

The pedestal advertising the car stated that the “All-New 2015 GMC Yukon Denali base model 

started at just $48,185;” its base price was $47,685 more than the purchase price of the house it 

sat next to. 

It was an odd sight. The house, situated just off the service drive of Interstate-75, wore its 

faded and peeling paint like a string of old pearls. The flowers, colorful and vibrant, felt like 
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rouge on a corpse. There was a similar decrepit and abandoned house sitting on one side, but the 

other side opened up onto a vacant lot where other homes once stood. The sunny Saturday 

afternoon that I visited was teeming with visitors. People were lined up around the corner of the 

house waiting to be ushered in for their 20 minutes of perusal, making it feel a bit like a celebrity 

wake. The house was seething with plants; flowers were spilling out of windows and through 

doorways, flooding over stairs like a tidal wave of flora, and everyone had their cell phones and 

cameras clicking away snapping photos at every turn. A food truck was parked in the back alley 

serving hot cocoa and baked goods, and people chatted excited as they awaited their turn. A 

majority of the visitors were caucasian and appeared to be of upper-middle class. A calendar left 

hanging on the wall displayed the month of the house’s last occupancy: January 1999. In a 
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Figure C.1: The Flower House (photos by the author)



circumstantial irony, it had an advertisement for a funeral home at the top, as if to mark the 

passing of the house into feralis, or belonging to the dead.  

The New York Times described the artist’s encounter with the house soon after she purchased 

it in this way: “Eleven months ago, a derelict house … that is now filled with 36,000 flowers 

contained far grimmer things. A dead dog. Jammed toilets, untouched for years. Broken glass 

from beer bottles and shattered windows. ” After setting this “grim” scene, the article goes on to 3

report that the artist had to haul twelve thousand pounds of trash out of the home before she and 

her collaborators could start working there. Taking her inspiration from images she saw of a 

fashion show held in a Parisian mansion filled with flowers, the artist remarked that she 

immediately got the idea to do this in Detroit, but pictured it inside of an abandoned house. “I’m 
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Figures C.2 and C.3: Flower House “Before” (image from their website) and “After” (photo by author)

              BEFORE           AFTER                         



trying to rebrand abandoned houses as a resource” she told the New York Times reporter. "Our 

concept is post-apocalyptic spooky," she said. "We want it to look like the world ended and 

nature took things back within seconds. ”  4

These public evocations of Detroit as a post-apocalyptic wasteland did not sit well with Bill 

and Melissa, who were worried that people would confuse their Power House with this artist’s 

Flower House, and who hold very different opinions about the spaces in which they work. In an 

attempt to channel their outrage, they crafted a letter to the Flower House artist. It was posted on 

local blogs and social media accounts; it read: 

Dear Flower House, 

This is quite the operation! I am impressed by your ability to pull in so many different 
people to build an installation of such magnitude and from what I can tell so far, a 
beautiful project. 

BUT... HOLY CRAP, DON'T TEAR IT DOWN! 

That's a zero-sum game. So many unfortunate and salvageable houses in this city are being 
torn down with hopes to raise property values. This is understandable and it's also 
understandable that fixing these house[s] is a daunting task; however, it is also cynical, 
lazy and something we really need [to] move past. I can assure you that it will never take a 
$million dollars$!! to repair your house. Not in a million years. Yikes that is a crazy 
estimate. If you are working in the house and having visitors walk through the house, it is 
totally salvageable. Due to the way these houses were constructed they are surprisingly 
malleable and tough. I know this because our organization actually has spent a million 
dollars in the past five years, not only on substantially renovating and reconfiguring six 
houses but also a skateboard-sculpture park, public programs and grants for artists, 
investments in green technology and admin costs - all within a million dollars.    

BUT hold on a minute, lets just say for fun that it actually does take a million dollars. That 
could be one amazing rehab! Why not spend that on fixing it up. Take the structural 
damage as cues to tweak the architecture, improve on it! That would be a great story. 
Making it the most amazing permanent flower arrangement ever, right along the I-75 
service drive for all to enjoy. It could spearhead ideas of real estate values all along the 
Hamtramck and Detroit border and become a beacon of change and hope to the thousands 
of commuters who drive by it daily. 

Detroit houses are unique in their architecture and their history. Tearing them down simply 
because it costs more to fix them up is not a sound argument for removal.  Property values 
work a little different in Detroit.  Because property values are so low, you actually have 
the opportunity to create your own value by doing new and unique things. You are not tied 
to the customs that build beige suburban cul de sacs and strip malls or sports arenas. 
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Thinking this way is a zero-sum game, culturally and, yes, financially.  It is validating the 
real estate market that brought us to this point.  We must change the dynamic of what real 
estate means, what properties mean to neighborhoods, to the community, to the city. It is 
simply not just a buy and sell for profit scenario, or in your case buy it, work extremely 
hard and convince tons of people to fancy it up and then tear it down. So on second 
though[t] it's not a zero-sum game, it's a negative-sum game. We have way to[o] many of 
those games playing out already in Detroit. Make this a positive sum. 

SO PLEASE!  rethink your end goal with this beautiful house.  It's not too late!   

You can change your event from a funeral flower arrangement to a rebirth flower 
arrangement. 

YOU CAN DO IT!! 

All the best, 
XXXXXX 
Co-director 
Power House Productions 

I caught up with Melissa to learn more about she and Bill’s outrage, as many people found it 

hard to understand. This house was derelict and had been abandoned for almost twenty years. 

The artist claimed that people in the neighborhood came over to inquire about what they were 

doing, and when she informed them her plans to demolish the house and plant a flower farm, 

they were “overjoyed to hear that the house will come down. ” The artist was also working with 5

Reclaim Detroit, a local deconstruction non-profit organization that dismantles derelict houses in 

Detroit and salvages wood, fixtures, tiles, windows, etc for re-use.  

Over a pot of semi-hardened fondue, Melissa explained to me her critique of the project. She 

explained that the first thing that tipped her off was the language being used to describe the 

project— descriptors such as “post-apocalyptic spooky.” “I saw that and just immediately seized 

up,” she said.  

“Especially in the New York Times. It just feeds into this stupid mythology, the 
over-romanticization of the artist, or the artist here [Detroit] or some new frontier, 
or some blank slate… that stuff wasn’t exactly used in the Flower House article 
but just knowing the history of weird stuff published in the [New York]Times … 6
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to be honest, it felt like this naive white girl that does not understand the territory 
she’s treading in; or hasn’t thought about it. And no one’s forced her to think about 
it. In terms of, like, place and urbanization, especially in that area along I-75; 
there was urban renewal history that happened along there. And talking about how 
like there is nothing else around there; there is! Every time I drive down that 
service drive there are families going in and out of those houses! Its not maybe 
the density of a typical city but that doesn’t mean you just erase what’s 
there” (personal communication, February 21, 2016). 

She went on to lament their decision to demolish the house after their event, arguing that if 

they had the resources to put together such a slick marketing and public relations campaign with 

such big-name sponsors, they could’ve also raised the money to renovate the property. She said 

the flashiness of the project felt like a “one weekend corporate fashion field event,” rendering the 

house a disposable byproduct. When she and her partner learned that the tickets to see the Flower 

House had sold out, she laughed at the pretense. She knew of artist friends in her neighborhood 

that were hesitant to pay an entrance fee for such an event. Once it sold out, they were joking 

that they would just wait until the event weekend was over and break in on Monday, “cause 

they’re not going to be there on Monday, the hoopla is going to be gone, the press is going to be 

gone, the photographers are going to be gone, and the lines are all going to be gone” but the 

“dead flowers are probably still going to be there for one more day …And that, for me, kind of 

summed it up: what’s going to be left there after? You have the event and then what?” (ibid). 

When I mentioned that the artists had intentions of planting a flower farm in the vacancy 

provided by the demolished house, Melissa quickly replied that if that was truly their goal, they 

could’ve used any number of the vacant lots already surrounding the house to plant their flowers. 

Melissa’s response exposes a sense of stewardship that they believe artists working in Detroit 

should have over the use of Detroit houses. She is protective of this resource perhaps because it 
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is perceived to be so vulnerable, so easily attained, and so quickly forgotten. Because she and her 

partner also use houses to such a great extent, they are keen not to be painted as naive charlatans, 

or worse yet, as the exploiting artists who swoop in, complete a project, and then leave. 

In the discursive and ethical elaboration of Detroit and its housing stock as a sick or dead 

body (discussed in depth in chapter four), a sense of stewardship emerges . Many of the artists I 7

spoke to were cautious with their language (if not always so thoughtful about the ramifications of 

their projects), always prepared to discuss their work with Detroit’s houses as respectful of 

Detroit, its history, and its materiality. The artists that seemed to think that this was a necessary 

sentiment and approach to their work were almost entirely of Caucasian, middle-class 

background, belying a persistent unease around differential racial and class status. But certainly 

not all of the Caucasian artists mastered this discourse. This was precisely what irked Bill and 

Melissa about the Flower House project. She had not learned the proper “respectful” way to talk 

about and treat the house. But they also took umbrage with the temporality of her project. 

Stewardship implies a temporal orientation, a commitment to the long view of what is 

happening in Detroit and what will become of the city. Halima, Dabls, Tyrone Smith, and Bill 

and Melissa are in it for the long haul. Smith and Dabls have already been working in Detroit for 

decades. Halima grew up here and returned from the East Coast many years ago. Bill and 

Melissa have been living and working in their neighborhood since 2007. When I have discussed 

this research with other scholars, they expressed suspicion that Bill and Melissa were committed 

to staying in their neighborhood; assuming that, like many other relative “newcomers” (code for 

young Caucasians), they would pack up and move once things ceased to be interesting or once 

their children were old enough to be subject to the notoriously underfunded Detroit Public 
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Schools.  However, Bill and Melissa’s daughter is now of school age and has just finished her 8

first year in Detroit Public Schools. Bill explained to me that he joined a parent coalition to bring 

more arts into the students’ education and has been actively involved in the development of that 

curriculum.   9

When I asked him where he saw himself in fifteen or twenty years, he said they have no 

intentions of leaving. “What about all these houses you’ve bought?,” I asked. “Will you manage 

all these properties forever?” He explained that while they hope to keep them active as they 

intended (as artist residencies, community spaces, and performance venues), “we could also sell 

some of the houses back to the families [in the neighborhood] and they could become houses 

again” (February 21, 2016). Bill explained that if the structures became more valuable as 

domiciles than as venues for their programming, he would let the houses return to a domestic 

purpose and scale back their holdings. 

To Melissa, a trained architect, the sense of stewardship plays out in her defense of Detroit’s 

housing stock against demolition. Part of her exasperation with the Flower House project was the 

appeals made by the artist to sustainability through responsible deconstruction. Melissa reasons 

that if the cost-benefit analysis of deconstruction versus demolition is hinged upon the 

salvageability of materials, then the house could be renovated and not have to be demolished in 

the first place. She described different times when the City has come through her neighborhood 

on one of their demolition rounds and all of the sudden houses are “suddenly just gone. Erased. 

Just like that” (February 21, 2016). She and Bill’s response to this erasure has been to attempt to 

buy or find buyers for as many of the homes in their neighborhood as possible to keep them from 
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the demolition crews, and they describe their work in the neighborhood as motivated by 

stabilization and preservation (ibid). 

An orientation of stewardship, or an ethics of care, is what marks Bill and Melissa’s projects 

as "good" art houses.  However, the social cache that Bill and Melissa wield has allowed them 10

to navigate a working relationship with the city that has largely been denied their African-

American counterparts. Halima is still fighting the DLBA for ownership of her house, and Dabls, 

has only after fifteen years attained the cooperation and support of the City.   

If the houses of Detroit are a crucial element of the urban ecosystem, a “natural” resource to 

be protected, cared for, preserved, and managed, what, then, are the politics of their preservation? 

And does it presume that to preserve them requires some form of domestication?  

Domesticating Detroit: Metaphors and Materials 

From Ford’s $5/ day “Profit-Sharing Plan” to the missions of private philanthropic foundations, 

various forms of domestication are articulated throughout this dissertation. Forms of 

domestication are elaborated through corporate welfare schemes that police domestic spaces, 

through the private sector take-over of downtown, through the valorization by philanthropic 

foundations of the artist-as-steward of an ailing city, through cycles of foreclosure, and through 

municipal management of emptiness. All of these domestications seek to present the right way to 

care for, revitalize, and be in the city.  

 Whether domesticating through re-use or inhabitability, the creative practices that affirm 

these forms of domestication are encouraged through funding, media attention, and targeted 
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marketing campaigns. When creativity domesticates, it is valorized. Indeed, the political 

economy of urban revitalization reveals the instrumentalization of creative labor in the efforts to 

domesticate the city. Nonetheless, artists and creative producers find ways to subvert these 

domestications, thus situating them as both an instrument and an agent. What brings these all 

together is a relativized understanding and analysis of the creation of value through art, through 

re-use, through appropriation, through preservation, through real estate markets, through decay, 

and even through absence. 

 What does it mean to domesticate a house? To tame, to bend to the uses of humans; but 

also, “to dwell.” Following this definition, the taming of nature by man is a process of dwelling; 

or bending something toward the uses of dwelling.  To view the city as a “wild” city in need of 11

domestication presumes that the material landscape (including its single-family homes) is a 

passive background upon which our hopes, fears, and the banalities of our everyday existence are 

played out; a space to be acted upon, tamed, colonized, developed. Yet, as we have seen through 

the cases discussed in this dissertation, Detroit’s single-family homes are a material force with 

agency that acts upon us and in many ways makes the city what it is through affording certain 

transformations, exchanges, and positionalities. 

 Throughout this dissertation, I have discussed the house as homestead on the 

postindustrial frontier, the house as natural resource, the house as dead or sick body, the house as 

body without organs, the house as spectacle, the house as shell/vessel, the house as nkisi, the 

house as tourist attraction, the house as performance venue, the house as museum, and the house 

as flower. These metaphors reveal some of the ways in which houses might resist domestication 

or resist being bent to the uses of dwelling. Metaphors structure and limit not just how we think 
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about houses, but fundamentally what they are to us and ultimately how they are experienced 

(Lakoff and Johnson 1980). But to think of houses solely in such a discursive analysis does not 

help to explain the ways in which houses are also disassembled, recombined, hollowed out, 

appropriated, and preserved. Indeed, the house is both ideologically malleable and a malleable 

material. Its meaning and symbolism changes throughout its life and the life of the city (i.e. The 

house as symbol of the middle class, but also blight and decay. The house as symbol of security, 

but also precarity), while at the same time, it is materially agentive and generative of new forms, 

new uses, and new meanings. 

Single-family homes in Detroit are, indeed, a contested site in which various politics, 

ideologies, and economies collide. They contain and radiate deep emotional attachments, 

experiences, and memories, but they are also agents in the ever-evolving urban landscape 

affording various positionalities and inter-relationships. Single-family homes help to establish 

normative concepts of “community" and urban citizenship, redefine public and private spaces, 

and make visible the rhetoric of top-down efforts that seek to define the 'right way' to revitalize 

Detroit's neighborhoods. They also resist such legibility and “domestication” through acts of 

camouflage, subversion, reassemblage, and decay. The houses discussed in this dissertation are 

not just reclaimed, repurposed, appropriated, or preserved, but they also at once enable 

reclamation, repurposing, appropriation, and preservation. They are at once both signifier and 

substrate, artistic medium and actant; acted upon and acting in the transformations of the city.  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 fieldnotes August 14, 20111

  It hasn’t actually been demolished yet at the time of writing, but it is intended to be demolished.2

 Cowley, Stacy. 2015. “A Detroit Florist’s Vision Turns an Abandoned House Into Art,” New York Times. October, 14, 2015. 3

accessed at: http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/15/business/smallbusiness/a-detroit-florists-vision-turns-an-abandoned-house-into-
art.html, February 2016.

 ibid4

 Artist speaking in video on Martha Stewart’s website: http://www.marthastewart.com/1129851/lisa-waud-pot-and-box-flower-5

house-project/@playlist/1128038/maker-series-design-function, accessed March 2016.

 She may here be thinking of the famed and catalytic “$100 house” article in the New York Times that first highlighted her own 6

work within the discourse of Detroit’s “frontier.”

 When my partner and I bought our house, one of our neighbors said: well, we don't really own these houses, we are just the 7

caretakers of them until we pass them on to the next occupants.

 In early 2016, partially fueled by the media attention on the Flint Water Crisis, the Detroit Public Schools (which were for a 8

time under the management by the same state-appointed Emergency Financial Manager that oversaw Flint’s fateful decision to 
switch off of Detroit drinking water) have participated in mass “sick-outs” after the state legislature banned the teachers from 
striking. The “sick out” was done with the intention of holding the state accountable to fixing many problems with the schools 
(including basic issues like lack of textbooks, lack of heat, rodent and mold problems in the ailing buildings, etc).

 The state of Detroit Public Schools demands a rather hands-on approach to education. The Schools have lately been asking 9

parents to get more involved even in the development of curriculum, because there are so few resources.

 In addition to the implications of stewardship, Bill and Melissa’s letter also speaks, in no uncertain terms, about the role they 10

wish to play in shaping the real estate climate in Detroit. “We must change the dynamic of what real estate means, what 
properties mean to neighborhoods, to the community, to the city.” Through their work, they wish to change the discourse around 
Detroit’s housing stock, not to see it simply as a “resource” to be taken advantage of, but as an “opportunity to create your own 
value by doing new and unique things.” The creation of value where there is presumed to be none is a form of creativity that 
articulates well with philanthropic missions and lends itself to the discourse of social uplift despite Melissa’s desire to not be 
saddled with such responsibilities (personal communication, November 1, 2013).

 domesticate (v.) 1630s, of animals; 1741, of persons, "to cause to be attached to home and family;" from Medieval Latin 11

domesticatus, past participle of domesticare "to tame," literally "to dwell in a house," from domesticus (see domestic). Related: 
Domesticated; domesticating. Source: Oxford English Dictionary.
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